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McChristian, Smith and Vance Grab Top Honors

Moot Court Team Wins
Fighting back from a first
round loss lo Baylor University, the St. Mary's Law &·hool
Moot Court Team grabbed first
place in the State Moot Court
Team Competition hE>Id in conjunetion with the State Bar
Convention this past June.
The gruPhng three day contest. held in Dallas and invol\'ing a dispute over oil and gas
leases of the infamous .J.R Ewing. provided the clramatie
harkdrop for tIll' dassit• l.ffort
by the team . T<•mn members
.John Md'hristian ..Jr. Slwlton
Smith and Lisa Vatwt> not only
stagf'<l a menwrahll• <"omebaek
performanc·t'. but also managed
to Pilei a twpn\y-thn•p yPar string of un~uc·c·t>ssful at lt'mplh by
St. Mary's to win the statt'wide
C'OlllJX't it 1011.
Followmg the initial loss to
Baylor. the Team methodically

defeated the remaining entrants in the competition, UT,
SMU, Texas Tech, University
of Houston and South Texas
College of Law. Remarkably,
the team reached the semifinals by defeating those five
opponents on the same day.
Team members facf'<l their
nemesis Baylor in the :;(•mtfinals, but this time, they
swept past them to reach the
finals.
Arguing before the Supreme
Court of Texas sitting en bane,
St. Mary':,; defeated Texas Tech
in the finals. As a consequence
of the elaborate point system
based upon oral advocacy skills
and appellate brief writing, the
6-3 decision in favor of St.
Mary's narrowed to a ().6 tie
and ::;everal anxious momentl-i
followed. Because St. Mary's
garnered six victories in the

previous oral argument
rounds. the Supreme Court
declared St. M<uy's victorious.
Team members were awarded several legal texts as well as
watdws. pen l-il'ts and gift <"ertifimtes for their laborl:>.
Speaking for the other team
Lisa Vance express('(] dl'('p gratitude toward Team
t'oaehes Ray and LeRoy Jahn
fot· the itl\'aluable assistance
tlwy pmvic!Nl during the intenstV< training pha::;e prior to the
~tate MPet. Vanre also prai::;ed
Profps.o.;or Orville Walker for
his as.o.;tst.ant'e to the members
tn prE>paration for the Competition.
"We were very fortunate to
have l>et'n afforded the opportunity to argue before the
highest c·ourl in the state,"
Vatll"C' related. "I just IO\ed it!"
memhet~.

Law Journal Receives Award
Capping a l>UCCE'S.')ful and an
eventful year, St. Mary's Law
Journal has re<.-etved an award
from the Texas Bar Foundation
for publication of the Outstanding Law Review/Law Journal
Article for 1979.
The Law Review Artirle
Award Committee of the Texas
Bar Foundation selected Texas
Supreme Court Justic·e Jaek
Pope and Houston Attomey,
William Lowerre as t'ecipients
of the Law Revtew Artic·le
Award for their work, "The
State of the Spec-ial Verdict I!J7!l "

The Award Committee,
chaired by attorney David
Kreager of Beaumont, announced that in addition to the
Law Journal's selection. the
Law Journal would be
presented with a $1000 cash
pnze.
Law School Dean James N.
Castleberry, Jr., Law Journal
&htor-in-Chief Faye Machen
Bracey and Law Journal Artirles Editor Suzanne Langford
were present at the June
meeting and accepted both
award and cash prize on behalf
of the article writerR, Law

Journal and Law School.
Aceonling to Bracey, the purpose of the article was to provide practicing attorneys with
helpful methods of compooing
special issues in accordance
with recent changes 111 Texas
pnx·p<ful'lll law. Braee) noted,
"The award is a high honor, an
exeellent honor which has
brought a great deal of recognition and credibility to the
Law .Journal."
"The artic·le is a quality piece
of work v-. ith whic·h we all ean
be proud," Bracey conduded.

The Third Year Blahs

A Diagnosis and Suggested Cure
b) Profe.ssor Tom Black
When I was honored by a request to write for the Wit<m I
immediately bt~an thinking of
possible subjec·t.s. My last article was about Bix Beiderbeck, a
sainted jazz musician. Perhaps,
I thought, I would follow with a
literaty critique or some ob::;ervations on painting or show biz
or maybe even desrribe some
exciting moments in sports.
Then it came to me
my
busine~ it teaching law and
the Witan i::; a law school
publication. Why not write on
legal education'?
So I am going to make a few
comments on a subjert that hru;
concerned me smce I experienced (or perhaps "endured"
would be more descriptive) it
myself- the third year of law

school which I believe can be
and usually is a boring waste of
time.
I must preface my remarks
with a disclaimer. I do not
speak for the law school administration nor do my views
represent a concensus on even
a majority of faculty opinion.
In fact, it is very possible that I
am, as Woodrow Wilson once
said of Bob LaFollette, "a
wilful man expressing no opinion but his own". However, I
am confident that, true to
Voltaire, my colleagues,
disagree though they may, will
defend to the death my right ti>
expression.
I might also be quick to point
out that I do not advocate
graduating law students after
two years. Perish the thought-

~o one is ready to protect im-

portant personal and property
right..., 111 a complex society
.such as ours after a mere tv:o
y<!ars of law school. In fact one
n•sult of the pt"l':'('tlt make-up
of third year eurrriculum is
that it adds nothing to the student's training and thus a student who graduates after three
ypar-s is no more qualified to
practi('e law than is one who
has ('omplt>ted tv-.o years. whirh
mPans not qualified at all.
My thesis is that the process
of readmg, analyzing and
Socra t ieally discussing opintons of appellate courts has
finite edueatwnal benefits
which reaeh their limit after
two intensive years. It is said
that law school scares you to
(Continued on page 6)

The 1980 State Moot Court Competition winners from St. Mary's
are (1-r) Shelton Sm ith, John McChristian,Jr., Orville Walker
(faculty moderator), and Lisa Vance.

First Year Orientation

New Crop Admitted
By David J. Vaello
The 1980 Fall Semester Law
School Orientation Program
welcomed incoming first year
students with a parade of
speakers including Dean .James
N. Castleberry. Jr.. on Friday,
August 2'.2. The Dean dispelled
rumors of St Mary's los.o.; of a~
cre(h tatwn
The primary source to which
the dean and faculty addres...;ed
themselves. as far as rumors
are concerned, lies in the ranks
of second and third year
students. Further, the area to
which these rumors are addressed would be such things as
how to study, which cans are
worthwhile, which student
outlines to follow. and the like.
The thing to remember is that
all of these areas arE' short l'Ut~
whieh student.o.; have tried to incorporate into their study
habits to soften the load. It is
precisely this which the faculty
was addressing. As a secondyear student, I will admit to
my own enrounters with the;e
rariou~ short cuts, and would
have to tilipulate that then• are
problems with incOJJ)Orating
the::;e various out~ide souree:;
into )our study habits.
It is important to remember
that you should fit-st of all concentrate on your text1-1 and
your class notes. Primarily,
this will be the emphasis on
your examinations. Beware
trying to incorporate too many
outside sourees into your
studies or you face the
possibility of becoming
thoroughly confused. Mo::;t important is for the individual
student to weigh his or her own

e

standards for study habits and
most of all not to 1gnore
reading and briefing each and
every case for class preparation.
Freshmen students were introduced to a number of people
throughout the program, which
was largely run by Student Bar
Association President, Tim
Dooley who. along with all the
students from the S.B.A. and
those who volunteered their
services, should be congratulated for a job well done.
Students heard from Professor Leopold !lS chairman of
the Professors' Committee who
instilled a bit of humor into the
program with his allusion to a
Zoo, and his ethereal admonitiOn that brilliance alone is not
enough to eany a :;tudent
through law school, but rather
need~ to be C'OUpled with a
"burning desire for surt·et;S."
Prof~or Hob~. teacher of
property to some freshmen
students. addressed the subje(·t
of briefs. hooks and hornlx1oks.
Professm FmncbC"tl diN·ussed
outlines and das:, redlatwn
while Profe..,~OJ Dittfm th
rc•l:th'<l thP s11bje ·t of examint
t ions and rPvie\\ s.
After an announcement concerning financial aid programs, students were dismissed from 12-2, for a chance to get
their books and grab a bite to
eat. PAD fraternity was runing their used book sale. while
the Chili team under the reins
of Tom "Longneck" Root seneel brisket tacc~ and soda
watC'rb.
Associate Dean Schmidt ad(Continued on Page 4)
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Accreditation Confrontation

Fift~ - thrPt' years ago

tht· &111 .\ntonw Bar A~--o·wllon foundt.>d Sf.
:-;prinl! fire AB.\-AAL.'-5 A<·!'l't-lhtation te,un
member" told the La\\ &houl and l"nirersity Adminr~tration that
unle...,:- the Law ~·hool takes immediate currecti\·e artion to meet
ABA ~tandards, its ac('re<litation will be terminated. Farulty
members leave after only a year or two, or never come at all. l:>e<·austfaculty salaries offerred here are not competitive. There are too few
book::; in a too small library. The classroom and library ~ating
c~padty i::; inadequate. Secretarial support, staff salaries, and equipment are inadequate. The student faculty ratio is twice what is
should be. If there's to be a St. Mary's School of Law, all this must
change.
First, it should be noted that Dean Castleberry and the Law
School faculty are confident that the board of trustees of St. Mary's
University and the University Administration will do whatever's
necessary to preserve the accreditation of the Law Sch1xJI.
Here is what has been done so far.
~lary'~

I

La\\

For t•\ery dullat• a 1:1\\ :-tud«:>nt pay,., in tuition, forl) ·ll\l' Jlf.•n·ent 1

(r>'1•) nl tt Iemaire: m thP La\\ Sehool: Fift~-fiw J.ll'l'l"t•nt (:"1~1" ..) find:-.
rt~ \\a) "up tHe h111"' to St. Mary's Univer~ity. The ABA ReinsJ>Pl'·

~chool. La~t

I

S.B.A. Senate

The S.B.A. senate met on
Wednesday, September 3 and
discussed vanous proposals for
projects and events in the upcoming year. Of immediate importance is that the S.B.A.
voted to appropriate funds for
chili and beer at the Annual
Chilympiad in San Marros on
Septemlx>r 20. The S.B.A. will
be sellin~ "Fril'nds of the Chili
Team" memb<•rships for one
dollar. Each member wtll then
be entitled to all the beer and
chili he or she desires at the
Chili Teams booth at the
Chilympiad. l•'urther details
will be announced before the
('hilympiad. Also planned is an
S.B.A. sponsored marathon run
whieh if tentatively scheduled

for early November. Tricia
McEntee (the only member of
the Senate who can run more
than a mile) has agreed to coordinate this activity. Those interested in helping on such an
event should contact her. The
Senate will soon have an allschool calendar for the
classroom building which will
allow the law school or~aniza·
tions to plan mPetings and
events without conflicts. There
will soon be an election. Also of
importance is an upcoming
special election to fill the position of Treasurer of the S.B.A.
and two vacancies on the
Honor Court. See the S.B.A.
bulletin board for further
details.

iion team found this proportion unacceptable. The Law &·hool Administration replied that it had asked for more for several years, but
had been refused.
I lt•an Ca~tleberry has submitted a "Revised Budget" to the l"niH•rsity in an t>ffort to se~:ure funds neee&:;ary to financ·e the implemt•ntation of ABA acereditation dic-tates. This budget has neither bf.l<>n
adopted nor dedi ned, and it is the University's ad ion on this budRet
that <'an end a half-<·entury of committment to private legal edU<·a·
tion in San Antonio. The proposal is this: inst€ad of 15% of law
student:-;' tuition and fees remaining in the Law School's coffers.
Dean Castleberry proposed to the University that HO'Yn of tuition and
fees paid by law students be allocated exclusively to the use and control of the Law &·hool.
The 80'}u-20'}o division is substantially the same budget pmposal the
Law Sc·hool administration originally submitted last fall for the !'Urrent fisc·al y(lar. It rs a percentage school in<·ome whid1 i~ rt>quired by
ABA Standard!>.
The ABA won't wait muc·h longer. As I pointed out ~.>artier. the
Law S<·hool Admmistration !'onsidt>res ineredulous an) surutestJOn
that tlw Univprsity \d lllet the law sc-hool die of too small classrooms
and a sub ~tandard student fac-ulty ratio. But the unrn•1-sit) admrni:--tration must allm\ the Law Sehool to eonform to ABA Standards.
Tlw La\\ ~d11K1I shares a campu~ with St. Mary's Umn•r-srty. More
I han ont·-half of Lt\\ ~tudents' tuliion and fet's provid<' for tlw suppor·tof that rampus and that univer-sity. ~till.\\'(' must look "up tlw
hi II" for suffit·i1•nt funds to keep the Ltw S<·hoolm busirw:-;...,.rn !"Oill·
piJn IWt• WIth AHA :-Ia ndarcb. How muc-h lonj!«:>r must \\'(' wait?
M.t'.M.

Tlu• WIT.\ :-.I is ~1. Mary\ c-urrent legal publiration. It':-; purpose• is
tnlll'lng 111'\\"s of ll'gal intt•rpst to St. Mary's Law studPnts and fat·td ty. i\dditiollally, THE WITAt\ servE's as an information soUl"<"<' ot
tlw law srhool rommunity, opening an avl'mH• for tlw publi!"ation of
studt>nl adi\ilies and pursuib. TilE WITAN in ib t•ditorials at·
tPmpb to address matters of controversy whNc· th<') arisl' pal'lintlarly within the legal 1·onmtunit)·. The \\'lTA:-.1 \\t:>lmmes your
ron! rihuilons. plan to attend a met> ling of tlw staff Thur·sday.
S(>ptember 25, l!ll'O at 7;(){1 p.m. in The W1tan offwt•.

THANK YOU I tl.:AN
IN
fiiN SOORT liME AT LEGREE, I IIAVf:
Sf N&:D THAT Wl: Of r£N PLAC[ OOR
GOALS I'M 1\-ll funJRE LA'NVER.
MEAD OF THE f'\1: £03 OF II£
N:. A HUMAN BEING.
WE HAVE LOST SIGHT

STUDENT ~ AN INDIVIDUAL WI\Ol[
WITH UNIQUE. V\LlNT3, A3PIHATIOAA),

AND 61:N3\TIVI TIES. IN Tl\t. COMINO

YEAR, I HOPE THAT IN£ CAN rru:MOC
~

~TUDENTS

A HlLPING I-W-ID,
AN LNCOURAGING
~p

AND TrME-

ro RITLlC.T

Tl-tE NEED {() l'REAT

LIrE~

ON

I ARGLR.

IS3UE!3.

DEADLINES
The Witan is published on
the 15th of the month. In
order to meet that publication date, articles must be
submitted by the first of each
month.
Artides may be given to a
Witan staff member or plaeed
in the "Witan Box" in the
SBA-BOA-Witan office in the
classroom building. Law
S<-hool organizations should
<·ontaC"t Mercedes Kutcher in
submitting artides on their
events.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT
ISSUE: Oct. 1. 1980

CHILYMPIAD
Saturday, Sept. 20, 1980,

the law school Chili Team
cooks its annual Chilympiad
in San Marcos. Chili and
beer for $1.00.

The Witan
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Good-bye Jimmy

PUNTO
by. Georgianne Wanner
Think about the United
States in 1980.
Fifty-two Americans have
been held hostage in Iran for a
year. The U.S. led boycott of
the Moscow Olympic Games
had no effect on Soviet involvement in Afghanistan. The
American economy is at a bottom point near, if not equal to,
the 1930's Depression.
American dependence upon
foreign energy grows ever
stronger.
Now, think about the President of the United States in
1980 and his reaction to the
crises facing this nation.
He backs out of a mission to
rescue the hostages in Teheran
and then apologizes to Iranian
officials for trying such aclrons. He witne;...;es his attt>mpts to fate the Sll\ ll't~ out
of Afghanistan - a grain t•m·
hargo and OlympiP- ho)!'Olt ~go down in failure. Ht• t:d.;t•:.- a
fl'\\, ineffective nwasun·s in all

effort to control inflation. He
cannot get his total energy bill
passed by a Democratic Congress. Gas prices triple.
Workers are laid off. The
American standard of living
steadily declines. The President has the lowest popularity
rating of any Chief Executive,
including Richard Nixon on
the eve of his resignation from
office. Yet, this man, a total
failure as President, is his party's nominee for re-electron to
the Presidency. For the sake of
this nation's future, Jimmy
Ca1ter and the Democratic
Party must be defeated on
November 4.
What would four more years
of a Carter administration
mean? It is impossible to
predict the future, of course,
but it is possible to conjl'!'ture
past performarwe. An abbre\·iated lil't of l'artl'r
Pre:-;idential adions irwlude
the Begin-~adat ('amp l>a\ id
Summit (chd anyt hin)! to end
the ~lideast Crisis n•ally n•sult

CONTRA
PUNTO
The Catter Apologia: Part 1
by Erwin McGee
In reviewing the past fqur
years, one must be impressed
with the seeming lack of accomplishment in the Carter
Administration. This column
will attempt to analyze some of
those failures, identify the
cauges and compare Catter's
handling of same with
Reagan's potential to do better.
Frequently, comparisons will
be vivid, due to the very nature
of subjectivity behind such
terms as "success" and
"accomplishment." This column will consistently adopt
the Democratic standard in
evaluating such terms.
Carter as a "Weak" President
The President's Gallup Poll
difficulties stem largely, if not
solely, from the perception of
the general public that he is a
weak President. The primary
indic1a of Presidential
weakness is the success of
White House legislative initiatives in the Congress. This
weakness is pronounced in that
the White House and C~:mgress
are controlled by the same party. The remainder of this column will concern "presidential
strength" and compare the candidates in so doing.
During wartime, when President's wear the commander-inchief as well as the executive
hats, American Presiaents are
traditionally powerful (e.g.
Lyndon Johnson-while Vietnam was generally popular,
1965-67; Franklin Roosevelt;
Woodrow Wilson; Abraham
Lincoln). Pork barrel clamor-
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from this?), double-digit inflation, a high unemployment
rate, Andrew Young's
diplomacy at the United Nations, Billy Carter's Libyan
jaunts, the American humiliations in Iran, gas lines and skyhigh enerro" costs, the refreezing of the Cold War, and
the weakening of American
power and pr·egtige in the
world. As sev<'ral European
leaders have observed, Carter
just doesn't comprehend the
United State~· role in the
modern world. Four more
years of Jimmy Carter would
witne;s further the deterioration of this !'ountry both
domestically and internationally.
Is Ronald Heagan the solution? Jimmy ('artl-'r certainly
isn't the answer. Our country
need~ a change. a return to the
proud days of thi~ nation. We
need a po:.-JtiH' dil'l'l.'tion and
strong leadl•t-ship. Above all,
we nef'd a new hPginning and a
President who all ,·an believe

in. Carter's ineffectiveness has
weakened the Presidency far
more than Waterg·ate did. The
United States, and the
Western World, need a leader
with power and force.
Our country also needs new
direction in Congress. The
Democrats have controlled the
legislative branch since the
Eisenhower Administration.
They have had their tries at
solving this nation's problems.
The role and size of the government have been volumniously
expanded; no American is untouched by the federal
bureaucracy. Defense spending
has become secondary. Witness
the aborted Iranian res('ue mission as an example of U.S.
military might - or· think
about the American debacle in
Vietnam. Our space program is
no more. The billions of dollars
spent on soda! progr<uns have
not :->~llvl'd our nation's probll'm.. Powrty ::,till exists on
an alarmingly wide scale.

America is second in military
strength. Del roit is going
under, and the economy grows
worse.
A Republican - controlled
Congress would approach this
nation's problems from a fresh
angle. The government's role in
our individwtl live's would be
reduced, and ~he economy
would be allowed to set its own
pace. Americans in need would
still be provided for, but the
massive give-away programs which are destroying the work
incentive in this nation would be scaled down. A
l{epublil'an Congress would get
this nation moving again.
Think about the United
States in 1980. There must be a
change if this nation is to sur\'ive as a strong. free republic.
Look beyond the 1980
Hepublican platform: Look to
the Future. When you do that,
) ou \\'ill \'olt' Hepubliean. and
agallt:-,1 .J nnmy ( 'artt•r, 1111
1\o\'!'tllht•r I.

In Defense Of Carter
ing by local chambers of commerce for Congressional favors
abate while the public at large
adopts the President's sense of
priorities without question.
Congressmen are deemed unpatriotic during such periods if
they challenge the President
even on petty domestic decisions (e.g. the price target on
potaroes).

During peacetime, however,
the President enjoys no such
absolute acceptance by the electorate. In such periods, the
Congress recognizes the following specie for purchasing congressional votes: (1) sustained
executive attention to an issue
w that the general public is
mobilized into pressuring their
local congressman; (2) amending executive initiative; so as
to mollify congressional
criticism; (3) executive
"purchase" by the President's
assurance that a local
businessman in the balking
congressman's district will get
some executive arproval or
money or Presidential support
for the balking congressman's
legislation or d~i red appointment; (4) party unity.
President Carter, a Ia Frank
Moore, White House legislative
liaison, and Hamilton Jordan,
actual White House Chief of
Staff, have performed relatively poorly in exercising congressional negotiations with these
four tools of purchase. The
President is personally and
ethically opposed to "direct
purchase" by offering
ecutive benefits for votes •
wholly collateral pieces of ex-

ea

ecutive legh;lation (Panama
Canal exception) and is also opposed to giving powerful congressmen preview power over
executive legislative initiatives
so that bargaining for various
amendments cin be negotiated
prior to the bill's mtroduction
on the Hill. As a result, the
President has been generally
limited to accomplishing
several hom;ecleaning tasks
without major Congressional
antagonism (Civil Service
Reform, I>ept. of Energy,
Reorganiilation D!:'pl. of
Education). On major legislation, such as deregulation and
the energy plan, the President
was clobbered.
(Such is not to say that the
President, in actuality rather
than public perception, has
been quite successful. With
Ray Marshall a..- SecrPtary of
Labor,
the
President
eliminated the then number
one problem of unemployment
within six months of his administration. In the same
period, the farm crisis ($2.00
wheat) was eliminated with an
incredibly austere Farm Program despite a considerable
campaign by farm groups for
parity-in effect, a guaranteed
income proposal for the nation's most asset-rich sector. He
rewrote the Ford 1976 and 77
budgets. He passed an enormously unpopular but crucially necessary social security tax
increase. He vetoed two
defense budgets-no President
in the history of the country
has been able to veto one
without Congressional override
(MX missile, later reinstituted

by the Presid<>nt after the
Afghanistan invasion, B-1
bomber, and billion dollar sitting duck aircraft carrier).
Despite the President's suecesses, the National Energy
Plan was chewed to pieces in
the Senate as the President
stood helpless to salvage it. His
tax reform leRislation never
even made it into committee
much less out and onto the
floor. His civil service and
welfare reform proposals have
been bogged down in Congressional committes since their intraduction. His main success
and demonstration of Presidential strength, the Panama
Canal, is a sign of embarrassment since considerable
amount of favors were extended and a Democratic Congress
should have deferred to the
President in such a foreign
policy matter anyway. And, of
course, SALT II was hopelessly
bogged down until it was finally pulled from the legislature
on the Afghanistan excuse.

the electorate sayl:i "weak pn:'Sident." Can't have it both ways.
To the extent Carter 1s more
"weak" than the electorate was
concerned about real, underthe-table purchase politics,
Carter hali learned some
lessons in that regard, Reagan
must start in Washington's
kindergarten. Do we want to
witness another President's
graduation from kinderg<u1Rn
to first grade? Moreover, such
ex e rut i v e -1 egis I at i v e
"negotiating" is extremely difficult when purchasing outside
your own party. Not only is
Reagan hit by not having a par·
t} majority, but this cir·
cumstance limits his abilitie;
to utilize other White House
levers of power over the Congress as well.
One mrght note that President Ford was unable to pass a
single piece of legislation other
than the budget (which was
marked up considerably by the
Congress) and "Project Independence." Nixon was only
able to get his welfare reform
package through... without conThe Reagan Potent-ial
~=~~~siileraole amenaments ana tbe
phase I, II, and III controls
There is absolutely no enpackage. The embargo and
dication that Reagan is any
China recognition were virtualmore wise to the ways of
ly unilateral.
Washington than Carter. The
Reag-an, like Carter in 1976,
Georgia mafia would be prois speaking wholly outside the
ceeded by the California mafia
Washington dialogue of pro(Nixon revisited). Therefore,
blems and remedies. His
Reagan's ability to purchase
"weakness" as a President is
congressional votes with exhandwriting on the wall.
ecutive favors is similary
limited. The electorate
Unless, of course, he takes us to
clamored for an outsider to
war as is his wont becomes a
"strong" wartime President.
take over the helm so as to
(Part II: The Imperial Quesehmi~ such favors anyway;
tion)
now •
such is not going on,

I
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Placement News

TERYIEW. FAILURE TO
NOTIFY THE PLACEMENT
Well, it's that t1me
OFFICE 24 HOURS IN ADagain-scrubbed face~. Sum- VANCE OF A CANCELLA
mer tans, a few pounds on, a TION OF A SCHEDULED INfew off-these are some of the TERVIEW WILL RESULT IN
things we noticed first upon
THE ENFORCEMENT OF
the return of our mid-law and
OUR PRINTED POLICY OF
third year students. Also, the
NO FURTHER ON-CAMPUS
first year class looks INTERVIEWS DURING
great-bubbling with anticipa- THAT SCHOOL YEAR.
tion about law school (or scared
The following is a list of
to death, we're not sure which) scheduled on-campus interand looking every bit like a
views for which students
promise of a good three years should come to the Placement
to come at St. Mary's Law Office to sign up for an interSchool.
view time:
In every issue of the Witan Sept. 18, Potter, Guinn, Min·
we will try to bring to you
ton, Roberts & Ireland, Tyler. 2
what is happening in place& 3, top 20%; Sept. 18, Opment for the next month. Or if
penheimer Rosenberg Kelleher
nothing is happening, we will
& Wheatley, S.A.. 2nd. top
attempt to gwe you ~omething
20°;o; Sept. 19, Harris Co.
of inter~t in the Placement
District Attorney, Houston.
area.
3rd, GP A 75 up; Sept. 19,
First, you should know
Soules & McCamish, S.A, 2 &
where we are located. We are
3, top 10' o; Sept. 22, Weller
next to the Law .Journal
Wheelus & Green, Beaumont,
Library on the out.c;ide of the
3rd; Sept. 22, Freytag Marshall
Law Library building.
Beneke LaForce Rubinstein &
The Placement Office is also
Stutzman, Dallas, 2 & 3, top
the Law Alumni Relations of10%; Sept. 23, Cox & Smith,
fice and both of us in the office
Inc., S.A., 2 & 3, top 25%; Sept.
work in both areas. During 23, Internal Revenue Service,
your law school tenure you
Houston, 2 & 3, top 25%; Sept.
will, no doubt, be more con24, Gardere, Wynne & Jaffe,
cerned with placement. But
Dallas, 2nd, top 15%; Sept. 24,
after you find that first job we
Orgain, Bell & 'lUcker, Beauhope you will remember our
mont, 2 & 3, top 20%; Sept. 24,
other function and come back
Arthur Anderson & Co., S.A.,
to see us.
3rd, Acct. bkgd. with Tax
PLACEMENT COMMITTEE
emph. in l.s.; Sept. 25. Groce
The law school Placement OfLocke & Hebdon, S.A.. 2 & 3,
fice has a student Placement top V3; Sept. 26, Moorman &
Committee that schedules Tate, Brenham, 3d, none; Sept.
seminars in all law related
26, Vial Hamilton Koch Tubb
areas of interest to students. If Knox & Stradley, Dallas, 2 & 3,
you are inleresh!<l in bc<·oming• top 1 'a; Sept. 29 & 30, Fulbright
& Jaworski, Houston, 2 & 3,
lm·olved in this Vt'I'Y important
none; Sept. 29 & 30, Tinsman &
committee. plea~(' contac·t Jana
Houser, S.A., 3rd, none.; Oct. 1
Olson, Chairman (3rd year stu& 2, Kemp Smith White Dun·
dent) or come to the Placement
can & Hammond, El Paso, 2 &
Office andleaveyour name. The
3, top 20%; Oct. 2 & 3, Matfirst meeting of the Placement
thews Nowlin MacFarlane BarCommittee will be posted on
rett, S.A., 2 & 3, top 15%; Oct.
the Placement Bulletin Board
6,
Wood, Boykin & Wolter,
(located to the right of the enCorpus
Christi, 2 & 3, top 50%;
tran<'e to the Law Library).
Oct. 7, Ernst & Whinney, S.A.,
Everyone is welcome to join in.
3rd, 27-30 hrs. Acct.; Oct. 8,
After the initial meeting of the
Committee. notices will be Lynch, Chappell, Allday &
posted for all to gee reg-,uding Alsup, Midland, 2 & 3, none;
Oct. 10, Atlantic Richfield,
Placement Seminars-to which
Houston, 3rd, none; Oct. 15 &
all interested students are in16, Pennzoil Oil Corporation,
vite<!
Houston, 3rd, none; Oct. 16 &
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
17, Bracewell & Patterson,
The Fall 1980 interview
Houston, 2 & 3, top 15%; Oct.
21 & 22, EXXON Company,
season begins Thursday,
September 18. All students
USA, Houston, 3rd, none; Oct.
signmg up to interview on cam28, Peat Marwick Mitchell &
pus MUST HAVE THEIR Co., S.A., 3rd, Acct. bkgd.
RESUMES IN THE PLACEHave fun in your interview.
Interviews are a great time to
MENT OFFiCE SEVEN (7)
meet attorneys, to find out
SCHOOL DAYS PRIOR TO
THE INTERVIEW. We must about law firms and law prac·
have some sort of resume-if tice in different areas of the
yours are at the printer and state and to perhaps learn
won't be back for a while, give something about yourself, your
goals, your likes and dislikes,
us something to send on and
promise us the real thing when etc. Relax and be yourself.
it comes in. YOU WILL NOT
BUT DO READ THEIR FIRM
BE ALLOWED TO INTER- RESUME IN ADVANCE.
If possible, we would like to
VIEW IF WE DO NOT HAVE
have a resume on every 3rd
YOUR RESUMES IN TIME.
Be on time for your scheduled year student who might want
interview. DO NOT FAIL TO
us to keep an eye out for jobs
SHOW UP FOR YOUR IN- for him or her.
Pat/Turner

•

Law partners Gina and Alan Aaron rest in the shadl' of the Pecan Grove at t.1 · Summer's
Law Partner picnic. Alan's a third year law studl•nt planning to graduate in May. Law Part·
ners was established to promote a better understanding of the legal profession and to pro·
\idl• social and inlellectural acti\·ities for its membt•rs. See story p. 7.

Mexican-American Law Students
The Mexic.an American Law
Students Association (MALSA)
was originally founded as an
informal l;ocial organization
composed primarily of second
and third year students. More
recently, MALSA has sought to
change its purely social
<"haracter to provtde services
for the minority group it seeks
to represent as well as to the
Jaw school in general.
MAI..SA members recognize
that there are mterests and
problems that are unique to
Mexican American law
students. Under the leadership
of it.'l current president, Ruben
Pena, MALSA has embarked
on a vigouous program to attempt to meet some of these
needs. The emphasis is on pro-

viding informatiOn, advice, and
counseling in order to assure
that Mexican American law
students will have an easier
transition into Jaw school and
a more rewarding experienc-e
during their studies.
MALSA and the Women's
Law Association will co spoil·
sor the bPginntng of ::;('hool party on Friday, August 2H, 1H80.
This was the first tim(' that
MALSA has be<'n ditwtly involved in this particular sc·hool
wide activity and it markrd
the organization's initial effort
for the school y<>ar. Other <tc'th ities wtll include a briefing
semmar followed by a C!Uestion
and answer se&..;ion in order to
help first year students overcome some of the typ!C'al pro·

blt>ms that thPy ma~ ('nc·ountt>l'. In addition. plan!- arP
bt•tng madt· to prm tdP g\ll'~t
spmkPI'S on a month!~· has1:- in
ordc•r to acquaint studenb
\\ 1th problem ar<'as, topic·:-; of
sJ)(•c·tfil' intere;;t, and as a
gPtWral rPminder that there is
lift• aftt•t' law !-whool. In the spring, as a <"ulminating adivtty,
MAl~'lA will award a sc·holarship to a deserving student who
lis in need.
The Mexican American law
Students Association extends
its best wish to all iaw
students for a successful
1980-81 school year and cordially invites all interested
students to attend its monthly
meetings and to become
members.

r~~:;;y and The Bandit Part II I
by ton I. vision
If you enjoyed the original
Smokey and the Bandit, and
expect the same lively
characters and enthusiastic
performances in "II'', you will
be disappointe<l. This sequel is
as flat and stale as any "II" in
memory. Burt Reynolds and
Sally Fields perform sluggishly
and show little spirit. You
should see this movie only if
you like elephant gags.
The original "Smokey" found
several engaging characters
(Reynolds. Fields, and Jerry
Reed) trying to move an illegal
truckload of Coors to a waiting
party. "Smokey II" finds the
same actors (surprisingly NOT
playing the same characters),
trying to quickly (the ratwnale
for the time pressure is never
explained) haul an elephant for
the Republican Party. The plot
is weak- while kids may get a
kick out of animal jokes and
verbal vulgarities- most of us
past puberty will find the
movie slow, without adequate
action or romance (e.g., most of
car chase/crash scenes are saved for the last 10 minutes).
"Smokey II" is devoid of the

high level of enthusiasm
typically generated by
Reynolds & Co.: the film never
lives up to its promise of
escapist entertainment.
If you are a Pittsbur~h

I

Steeler fan, you'll find that the
cameo roles of Terry Bradshaw
and '"Mean Joe" Greene provide the only redeeming moment in this drab 101-minute
movie.

First Year Students

(Con tinued from Page 1)

dressed the freshmen prospects
when the lunch period was over
with a few closing comments
concerning the grading system,
attrition rate, faculty advisors,
and the importance of the
declaration of intent. Following this, an almost unprecedented .address from
Father Windi:H·h VitePresident of student Serv1c·es
emphasized the unity of St.
Mary's Unive1-sity espousing
that both the undergraduate
curriculum and that of the
Law School were both designed
to circulate the same values, inherent in which were the
Judeo-Chri:stian attttudes of
the Society of Mary.
The final orientation address
by Tim Dooley was an effort to
make freshman students aware
of the various student
r~mizations designed to serve

I

all law students. The SBA
president called on at least one
representative from each group
to stand up while he spoke a little about their substance.
Student Association

Several second and third
year students then proceeded
to divide up the freshman class
into small groups of 10-15
students for a brief tour of the
school facilities. Lastly, from
4-7 there was beer and conversation in front of the Law
Library-a chance to ponder
some of the unanswered
enigmas plaguing freshmen; a
chance for some of the second
and third year students to
toast away the calm of the summer; a chance for all three
classes to mingle and get either
acquainte<l or reacquainte<l;
and, finally, perhaps, a chance
for an occasional
rumor to be
,.
set free.
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Phi A lpha Delta

PAD Notes

The local chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta leg-al fraternity
is named for and dedicated to
the memory of the late John
Nance Garner, distinguished
lawyer, Texas Legislator, U.S.
Congressman, and Vice President of the United States.
The Garner Chapter was installed on campus in the Fall of
1970 and has served the law
students and faculty of St.
~1ary's for more than a decade.
PAD continuously strive::> to
create and maintain a cl~
relationship between the
students, faculty, and the local
legal community. In achieving
this goal the chapter has acquired a well - deserved reputation for being dedicated to the
social life of the law students.
This reputation will become
readily apparent to everyone
when the social activities for
the S<'lllf>stcr gt•t in to full
swing.
Most of you will remember
PAD as the fraternity that
gave your pocketbook a little
relief when you bought your
books. The booksale is conducted entirely as a service to

the students. It provides
everyone an opportunity to get
rid of their old books and buy
others at half the regular price.
All of the funds earned at the
booksale go towards financing
parties and other social activities open to the entire law
school. This mean~veryone
gets a return on investment in
more ways than <HlP.
PAD members will be
meeting soon to sdwduiP 1b
social activities for the
semester whith has alreacb in
eluded on of the best "All-Law
School" parties of the seme-ter.
Keep an eye on the bulletin
boards for more information
concerning upcoming soC"ial activities or contact any one of
the officers listed below:
Justice: Scott Wylie 434-6308
Vice
Justice:
Doug Daniel
435-9393
Treasurer:
Alan Aaron
349-8264
Clerk: Jon M. Griffin
Marshall:
Bobby Spence
675-0850
Social Chairman: Grady Jolly

Phi Delta Phi

PDP Update
by Mary L. Brennan

"YABBA-DABBA-DO," Professor William P. Francisco jumps for joy after making contact
with a WLA-thrown softball. The Contracts Pro(essor a llegedly batted .133 in the exciting
game. Yes, the WLA lost again to the faculty 17-5.

Women 's Law Association

Another academic year is
upon us and Phi Delta Phi extends a special welcome to all
of you calm, collected first-year
students. (The nervous ones are
too busy briefing and rebriefing cases to be reading this article anyway. right?) Actually,
we all get the jitters every now

fered for first year courses. The
exam file is located in the
S.B.A. office and is open to the
study body several times during the semester. The
old exams may provide a fair
indication of how professors
style their exam questions
from year to year and can also
provide a good basis for review.
The mini-sessions for first year

and then and with this in

courses have traditionally been

mind, our fraternity is organizing a Student Advisor Program
designed to keep your questions answered. ("What's a
CAN anyway?"; "How do I
outline, how soon should I start
outlining or should I do it at
all?") The program IS structured so that each new student
will be given the name ~
volunteer upperclassman that
can be contacted throughout
the year for advice. suro:testions
or pointers developed from
grizzled veterans here at St.
Mary's. (Do not use a Gilberts
in clas..-., particularly if you sit
in the first row, do not read a
canned brief in dass, especially
the "Editor's Analysis.") There
will be a posted list of advisor-s
and their phone numbers on
the Phi Delta Phi Bulletin
Board.
Several other services sponsored by the fraternity which
are particularly helpful to first
year students are the Exam
File and the mini-reviews of-

conducted in mid-November
by those students who
"booked" the course under a
particular professor. These
reviews give the new student a
chance to discover various
methods of test-taking from
students who have had the
same professors.
Tennis anyone? Phi Delta
Phi sponsors an Annual Tennis
Tournament which is accompanied by plenty of beer, barbeque and trophies. And don't
worry! For those frustrated
jocks who only play "for fun"
(or, are not ready to dazzle the
crowds with skill), there IS a
special "Flake" division JUSt
for you. Signs will be posted
soon detailing registration and
playing times. Among the activities planned for the
membet-s was a tubing trip
down the ~ Guadalupe on
September 6th and a happy
hour get-together at Cappy's or
Mama's. Stay turned for ·
details.
-

e

WLA Activities
The Women's Law Association was formed in September,
1974, to meet a growing demand for better representation
of the rapidly increasing
female student body at St.
Mary's Law School. A group of
concerned law c:;tudents drafted
by-laws and elected provisional
officers. By the fall of 1975, the
Women's Law Association
(W .L.A.) had earned recognition by the law school's faculty.
The W.L.A.'s purpose is to combine the talents, strengths, and
ideas of its members in order to
suggest ways of handling problems encountered by women
in Jaw school and in the legal
profe~ion and to promote personal and profe:,sional development of law students. The
W.L.A.. as a multipurpose
organization. is interested in
making the law school setting
more personal for the students
and in sponsoring educational
forums of professional interest
to all students.
The W.L.A. co-hosted the
Tenth National Conference
on Women and the Law which
took place in San Antonio in
the Spring of 1979. The W.L.A.
took pride in co-sponsoring this
conference with the University
of Texas Women's Law Caucus.

The following year, the W.L.A.
contributed by sending three
women to the Eleventh National Conference on Women
and the Law in San Francisco.
W.L.A. is active in sponsoring other events to enhance the
social and educational aspects
of life at Jaw school. Last year,
we sponsored a Financial
Awareness Panel Seminar and
Dinner. The seminar was
beneficial to both men and
women Jaw students by providing speakers on investments. establishing credit.
and trusts and estate planning.
Each fall the W.L.A. holds a
workshop on writing briefs to
help new students more efficiently and effectively prepare
daily assignment!'. The
organization also provide::; a
monthly outline exchange between members. Scholarships
are awarded annually to
members selected by a special
committee. Other events include a Bloody Mary Party for
the faculty in early October,
and our major fund raising
event. the W.L.A. auction and
softball game with the faculty
in the spring, are planned.
This year's focus is on the
practical aspects of job hun-

e

ting. Tentative topics for
speakers and seminars include
how to interview, types of practices available, how to equip
ourselves for practicing law,
how to manage a career and a
family, how and where to start
a law practice. Realistic solutions to the problems our
members face in the job market
is of the utmost importance to
law students entering the profession. Another goal W.L.A.
has set is that of establishing a
network system for the present
and future support of our
members. An alumm newsletter to promote this networking
idea is in the discussion stage.
The first event on the W.L.A.
agenda was the briefing
workshop scheduled for August
27, two to four p.m., Library
Rooms 103 and 104. Programs
included discussion on briefing
by members of Phi Delta Phi.
Membership as well as provision for an information booth
during the first week of classes.
Dues are $5.00 per year.
W.L.A. Officers for 1980-81
are President, Kris Beckwith;
1st Vice-President,
2nd Vice-President, B. Jane
Hall; Secretary, Nancy Jacobs;
and Treasurer. Laura Worsham.
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Criminal Law Group Hosts Texas Jurists
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What organization on cam·
pus affords you the opportuni·
ty to listen to, rub elbows with,
and share a beer with some of
Texas' finest jurists and attorneys? The Criminal Law
Association.
After meeting several times
this summer, the Executive
Board of the C.L.A. has put
together an excellent series of

Black Article
(Continued from PAGE 1)
death in the first year, works
you to death in the ~cond and
bores you to death in the third.
This was certainly true in my
experience and it is going to be
true of any law student whose
training methods do not
<"hange in the third year.
To put the matter different
I~, anyone who has not learned
to read and analyz~;> appellatl'
d~;>t 1sions aftpr two yt>at-:-; and
thirty hours will neH•r IParn to
do so when•a:-; anyotw who has
;wquirPd tlw skill after two
yt>at-:-; (\\ hidt is trut' of nwst
stttdl'llb} wtll not lw advan<·Pd
ont' iota in legal abi Iit y hy eon
tinuing tlw pro<"e:-.' li11· a third.
miserahl P, non-produd h t'
yPar.

Tlwrefore. I propose• that in
the ideal Ia\\ ~hool the two
and thrPe hour thml year
c·out'Ses that eontinue Pxploring
the m~·sterics of appt.•llate opi·
nions should be canePlled and
that the following programs
should replac·e them:
I. Small seminat'l5 in various

Information

Law Journal

An important fa<'et representative of the educational status
of any law schoolm the t.;nited
State; 1s the existence of a legal
periodical or law review. St.
Mary's University School of
Law ts no exceptiOn. Even
though St. Mary's has chosen to
refer to it's legal periodical as a
law journal, the purpose:; r·emain the same. According to
.JacobstRin and Mersky, the
fundamental objectives of a
l;w l't'\ It>\\ are two-fold. Fit~t.
the legal periodir.al must serve
the prad i<·ing bar and the lt>gal
proft:>s:-ion. St•c·ond. the
periodit·al must edul"ate
studelltl'i in the "method of
legal research. analysis. and ex·
pre~sion

While the existence of a legal
periodical does not establish a
monopoly in the fulfillment of
the statt>cl purpost•s. partH'IP<•·
tion wtth a st'led group of
students does satisfy the pur·
pc~ 111 unique fa.o.;hion. Su<'h is
the ease with the St. Mary's
Law .Journal.
The St. Mary'!' Law Journal
1s a legal periodll'al published
four tim€'H a year by St. Mary's
law students. Partitipation is
achieved through (1)invitatl0ns
extended during the Spring

Semester to first year students
who ranked in the top 15% of
their cla..<;s following the Fall
Semester or (2) a wnting eom·
petition open to students who
rank in the top 5()111o of their
dass.
Students ranking m the upper half of their dass are
~elected t0 write for the .Jour·
nal through a \\Tiling t·omJ~t•tt
tion conducted during Spring
Semester. The writing competition is conducted m conjunc·
tion with the Legal Methods
program, a required course for
all First Year Students. Any
student in the top 50% of the
rlass Ill~~· submit a <·opy of
their <"<l"t>llOte writ It'll for the
LegaL\lMbtKls das.o.; to the Law
,Jolll11lttl. Tlw papPI's rpceiwd
by the ,Joumal during this
w nl i ng t·om pet 1l1on are
rt'\ tewed by the .Journal's
Editoral Board, and invita·
tions are extended to any
\\ nlt>r whtJl;t' abilit) the Board
bt>l1eves would make• them a
t'l'l'dit and an as.o.;et lo the .Jour·
nal.
For more information con·
cerning the Law Journal, interested students are encouraged to contact any Law Journal
nwmber or \ 1s1t tlw Law .Journal office in the libr~e

luncheons, seminars, and guest
speakers. Each of these events
should prove to be educational
and enlightening. Judges Sam
Houston Clinton and Marvin
Teague (Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals) have been
scheduled to speak at St.
Mary's. Douglas Tinker, Warren Burnett, and "Racehorse"
Haynes, noted defense at-

torneys, have likewise in·
dicated they would speak to the
Criminal Law Association.
Locally, St. Mary's students
are fortunate in that there is
an abundance of excellent
lawyers who have consistently
shared their t im e a nd
knowledge with us: Gerald
Goldstein, Charles and Shirley
Butts, Fred Semaan, LeRoy
and Ray .Jahn to name a few.

Criminal Trial" and "Trying a
Drug Case," the latter involving eminent attorneys from
throughout the country.
Of interest to all first year
students, the C.L.A. will attempt to coordinate its program with your Cri minal
Law/Criminal Procedure professors so that the speakers will
discuss topics currently being
covered in your class€'!'.

subjects wherein students
In addition to these superb
In the last analysts, 1980.81
should be required to brief in
speakers, we have sc-heduled
will provide all law studentR
depth a specific subject of practhe annual trip to Huntsville to
that chance to broaden their
tical and substantial consetour the facilities (October),
horizon:.. in the field of criminal
quence and pre:;ent a paper in
and the luncheon with all the
law. We invite you to attend
written and oral form for criti,Judges of the Court of Criminal
our numerous programs and
que and evaluation by the proAppeals (April). Also, two
hope you will bf•t'"mP involved
fes.."or and other members of
Seminars will provide in-depth
m the Criminal LaW A:,SOCia·
the dass. It is unfortunate that
looks into the "Anatomy of a
tion.
a law school will graduate per- --:-~-~----:------------------sons and certify them as
trial and one moot I'OUrt c·<lln- client ronferem·es and triab.
qualifted lawyl'l'l5 whl'n their
pdition ..\).min, no one sl ould The student would n•])(ll't Ill
legal researc·h and writing exreceive a law degn•e who has c](•tail to a fal"ulty :->llJH:>rvisor
perietwe is confined to the first
not in an advNsarr at- r£'gularly and would be given
mosphen• questioned a n~mbi.'l' c·ourst.> c:redtt stthJ~t·t to a
year legal methods COlliN.>
2. Along the same litH>:-> the
of witnp:-;ses, both on cro~" and fa\'orable l'\:tluation by tlw
law I'P\"ic>w progmm should bf'
d ired, offered P\ tdence and
lawyer and tlw fal'ulty SliJWI'
expandt'd so as to l'<'al'h more
made J u n· and a ppe !Ia t e n:-or.
studt>nt:-.. This l~•uld IM.' al"argumPnl::;.
fi. The P~'~""l'lll third~ Par Ia\\
compli:-lwd hy inl"rf>aslllg the
1. The pradil"e of serving as
l'tltll':'es should hP prPst·nted as
numht>r of issla>s of tlw Jli"PsPnt
briPfing c·lerks for pri \ate short (tlllt' hour per \\'t·ek or
law journal and by t"l"t·ating adlawyers should he in('()rporatt·d
lt>:-.'i) ledun• <·ours~':- de:-ignt>d
ditional spedalizt'fl journal::;
tnto the law :-.dloolt·urrieulum.
soh·l~· to pn·pare till' ... tudenr . .
for C'l"ltllinalla\\', c·unstitutional
This would n•quire faC'ulty
to take the har exan1 in the:-,t>
law, produc·b liability and 1or Hupen ision and law\'er
suhjPds. 1'\o r<'<·italions or
otlwr subjec:-t:-. of" ide interest.
moperation. Although the ~tupn•paration would lw rt'(tuin'<l
3. The at!vomcy program
dent would stilllw w;eful tot ht:>
and the tPxts \>,ould he in
should be enlarged so as torelawyet"R, hE' or she would be exoutline m hornbook form .
qutre that all third year
peded to do more than file
\\'hate\·er <Tt>cltt is j.tl\en for
papet'l5 and run errands, task:-o
tht:>St> rout-ses would lw based
student.' take an mtenl:'e c:ourse
in both trial advocacy and ap- such as briefing c·urrent proon attendanre. I ePrlainly do
pellate adv<H'aty and par- hlems. investigating cases, and
not mean to rninimizt• the im·
portance of thesesubjt'l'l:', hut I
tic:ipate 111 at least nne mock passively partieipating in
bl'lit>ve the thu·d y<'ar student
will leam as mueh about then1
in the suggl·sted format as hy
laboriously analyzmg the ap
p{•llate eases in the fit•ld. and
tlw time saved ean lw better
utilized in pursuits wherein
BAR R EVIE W
thP student needs furtlwr
training and experi£'1H"P.
I realize that man) of my
suggestions are now ineo1
porated in the third year program in ltmi tPd form, and I
:-tllllnit that :-twlt•ut t·n
thustasm and benefit from
tlwse limited programs support
m~ thesis.
1 also realtze and the student
On October 15th, 1980 the price of a Bar/BRI Bar Re\ iew course
hod) shuulcl clt>finll<•l)' real ize•
goes up $50. A deposit of just $35 NOW will insure that you
that adopting my suggestions
can receive SRI for only $345. (Price increases to $395 on Oct.
in
full would be finam·ially dif·
15th.)
for a small private law
ficult
You say you're only first year, and hadn't planned on taking
school like St. Mary's. These
a Bar Review course? Don't kid yourself. Just think how much
money you'lllose in retaking the Bar, not to mention the delay
are indulgence:; that tan be enjoyed only by the lar~er state
in starting practice. Sign-up now and receive both the Texas
and multi-state outlines to use as supplements in studying
law schools and the richly enyour courses for the next two years. Why not play it safe, and
dowed schools on either coast.
save $40, by calling one of the BRI representatives!
My suggestions are not unatJust Call: Don Bodenhamer, 681-4563; Jim Hoffman,
tamable for St. Mary's but they
494.0123; Richard Klitch, 822-7095; Suzanne Langford. 82&0424;
do project into the future.
Robert Hirschhorn, 434-6538; Lisa Vance, 734-0037; Larry
It is hoped that the students
Kurth, 691.0777; Tony Blazi, 435-8407.
who read this far will endure
Two years from now you won't regret it.
thPir third year successfully
and will go out into the world
and amass great fortunes. Then
perhaps you will remember
this article and will be moved
to "richly endow" St. Mary's
Law School so that your successsor students will be spared
the third year "blahs"

OOubn

IF YOU DON'T READ THIS
YOU'VE JUST LOST
FIFTY BUCKS
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Big John Calhoun, Chairman

~s. P~lsgraf Returns!

Legal Research Board
A non-profit student
organization, the Legal
Research Board offers se<·ond
and third year students an opportunity to make some money
and do legal research on (·urrent litigation. Practicing attorneys from around the state
con tact St. Mary's Legal
Research Board office to pmvide leg-al memorandums and
appellate briefs for cases in
which they (the attorneys) are
currently employed. Live settlement negotiations, trial tactics and other aspects of cases
are deferred to our offic·es for
research.
All second year and third
year students are encouraged
to participate. The only
preparation a first year student can do is to either make
the top 15% of his/her class so

I

Plans are underway to start
a new and exciting year for
Law Partners. the spouses of
St. Mary's law studenl'-'. Law
Partners was established for
the purpose of promoting a better understanding of the legal
prufe,o.;ion and to provide S(X'ial
and mtellectual activities for
its members. Also, Law Partnen; provides support to 1ts
members and their families m
coping through the law school
years. The organization invites
and welcomes all spouses of
law students.
Provided are a variety of
stimulating opportunities for a
diverse membership that
shares the common interest of
Law School as it pertains to the
preparation and establishment
of a legal profession for the student and a new direction for

I

Of particular importance to
first-year students is the
Freshman Moot Court Competition which we sponsor in
the Spring. This voluntary activity, which is held in conjunction with the Legcil Methods
classes, provides an in-depth
experience to appellate brief
writing and oral argument.
The activities sponsored by

I

I11S/her family unit.
So<'ial evpnt!-> for the year
planned indude a l'hristmas
Party, a Valentine Ball. and
Texas Fie:5ta scheduled for
September 19. HJXO.
During the coun;e of the
year. Law Partners will present such programs as
"Marriage Enrichment",
"Stress Management," a
recital, "Fashions: Dre&'i for
Success," a literary program,
and "Life After Law School."
Also, interest groups will be
organized according to the
group's reque;ts.
So the year promises an exhilarating, intellectual, entertaining, and fun time for all
Law Partners. If you are interested in joining, call Linda
Kendall, Pre!'ident, at
342-5445.

Board of Advocates

The Board of Advocates is an
organization committed to the
promotion and development of
the aueial skills of advoc·ac·y.
To promote these skills we
sponsor seven competitions, including mock trail and moot
court, throughout the academic
year. These events give the law
student the necessary exposure
to trial and appellate advocacy.

Dear Mrs. Pabgraf.
Is there any truth to the
rumor that Dean Castleberry is
a prime suspect in the J.R. Ewing shooting?
Signed,
Just Asking

as to qualify for the Law Journal or to learn memomndum
format and citation form in the
legal research and writing
course so as to be familiar with
this format when entering the
Legal Research Board memo
competition offered to second
and third year students each
semester (e.g. study). The
Board has not decided yet on
the Fall 1980 memo competition date but it will be posted
on the main LRB bulletin
board in the main library as
soon as possible.
For further information, contact: John Calhoun, Board
chairman; Jad Stepp, Client
Relations; Cindy Wood,
Business Director; or, writing
directors, Tony Blazi, Wendell
Hall, Tim Lenahan, or Erwin
McGee.

Delta Alpha Delta

Pagt> i

e

NO HARM IN ASKING
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I am freshman woman and
have heard alot about "petting
for outlines". How do I go
about it?
Signed,
Eager Beaver
Dear Eager,
I checked with several third
year women who responded "If
she can figure out how. tell her
to let us knov.·. We have a stack
of outlines for £>\'ery course but
have bPen unable to get so
much as a friendly handshake
for them."
Signed,
Mr~ Pal~frraf

Dear Mrs. Palsgrdf,
I am beyinning my third year
and I want to know if I am ~o
ing to have more fun this year
than I have the last two. I have

had two dates since I starte<.l
Law School, both during the
first week of my first year. The
firlSt "as .. wi-.h an upIX'I·das..;mun \d10 said I <·ould
have his hornbook on Antarctican Community Property, if I
would ~t with him. I checked
in the catalogue and saw that
the course was not l?eing offered that year, so I turned him
down. The (1,. >r was date with
an undergraduate freshman
named Biff at a fraternity rush
party. He wore saddle shoes. let
me share his MD 20-20 and
mooned the whole fratermtv.
That was o.k. but he never eailed a ~<'ond time.
Signed,
Where will it all end?
Dear Where,
I think it may have "ended,"
as it were, with Biff. Have you
thought about going through
undergraduate school a second
time? Your SOCial life as a third
year woman is unlikely to outshine your experience w1th
Biff, and probably the inc1dent
with the hornbook will becom<>
a cherished-even titillating
memory. If you're lucky by the
time you start Law School a second time, Biff will probably be
President of the Law School's
S B.A
S1gned,
Mrs. Palsgraf
Ci IP for Palsgraf:
Palsgraf V. Long Island R. C{).,
1928, 248 N.Y. 339, 162 N.E. 99

Delta Theta Phi Activities Announced
Delta Theta Phi is a very
soc1al fraternity, C'haracteristically an intimate group
of friends enjoying a low profile. Membe1'Sh1p is open to
everyone.
The members of Delta Theta
Phil believe that a students'
decision to join a fraternity
should be based on his knowing
and liking the people in that
fraternity. To bec·ome acquainted with the Delta
members everyone is encouraged to attend the frat<>rnity's
weekly meeting at DELTA
HOCSE.
DELTA HOUSE. held every
Friday afternoon, is a celebration of the end of the week's
classes. A different bar is appointed DELTA HOUSE each
week. The DELTA HOUSE bar
program includes, among
others, such drinking
establishment." as Cappy's,
Duffles, Little Hipp's, Mama's,
and Boehler's Beer Garden.
Watch for locations and directions on the Delta Theta 'Phi
chalkboard.
Coming to St. Mary's this fall
is the national leader of Delta
Theta Phi, Walter H.E. Jaegar.
Jaeger is the author of
Williston on Contracts. A
reception will be held m his
honor and all students are
welcomed to attend and meet

I

the Board have been extrt>nwly
su('eessful in the past few
years. The teams which St.
Mary's sends to the various
regional and state competitions are well respet•lt>d and
considered formidable adversies by nval law schools.
Rec:ently, St. Mary's defeated
all other Texas law schools and
argued before the Supreme
Court of Texas to win the 1980
State Moot Court Competition.
The Board wishes you success
in your academic career. Since
participation in these activities
renders the student a much
more attractive candidate to
prospective employers, the
Board hopes that you will take
advantage of the excellent opportunities available at St.
Mary's.

Dear Just,
At least a scintilla, according
to my sources. From what I
gather, for several months
prior to the shooting, J.R.'s
Lear jet landed at the San Antonio airport regularly on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. J.R.
was observed entering the
building through a priVate
door. At approximately the
same time Dean Castleberry
was seen entering a private
dining room at the airport's
Saddle and Spurs Louuge. Apparently the bargain was that
J.R. was to donate a large
amount of money to a school,
designated cryptically in the
contract as "one of the eight
best law school in Texas," in
exchange for an intense
tutorial in Oil and Gas law.
When it appeared inevitable
that the deal with the oil cartel
was going sour, .J.R. dropped
the course telling Castleberry
he would ';.):my the State Bar
and to seP I hal t lw doors of
St. Mary's \Vere shut forever."
Despite the Dean's unprecedente<l offer of an extension on J.fCs paper, th~ t "'"
men
parted
furious.
Castleberry was in Dallas on
the day of the shooting, but ac-

cording to Sophie, he was attending an alumni luncheon.
Castleberry himself was not
available for comment, but
when Sophie was asked her
opinion c·mwerning the Dean's
involvement she Ntid. "Of
course he didn't do it, but I'll
tell you one thing, the way J.R.
was carrying on with the
tramp of a secretary Kristin,
J.R. deserved what he got!"
Hope that satisfies your
curiosity.
Signed,
Mrs. Palsgraf

Jaegar.
Additional activities, both
social and service-oriented will
be held this semester.
For further information
about the fraternity or its activities, contact any of the of-

ficers: Keith O'Connell,
344-6226; David Wilkerson
432-0845; Toni Pollock'
532-2120; Pat Rant, 828-8802;
Sherrie Thomas, 828-0250; Jim
Hanners, 735-4328; and Mark
Marshall, 436-3391.

2411 N.W. 36th St.
The

Law BookCo.
Of
Texas, Inc.

Serving You With All Your Needs
USED & NEW BOOKS
OUTLINES & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
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DEFEND
THE S.O.S.
WI-IOSHOT

ME!
By Third-Year, It's all Smiles For Suzanne Langford, E.G. McMillan and Mary Brennan...

1st

(fZO)

~ ..~\WN~/

2d

.b

•

<410)

Best Defense

(Un·mmefl ~)

Who-Dun-It? " Dallas" Fans Unite!
Did the Banker shoot J.R.? Miss Ellie (Oh, No!) Pamela? Earn big bucks by defending the alledged attacker of J.R.
Ewing. Law students and law faculty are eligible to enter: $20.00 to the entrant naming the correct defendant and
writing the best legal defense; $10.00 to the entrant tagging the wrong attacker, but writing an outstanding defense.
All entries must be in the hands of a Witan staff member before the crime-solving episode of " Dallas" this fall, or you
can lca,·e your entry in the Witan Box in the SBA-BOA-Witan offi ce. Hasc your defense on Texas or federal law; !100
World Limit.

But it all begins in registration lines for First-Year students at Freshman Orientation.

•

•
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Senate Debates Limited Monies Caused By
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~~oversight''

S.B.A. Appropriates Funds
With $5,285 of a $7.411
budget to work with, the S.B.A.
met on SepU>mber 29 to appropriate funds to various law
school organizations. The
Board of Advor.ates, Witan,
Women's Law Association,
Honor Court and specific
S.B.A. rommittre-; submitted
budget proposals, the total of
whil'h exc·eeded the available
funds by $1.527.:35. The Board
of Advoc·ates requested $1.200
and rel'eived $1.000, the
W.L.A. tl'(JUt>Sit>tl $:300 and
n:rPived $1!)0, llw Witan n.~
quested $1.11:.!.:{!) for publwatum of scvc•n 1ssues and wa.-.;
al hwated $2,100 for pub! ic·at ion
of iR>ues. and the Honor
Court's request for $200 wa.-.;
tabled until mon• information
could be g-c1thcred on the proposal.
The most I'On I roversial issues
involved allol'ation of $500 for
S.B.A. speakt>l'l' and $500 (or
two S.B.A. sol'ial functions, the
Halloween Party and Assault
and Flattery. both of whic·h
passed by votes of eight ot six.
At one point it appeared that
on a motion to allorate I'RI'O
dollars to the Jlallowef'n Party
and A~"<lllll and FlattE>ry, both
I raditional law sc·hool al'li\:itles would lX' t>liminated.
On the final \oll' t>r(:'l;ident
Tun Dooley and !:=.4matol'l' Ed
Shaugnes.•w ..Jon MiiiPr, Clain•
Connors, Andn• t:n•enburg,
and Graham Qui~·nbt>rry rt>qmostt'(l I hat I lwi r opposition
be noletl.
The main n ·a~ m fur :-;urh a
<'UI in appropnat 1on:-; and a low
amount of available mont•y 1s
an oversight that oc·<·ut·e~.l in
May. Fundmg for the S.B.A. uy
tlw main l'ampu:-; operates on a

/'.ero basis budget, with the
budget year runnmg from June
1 to May 31. Money that is requested by the S.B.A. for the
year and approved by the administmtion must be spent
during the budget year or it is
returned to the university.
However, requests for rhecks
and expenditure of the year's
funds must be submitted by
May 15 or the requt>Sts will not
be pmcessed. Bc<·au::;e of a lack
of eommunic·at10n or a
rnisundet'l'tandin~ between the
outgoing S.B.A. offic·er:-; and
I he 1980-81 offin•t-s as to the
dt.><H.iline, the S.B.A. submitted
requests for dwc·ks to pay approximately $1.HOO in bills
after the May deadline. The
result was that debts incurred
by the 1979-80 S.B.A. had ts~~
paid out of the 1980-Rl bul..~
and $2,000 plus dollars that
w<'r-e left from the 1979-80
budgt>t were lost
S.B.A. Presidtmt Tim Dooley
has stated that this will not·""cur again, and to insure thi~<t
is instituting plans to brief the
1981-82 S.B.A. officers and to
t'XJX>nd all available funds and
pay all bills prior to the end of
I he budget yem
He also
l>t'lieves that the los.-; in funds
fur this year will ht> made up in
tlw overall S.B.A. budget by
makhing A.H.A./L.S.D. funds.
However. the amount rel'ei vt>d from the ma m mmpus in
it~·lf d<>e8 not ht>lp the situation; the S.B.A. does not
rc•t·ei ve enough mont'Y to run
and fund quality al'liviti(:'l; for
lht• student~. f;;.u·h law student
pays an attivtty ft'<' of $43 per
semester, which, based on 650
lav. ~tudents, mnws to $55,900
a year. ThE> S.B.A. receiv~

Chili Team Loses
San Marcos Meet
Failing to devi::-.t• th delet·li
ble fonnula 'lt'l"t. -,.try to S\\ ay
Judicial opinwn, the St. Mary's
Umversity &·hool of Law Chill
Team, "Volenl1 Non Fit Injuria (He who con~·nts cannot
n>t·eive an injut) )," ga.<;pe<.l,
gargled and gulpt'(l their way
to their fit-st l'hili tt>am loss of
19X0-8l at the annual Texa.-,
Chilympiad ht>ld 111 San Mareos
on September 20.
The C'htli Tt.>am was not
alone in failing to c·onJure up a
eauldron of t.a.sty treats to wtn

St•lectirm to the elite TOP T&"'J
It• tms. St. Mary ·s jotned the
ranks of 340 other groups in
watching the vi<'lm-s celebrate.
Upon the reahzatwn that the
law school team placed in the
c·ompetition hetwt.>en 10 and
:l50, SJJ<>kespet-son Tom Root
noted, "I felt drunk."
One a serious not(', Root emphasized, "We parli<'ipate in
the ehili cook-offs primarily to
provide entertainnwnt for the
law student."; that is what it-h
all about."
'Yt

$7All or 13<'/o of this money to
run law school activities, the
remainder of which goes to run
c·ampus wide activities and
facilities. Some of these campus wide benefits im·lude use
of the swimming pool, use of
the gymnasium, u..~ of the tennis I'OUrts, free admission. to
home basketball and ba.o.;eball
.
games, free ropiC'S of the Rat-

tier, student senate parties and
dances, and weekly midnight
movies. Needless to say very
few law students use all of.
these benefits, and those that
do are more likely to live in the
dorms. (Both dorm students
and non-residents pay the same
artivity fee.)
The problem thus seems
equated to the overall law

school budget problem and the
variance of equities between
the law school and the main
campus. It would appear that
funds for law school activities
should have priority. Granted,
the law school is part of St.
Mary's University, but like a
child that has advanced from
high school to college, it has
special needs and interests.

Thursday, October 23, 1980

Twenty-Eighth Red Mass
The twenty-eighth annual
Red Mass will be celebrated at
5:30p.m. on Thursday, October
23, in historic San Fernando
Cathedral.
The Red Mass has been
celebr<lted as a legal and
judicial tradition in England
sim:e the reign of King Edward
I in the early fourteenth century. Liturgically, the Mass is
the Votive Mass of the Holy
Spirit. It took its popular name
from the fact that the clergy
were vested in rro and the
judges wore their scarlet robes.
It was held to mark the
judicial, parham<>ntary and
academic yeat· on a date close
to Miehaelmas (f:.eptember 29).
In Wa.-,hington, the Retl Mass
ts celebrated annually at the
Cathedml of Saint Matthew
w1 th the justic·es of the
Supreme Court of the United

States in attendance.
At the Red Mass at San Fernando, Archbishop Flores will
be the principal celebrant with
his ·· iliary bishop and many
loelr,~rgy assisting.
The Red Mass is sponsored
by the School of Law of St.
Mary's University and the
Catholic Lawyers Guild of San
An•"'..1io. Members of the
Fe<fe':'§:l District Court, the
Supreme Court of Texas and of
the Court of Criminal Appeals
have been invited, as well as
members of the local judiciary.
Joining in procession into the
Cathedral will be the dcrJzy,
administrntors of lo<.'al eolleges, the law faculty and offirers of the bar.
The music for the Ma&'i will
be furnished by the St Mary's
University Chorale and a bmss

ensemble.

The program

follow~;;:

Processional-God of
Our Fathers ... .. . ... Warren
Kyrie (Mass in G) .... Schubert
Gloria {Mass in Bb) ... Schubert
Offertorium - For the
Beauty of the EarthTraditional
Sanctus
{Missa
Aeterna)
. . . ... Palestrina
Agnus
Dei
(Missa
Brevis). . . . . . . . . . . . Mozart
Communion Motets
a) Verbum C,aro
Factum Est .... Palestrina
b) Ave Verum Corpus Mol'..art
The National Anthem {Verses 1
and
4)
Recessional,
Joyful, Joyful! .... ... .... Van
Dyke-Beethoven
The sermon will be prea<.'hed
by the Archbighop. A reception
follows at the Plaza Club atop
the Frost Rank Tower.

Banking
Amendment
Special to The W 1l<tn
Pro post ion 1 on the
Novembt>r 4th ballot would
permit banks to l'han' in the
operation of unmannl'tl teller
maehines at various sit~ ronwnwnt to bank ('USt(>met'S.
This new system of c·mwenit>IH'C in banking wtll be
available to Texan::; if they approve the amendment to the
Stab• Constitution.
TI1e C.onstitution at preFoent
does not permit banks to install unmanned tellers except
al banking locations. Credit
unions and savin~ and loans
institutions have this privilege,
and Propooition l merely extt.>ncls the same opportunity to
stale and national banks in
Texas for competitiv<' equity in
providing customers with
another l'Onvenient choiee.
(Continued On Page 11)

Walker National Moot Court Winners stand behind judges of
the Final Round of Competition. From left to right are
Robert Galligan, Shelton Smith, LeRoy Morgan Jahn, Stephen
Malouf, Arnie Petry, Irwin MeGee and Patrick J. Kennedy, Jr.
Malo· ~ron the competition's Best Brief Award. Smith, Petry
and .u"''u ee represent St. Mary's in the regional competition.
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Guinea Pig Treatment For Cunningham
Women. if you have not experienced the bitter taste of the brutal
politics of busine;s, take heed of Mary E. Cunningham. She is your
guinea p1g.
The Wall Street ,Journal of Friday, September 26, 1980 ran a seemingly innocuous article about the amazing ascendancy of a young.
aggressive exE'<'utive in the Bendix Corporation, a $3.9 billion concern. The artirle noted that the young executive, fresh out of college
at the age of 21, had become a financial analyst for the Chase
Manhatten Bank and subsequently obtamed a Master's degree in
business administration at the Harvard Business School.
Later, the young executive joined the Bendix Corporation and,
within fifteen months, rose from executive assistant to the chairman
anti president of the company to vice-president for corporate and
public affairs and finally to vice-president for strategic planning.
The signific·ance of the exe(·utive's ascendancy relates to two factors.

Dean Castleberry's
Accreditation
Efforts Lauded
Dean Jame:; N. Castleberry, Jr., should be commended.
As a consequence of his status, the Dean of a Law School is ControveJ'Sial. As he cultivates Alumni Support, he is often confronted
with aecusations of neglecting the needs of the Student Body. When
he enforce:; the needs of the Law School he is faced with aecusations
of neglecting the needs of the Main University. In sum, the Dean is
forced to juggle the sometimes competing interests of administration, fac·ulty, alumni and student body.
Recently, Dean Castleberry has been faced with the difficult
balanc·ing ad of ABA Ac·c·reditation, faculty salaries, tuitwn increases and mac·c·essible funds. As he stood in this precarious position, Dean C'astiPbE.·n·y insured that St. Mary's Law School would
receive moniPs n~·es.~.;at·y for its operation as a vital institutiOn.
Although tht>re are tum•s Dean Castleberry and the students
m
· disagrf'e on various issuPs, we, as students, can do nothing le•
offer our unqualified support of Dean Castleberry in preservir
is
law school's accrPditation and continuing its excellence in every
n·~J)t'(·t.

The President's Report
Graduation Fee Increaa
Third-year students should expett an increase in graduatwn feeamount to $15 for May graduates and $5 for December graduates.
Last sumnwr. st>Vt>ral students and l began work on the De<·ember
and May gmduat ions. We have bet>n stymied in many respec·l-;
be('aust>, <HTol·ding to the registrar's offic-e, the $25 graduation fee
does not eover ac·tual <'osts. Although the regi:strar\; office is unable
to givP us a prec·ist> breakdown of eosts, our own deadretkoning bears
them out.
The gradual ion ft't' <'overs sueh things as printing of diplomas,
tleaning of gowns, rt-ntal of special equipment, hall rental (for May
graduates), overtime pay for St. Mary's physical plant employees,
wages of s~·urity guards. guest speaker expenses, and that biggest
budget-eater of all- "misc·ellaneous expenses." Thi:s fee does not
('C)ver the mst of a rec·eption.
We are fa('ed witr three alternatives: l) eombine our graduation
with that of the undergraduates 2) have a separate but perfunc·tory
graduation strippt'<l of all trimmings :l) raise our fees so that we may
haw a separate l{raduation eomparable in quality with those held in
the past.
As.,uming that m1~t students prefer the latter, I'm in the unhappy
position of not only <H'te<ling to, but encouraging, an increase in
graduation ft"l'l'. The $.5 inerease for December grdduates w1ll cover
the inc·rea:-;t> in diploma mst..;. The $15 increase for May graduates
will coH•r the tn<'rease m diploma costs, hall rental ($1,000 for the
Shnner·~ hall). and. hopt•fully, a portwn of the costs of a reception
~~3200).
(nm:-;ervativel\'J p:;tirnated at ""
--Tim Dooley

Ftrst the latest promotion has occurred at a time when Bend1x wa~
planning a major strategic reorganization within the company. SeC'ond, and most important, the young, aggressive exe<'utive happens
to be a female.
Since Sept. 26, Ms. Cunningham has been the subject of several
news stories in both the electronic and print media. She has been
linked romantically with the President of the Bendix Corporation.
In a headline, the San Antonio News of Tuesday, September 30,
1980 stated succinctly the issue confronting Ms. Cunningham,
"Corporate Hanky Panky Rumored in Woman's Rapid Promotion."
At 29, Ms. Cunningham is learning, if she had not diRCovered
already that in the Business World, in-house competition for corporate promotion and individual success is ruthless. Her status as a
woman within the company has not altered the stakes, nor the rules
which all playing participants must accept: namely, Major League
Hardball, Big Business Style. Thus, the relative success or failure of
Ms. Cunnin~ham to respond to the challenges of her ability and competency is of great interest to all women, especially prospective attorneys. Obvtously, men can learn from Ms. Cunningham's experiences too. She may very well come to personify the anger,
frustration and resentment women experience when they enter the
job market.
Dr. Natasha Josehowitz in Paths to Power weaves a compelling
argument concerning the double-standard stereotypes between men
and women in the work force. Dr. Josehowitz maintains that supervisors and co-workers still judge women by old stereotypes which
portray females as emotional, disorganized and inefficient. For example, Dr. Josehowitz notes several comparisons: (1) He's not at his
desk, he must be at a meeting; She's not at her desk; She must be tn
the ladies room; (2) He's having lunch with the boss, he's on his way
up; She's having lunch with the boss, they must be having an affair.
At first glanee, Ms. Cunningham appears to have fallen into the
das.."lic double standard. That is not the case at all. Bendix Corporation tt.o.;elt' has rejected any smacking of this office stereotyping when
the Board of Direetors g-c1ve a unanimous vote of confidence to Mr.
Cunningham.
No, as all ehallenged individuals in I aess (and law) must dedde,
Ms Cunningham must choose between. ·emaining within the mmpany and disproving any questions regarding competency (2) and
lt•<n in~ the l'ompany. As a guinea pig, her eaeh and every step wtll
be watc·hecl with eareful S('rutiny.
.J.A.B.
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CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
Chief Justice, Thirteenth Court Of Civil Appeals

Intermediate Criminal Court Jurisdiction
by Judge P aul W. Nye

This Nmember, the voters of
Texas will decide whether or
not the Courts of Civil Appeals
will have criminal as well as
<'i-.11 juriwiction. If the voters
pai'S "Amendment Eight," apJ)('als of criminal cases will lie
in the nev.ly created "Court<; of
Appeals," except those appe.tls
from judgments assessing
<"apital punishment. The latter
will be appealable diredly to
the Court of Criminal Appeals.
This proposed creation of an intermediary appellate structure
for criminal cases raises one
es:;ential quel:ition: "Is this a
step forward in the administrat um of just ic·e for this State?"
This proposal to expand the
jurisdiction of the Courtl:i of
Civil Appeals to inc·lude
mmmal jurisdiction is one
that has its roots in the
undeniable need for reltef for
the Court of Criminal Ap))f'als.
The docket of the Cou1t of
Criminal Appeals is so
merloaded with appeals that it
usually takes a <'riminal C'a..-;e at
IPast twire a.-; long to be finally
de<·1ded as a civil case. This
overcrowded ('()ndition i~ not a
l'l'<·ent phenomenon. It has
been the main topi<' for diseus·
sum in t ht State of the
.Judiciary messages for many
years given by Chif•f .Justic·e
.Jot• R Greenhill and Presiding
.JustH·e .John F. Onion at our
.JUdicial <·onft'reJwes and bar
asso<·iati11n
nwt-tings
:4atewide. rtrarly, tlw lll't'(l for
t•:qx·clitiou~ appf'ab in r·,·en
mon-' e\ id(·nt in thl' fwld of
1·t·iminal law than an.v other
;u·p:t c,f tlw Ia\\: for tlw protec·-

tion of liberty is the most important of our constitutionallyguaranteed freedoms.
Reaction from the Bar to
Amendment Eight has been
varied. Some of the Texas
lawyers are against the C'hange.
Their motives seem somewhat
selfish to me. Some criminal
defense attorneys do not favor
an early adjudication of their
c·ases on appeal. They argue
that most of their rlients are
out on bond and they would
prefer to remain free pending a
final adjudic·ation of their appeal.
Some attorneys who
specialize in civil appellate
practice tend to be against
Amendment Eight also. It is
their belief that the increased
raseload for the Courll:i Ap(X'als will mcrease the time for
final adjudic·ation of their civil
appealed C"ases. At present,
they are happ) with the civil
appellate timetable and do not
wish to tamper with a sy:s~
that works
Although these attorneys
ahve legitimate concE>rns about
the new <'Onstitutional proposal. they must realize that a
more important consider~~
is at stake. that begin the'-~
dent admm1stration of JUstice.
The Sixth Amendment to the
ConstitutiOn uf this natwn pro\ ides that the aCTUsetl b all',(>
<•ntitled to an appeal that is not
unduly prolonged. A solution
lllUst be found to alit'\ iate the
delay in tlw adjucli<'alion of
<Timinal appeals in this St<tte.
As Chief .Justic·t: of a ('ourt of
Ci\ il Appeals. I have takt•n the
t•pportun ity oil many t)('(',t~ions

to review the proposal to expand the jurisdiction of the
Courts of Civil Appeals. From
a practical viewpoint, the
Courts of Civil Appeals. From

a practical viewpoint. the
Coutts of Civil Appeals are the
best equipped to handle the
new caseload. They are experienced appellate judges.

Some of these judges are
former tnal judges with vast
experience in trying criminal
cases. Some have and are cur(Continued on page 11)

Judge, Court of Criminal Appeals

Judge Davis Discusses
Criminal Appeals Process
by Steve M.alouf
On November 4, 1980 the
voters of the State of Texas will
be asked to consider enacting
two proposed Constitutional
Amendments redefining the
manner of taking appeals in
criminal cases and enlarging
the options open to a criminal
defendant and the State when
either has had an unfavorable
decision rendered against them
relative to certain pre-trial motions.
S.J.R. No. 36 is a Senate
Joint Resolution which proposes enlarging the junsd iction
of the Courts of Civil Appeals
to include appeals from the
district and county courts of
criminal cases. The Courts of
Civil Appeals would be renamed Courts of Appeals and the
Court of Criminal Appeals
would become the appellate
court to whieh appeals from
the decisions of the Courts of
Appeals would be made Currently, a~ a geneml rule, the
Court of Criminal Appt>als exercises aPJX'llate jurisdiction
over those cnminal case's whkh
originate 111 the county and

district courts. It should be
noted however that the
Legislature has, by statute,
established a system of
jurisdiction which precludes
the application of concrete
rules. Within the framework
established by the Constitution
and the Code of Criminal Procedure the district courts
generally exercise JUrisdiction
over all felonies and over those
mi ~eanors which include
offi~1iil misconduct while the
county courts exercise
JUrisdictiOn over all misdemeanors of which exclusive
jurisdiction has not been given
to .....~ust1ce courts and when
the s,':'lfe to be imposed exceeds
$200.00. The Court of Criminal
Appeals is required by law to
review the decisions of the
rount) a111l di,trict ( •1urt.s appealed to 1t and O\er which the
county or district court had
original junsdiction. Since its
review power is not discretionary the Court handles a
substantial number of cases
l'VPry ymr (almo:-;t :t~oo in
t9i9). It is hoped that the pro-

posed Amendment will relieve
the Court of some of its burden
as well as reduce the time that
a defendant must wait before
his appeal is heard. Further it
is hoped that, with discretionary review powers, the
Court will be more able to consider carefully those appeals
which most demonstrate merit.
H..J.R. No. 86, if passed by
the voters, would give the State
and the defendant the right to
appeal from certain pre-trial
rulings of the trial court on motions to quash, dism1ss, or setaside an indictment or on a motion to suppress ev1dence. Currently the. State has no right of
appeal m a rrimmal case and
the defendant must wait until
final judgment in the trial
court before bringing an appe-al
on ad..·erl'e rulings to pre-trial
motions.
I recently had the opportunit) to mten iew Judge Tom
Davis of the Court of Criminal
Appeals coneerning his 1deas
on these proposed Constitutional Amendment.<;.
(Continut>d on page 4

State Representative 57-D

Constitutional Remedy For Appellate Court Backlog

by Ron Bird
It has be<·ome increasingly
obvious 111 reeent years that
steps must he taken to relieve
the Texas Court of Cnmmal
Appeals of what has grown to
be<"ome virtually the largest
easeload in the United States.
The delay in the d1spos1tion
of criminal appeal~ is probably
the major problem of this
state's judicial system tnday.
The Court of Criminal Appeals
c·urrently hears aJI appeals in
criminal cases and, with the
continued growth of such appeals, the Court is being overwhelmed.
The Legislature has attemptE'd to meet this problem in the
past by increasing the number
of judges, but even the recent
t"onstitution amendment which
inereased their number to nine
has proven inadequate. In

197H. the judges of the Court of
Criminal Appeals wrote an
average of :116 opinions apiece,
whtle the average number of
opinions for each of the judges
of the Courts of Civil Appeals
was 45. We have been asking
our Criminal Appeals Court
judges to write opimons at the
rate of nearly one a day, while,
at the same time, mamtaining
the quality of justice which
should be accorded to the accused and the State.
S.J.R. 36, which appears on
the November 4 ballot as one of
nine constitutional amendments. seeks to remedy the imbalance between Texas' appellate eourt.o.; by giving the ltl
Courts of Civil Appeals
jul'lsdiction in all cases, both
civil and criminal. for whj~h
the district and county co~;,'t

-

have original jurisdiction. The
Court of Criminal Appt>als will
r··tain jurisdiction over all
rases involving the death
penalty and will be able to
review other L".:lses at the
Court's discretion.
This discretionary review
authonty is highly desirable,
as 1t will allow the Court to
review the de<>isions made by
the new Courts of Appeals, but
will prevent it from becoming
burdened with the thousands
of minor ca-;e::;, including many
misdemeanors, which should be
final in the Courts of Appeals.
Right now, there is a twoyear backlog of cases pendmg
before the Court of Criminal
Appeals, a situation which only tends to encourage an appeal
in a case even when it might
not have much merit. An at-

torney knows that he can "buy
time" for his elient before a
pnson sentence is imposed by
appealing to the Criminal Appeals Court. In some cases.
three to five years can go by
before a final determination is
reached.
Let me cite one example of
such a case A defendant was
l'onvicted in early 1978. It took
almost a year for the record to
be prepared and briefs submitted. The case was transmitted
to the Court of Criminal Appeals in Februrary 1979 and
oral argument was requested,
as is usually the case. This case
has not yet been set for oral
argument. and will probably
not be set until sometime in
1H81. If this defendant should
happen to have been wrongfully ut H'iC'ted, he deserves

swifter appellate justice than
has been gin•n him, and. if he
was proj)('rl~ com icted, he
should b(•gin serving his
sentence as soon as possible.
In t'e<'ent years, the Court of
Criminal Appeals has had pending three times as many cases
as the Texas Supreme Court,
which is the final state appellate court on civil matters.
Faced with this problem, the
Legislature in its 1979 session
had several alternatives. In
light of increasing difficulties
in keeping the State's budget
balanced and the need to keep
taxes down, we could have
dec1ded to leave things as they
are. We abo could have increased the size of the court
from 9 judges to the 80 or 35
which are needed to meet the
(Continued on page 11)
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Choice On Noverrlber Fourth
by Erwin S. McGee

In September, this c·olumn
was devoted to thE' rh ief <·onc·prn regarding most Der'ncll'rats
in thP a.-;.<.;t>s::;ment of President
Carter: that he has been a \n~ak
and ineffective President. The
thesb, if it must be n•duced to
a sentence, was that Catter's
potential ineffeetiveness was
well known to the electorate
whosele<'ted him in that he had
no experien<'e in Washington,
no experienc·e m foreign or
e<·onomic policy, and, as his
1976 t•ampaign dialogue
demonstrated, no apprec·iation
for the Washington dialogue.
Reagan's approach to the
Presidency is a c-arbon copy of
that of Carter ami his effectiveness IS handwriting on the
wall as a result. Reagan will
not be effec·tive if he maintains
his present c·uur:-;e and it is fairly clear now that Reagan will
ah;o not have thE' dubious advantage of ha~ing a majority
party in the Congress.
Given that this will be the
last WIT AN prior to the elettion, this c·olumn will attempt
to de.c·ribe the transit ion in
whic·h the nation is meludably
placed in and the answers of-

Judge Davis
(Continued From Page 3)

Witan: Judge Davis. 1f you
don't mind. eoutd we speak
first about the pro~l constitutional amendment dealing with the right of the
State and the accused to appeal certain ruhngs on pretrial motions to quash etc?
Davis: Certainly.
Witan:
Would
you
charac~nze H..J.R. 97 as a
move towanls a more conservative view of criminal
justice.
Dav1s: Steve, That's not the interpretation I place on
H.J.R. 97. As I read it it
gives both the State and the
defendant the right to appeal interlocutory orders. Of
t·ouJ-se neither ha-; that right
under <·urrent statutes. I
think its unfortunate that
the way its plat-e<.! on the
ballot i::; . "P111pusing a ('(Institutional amendment to
grant the state the right of
appeal in <·riminal c·asa;
from c't'rtain ruling:; of the
trial <·ourt," ber<mst-o. as.tain.
1t grants the a<·<·used this
right a::; well.
Witan: At this point, a defendant may only raise his objections to pre-trial rulings
after final judgement?
Davis: That's correct - after
final judgment.
Witan: So, technically, does it
really give the defendant
more opportunity than he
currently enjoys?
Davis: Yes indeed, let me explain why. Delay is the
critical consideration in
allowing appeals from sure-

fered between the two contenders worth consHlering.
Economy

Domestically, virtually all
agree that the nation's major
industry is hopelessly ob::;olete
and c·annot compete with
foreign production which is
cheaper and more efficiently
produced. The main industries
effected are steel and
automobiles. Clearly, U.S.
manufacturing in both of these
areas is internationally non
competitive and due to the
regional dependence upon
these huge industrial concerns.
a bail out is envisioned as the
politically popular pal!iatl\e.
No one questions the wisdom of
the 1950s Steel or Auto industry's decision to distribute
earnings to stockholders rather
than retain the same in proportion to the amortization of
their respective capital plants.
This is not questioned, even
though it was during this same
period that the Amenean Marshall Plan was helping to
rebuilt the European and
Japanese capital plants in
these two primary industries.
Water under the bridge, so it
goes. What are the answers by
thE' (·andidates?
ly interlocutory rulings.
This delay could add years
to the trial on the mertts of
a criminal case. Delay
generally inures to a JWendant's benefit. Wt • .>es
are ~une. evident-e is lost
and ~enerally this o}:M'mtes
to the defendant's benefit.
In U.S. \. Md)owell, the
United States Supreme
Court again reiterated its
position that interlocutory
or "piecemeal" appeals are
disfavored
because
"encouragements of delay is
fatal to the vindication of
the criminal law". In Abney
the Court also stated its
position that the delay caused by interlocutory appeals
in criminal cases is
"inimieal to the effec·tive
and fatr administration of
the criminal law." In Ardunis v. Bean this court
{Court of Criminal Appeals)
held. consistent with
McDowell, that appeal will
not lie from adverse rulings
under the Speedy Trial Act
because "allowing an excep-

tion to the rule against pre·
trial appeals in criminal
cases for speedy trial claims
would threaten precisely
those values manifest in the
speedy trial clause." Its my
opinion that allowing appeals by the parties would
just bog down the whole
criminal justice system. It
should be carefully noted
that the act gives nothing to
the defendant. Although I
have not researched the
matter I have been told that
the State of New Y~r.as
tried this and it has
n-

Reag-ctn's position is dear as
mud.
He
wants
to
"reindustrialize" industry with
massive tax cut-;. How one
follows the other is a neat trick
of \'Oodoo l'('(lllomits. The chief
problem with such palliatives
is the failure of such a
"solution" to reflect structural
reality. It is dear that world
manufac·turing c-apacity is
above thE' world demand and it
is also c·lear that some production eentet-s are far more productive (effi('ient) than others.
Does it make any sense for this
c·ountry to r·eindustrialize in
automobiles or steel? Everyone
must pay more for same if that
dec·ision is made. Once the decision is made to invest heavily
in the;e two areas, protective
barriers to trade must be imposed to assure returns on that
investment. The American consumer has wisely decided that
Japanese and German built
cars are superior to American
made automobiles in quality
and gas economy Not only
would such a consumerist's
dec1sion be fore-dosed by
massive steel and automobile
investment. but less efficient
industrial mix would result.
Further, these two industries

successful. Another difficulty that might be enc:ountt>red deals with the extent to which the criminal
defense bar would feel compelled to appeal every
adven;e ruling in order to
avoid the accusation of
"ineffective counsel." I
think that the passage of
H.J.R. 97 would have a
disastrous effect on this
eourt if S.J.R. 36 ts not passed but H..J.R. 97 did as well.
The heavy amount of appeals that come to this court
ri~ht now would simply in<'rease Currently we consider over 3000 appeals per
year.
Witan: Are you in a position to
describe the sentiment of
the Texas' jurists who hear
criminal cases?
Davis: Again, I can't speak for
other judges, but it is my
opinion that, as a group,
they are opposed to this
amendment. I think you'll
find too that the criminal
bar may be opposed to this
well.
Witan: Could we speak about
S.J.R. 36's creation of intermediate appellate courts
for criminal appeals?
Davis: Certainly.
W1tan: Rpecifically Judge, I
understand that it is felt
that the Legislature will
allow the State to appeal
certain decisions of the pro})06ed Courts of Appeals.
(Courts of Civil Appeals currently).
Davis: Yes.
Witan: Would you identify instances in which the State
would be allowed to appeal

as

are heavily C'apital·inten!'ive
and require skilled labor. To
concentrate
America's
"reindustrialization" into
these areas would be to c·onsume more of the nation's
capital supply into an industry
in which there would be less
employment Reneration (e.g.
bi~ger welfare roles) and it
would redirect capital away
from critical capital short industry-utilities and housing
construction. In short, the nation's economy is in transition
is a situation where the alternatives are to "cut bait or fish:"
Reagan wants to fish; Carter
wants to cut bait.
The Carter "answer" is to
avoid any serious short term
commitment to ailing industry
which will nec·essarily and inexolerably lead to protectionism and disruption of
world markets. His appointment of his chief and primary
advisor, Bob Straus.<>, to the
somewhat Ii ttle-apprec1ated and
much-misunderstood pos1tion
of Spec·ial Trade Ambas..'lador 1s
a reflection of Carter's conc·ern
over protectionism. Current
world industrial eapadly in
steel and automobiles IS
in excess. This is not

from rulings of the intermediate appellate courts'~
Davis: Of course, the first thing
that comes t{) mind is in the
~ea of conflicts of decisions
.
tween the courts of ap.
peals or between a court of
appeals and this eourt. At
this point the defendant has
been convicted and is
already in the appellate process - you are not looking
at a new trial. Perhaps some
const1tutional questions
eould also be appealable,
although I'm really not sure
about this.
Wttan: Do you know how the
members of the courts of
civil appeals feel about being asked to add criminal
cases to their dockets?
Davis: As you know, the courts
of civil appeals have very
heavy schedules right now.
Section 6 of Article 5 of the
State Constitution was
amended in 1979 and now
provides that each court of
civil appeals shall consist of
a chief justice and at least
two a.."Sociate justices. Prior
to 1979 Section 6 Article 5
provided for a chief justice
and 2 associate justices. The
result is that associate
justices can be added to the
courts of civil appeals as
needed or required by the
caseload. In fact, each of the
Houston civil appeals courts
has 6 justices now. Additionally, these courts can sit
in panels of 3. I think that if
S.J.R. 36 passes many of the
courts will have justices added to handle the increased
"llseloads. I can envision 6
lstu-e courts of appeals

'

to say that the United States
withdraw from such production entirely but is to say that
it need not be designated an
alligator of precious American
capital. Employment is the
seapegoat, not international
economic marketing realities,
when such short term
measures are pushed. It would
be very popular for Carter to
give a "Lockheed package" Ul
Chrysler now .and Ford and
General Motors before long and
thereby lift the spirits of both
steel and the auu) industry as
well as making a massive
federal investment in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Pennsylvania
and other key midwestern
states which are crucilly important to his re-elec·tion.
Carter's resistance to this
t·ourse is admirable and his
elec-tion is less certain for it.
The sad thing is that
Reagan's
supported
"reindustrialization" ·s a
pipedream. It suggests that the
fat and rich of America retain
their money so that they can
afford to "rebuild" America
and create jobs in so doing. One
only needs to see where the at(Continued On Page 5)

where 3 justices would hear
criminal appeals primarily
and 3 justices would hear
civil appeals primarily. Undoublte<lly, there would be
some transition necessary
but I don't think the courts
of civil appeals would have a
great deal of difficulty making the transition.
Witan: Judge, how many apoeals have been considered
by this C'ourt year thus far?
Davis: From January to July of
1980 I believe somehwere in
the area of 1850 cases.
Witan: Cunently, must the
Court of Criminal Appeals
consider every case?
Davis: Generally, we must by
law write an opinion m
every case.
Witan: What do you think the
chanc·es a1-e of S.J.R. 36 passing?
Davis: I think that they're fairly good if the voters are
made aware of the problems
that the1r criminal justice
system faces. Currently. the
sum total caseload of the
Supreme Court and the
Courts of Civil Appeals does
not equal the caseload of the
Court of Criminal Appeals. I
would like to emphasize
that I believe that the Court
of Criminal Appeals is currently producing the maximum number of opinions
right now that any one appellate court can produce. A
vital role of an appellate
judge is to carefully study
the opin 10ns of his
associates in order that he
may make a deliberate and
fair determination of
whether to vote in accord
wHh that decision.
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tractive investments are today
to see where that money will
go- into gold and silver and
land speculation which is wholly non-productive and employs
no one. The steel industrialists
know all too well that when
they get their windfall and
that they would not reinvest in
steel. To the extent it is not
logical for the nation to steer
its investments, so to for the individual investor.
Foreign Policy
Although the President has
had to apologize for suggesting
that Reagan is a Hollywood
frustr<.lted warlord, this author
is not so confined. It is in this

area that Reag-an's manifest ignorance
and
antiintellectualism will direct this
nation into a course too horrid
to fully attempt to imagine.
Gunboat diplomacy and send
the marines was the disastrous
course of the 1960s and the entire period is being lived down
through the 80s. President
Carter immediately recognized
the perception of America by
the Third World and the inevitability of Communistdirected insurgency that
strengthened with every
marines' presence. He immediately recognized that SUJr
porting dictatorshi~ in the interest of "fulfilling the international democr.ttic mandate''
was a hopeless lie which the

THEWITAN
world knew as such. Of grea1ter
concern is Reagan's absolute ignorance and silence on the
bevy of foreign policy tools
available to affect international events. His constant and
only refrain when frustrated
by anti-American conduct of
foreign sovereigns is to send
marines. This narrow
mindedness and ignorance is
frightening. World headlirtes
would show the immedhnte
respect America would g-amer
while the hate of billions of
world citizens would descelnd
to the hearts and eventuallly
burst upon our children. Further, the international
marketing system has matur.ed
so rapidly that the marines in
the C<mgo could threaten cCIJr

'

per from Chile and oil from the
middle east. Active military incursions in the 1980s will be
met by further politicization of
international trade markets; a

tar baby in effect that this
country can not afford to get
stuck in.
The overview of all of this is
telling. No more will the
United States enter an engagement on soil in which this
country has questionable
strategic or capitalist (if there
is a difference) significance.
Final Note
In mid.July, this author was
confident that Carter would
beat Reagan worse than
Johnson beat Goldwater. By
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mid-August, beaming with
fulfilled prognostication, is the
only way it could be described
after Mr. Reagan placed foot in
mouth in three consecutive
"off-the-ruff" remarks to
reporters. Now, anticipat10n of
doom has settled m, the
Reagan campaign , has clearly
taped Ronald's mouth up,
physically. and if he speaks inConnally, his phr.u;eology ts
replete with qualifiers anti excuses. Meanwhile, Reagan's
massivE> media blitz is hitting
the boob tube while Carter
must handle a nasty war with
kid gloves. Political savvy dictates doom; only raw faith in
the American electorate affords comfort.

''The Ekctors Shall Meet. .... "

The Electoral College: A VialJ~le Means Of Election
by Robert N. Jones, Jr.

The electoral college is
misunderstood, little discussed,
and much cursed by the
average and not so average
voter in the U.S. Any discussion must begin with, "What is
the electoral college?"
It is a group of electors each
of whom casts one vote. Each
state has a number of
"electoral votes" and,
therefore, eledors which are
equal to the number of U.S.
Senators the state has (two)
plus the number of Congressman from that state (a
figure based on population).
There are a total of 538 nationwide because of three additional votes alloted to the
District of Columbia. When a
voter in any town in any state
votes in the presidential race,
he casts his ballot not for the
presidential candidate, but for
a slate of electors pled~ to
that candidate. This is true
although the names of the electors appear on the ballot in only a handful of states.
Wh1chever state of electors has
gained the most votes
assembles weeks after the
November balloting in the
state capital to cast their votes
for president. Thus. the plur.tlity winner gets all the electoral
votes of a state. A majority of
eledor<ll votes (270) is required
to elect a president.
That the Constitution of the
United States is a political
document is a fact often forgot
ten by later ~enerations. Yet
its durability results from the
fact that it is an instrument of
compromise
polit1cal
engmeered to reconcile interests within a confederation
of diverse states which has
become a nation of diversity.
The electoral college IS a reflection of the battle of competing
interests. Each delegate who
met at the Constitutional Convention in the summer of 1788
was a jealous guardian of what
he perceived to be his state's
rights and interests. The

smaller states were particularly concerned that the more
populous states would
dominate any national government. The method of election of
the national executive had to
c·ontain eertain safeguards to
minority interests - checks and
balances. Out of this competition to maintain political
power was forged with ~or
changes the election sys.
n
use today.
The system embodies a
political outlook that has come
to be called the "concurrent
majority" theory. Refined and
named by John C. CalhoA >f
South Carolina almost a T alfcentury after the actual
writing of the Constitution, it
considers "different and conflicting interests "in this nation recognizing that the ·interests of Texas are not always
those of New York; the interests of the Sunbelt are not
always those of the Frost Bell
It acknowledges that recognizing and resolving these conflicts are what governing is all
about.
Therefore, the election process should produce a candidate acceptable to the varied
interests of a diverse nation instead of one who has secured
simply a mathematical
superiority. The Founders
wished the president to have
majority support, but they
chose a majority of the completing interests and grou~
and viewpoints. This method
remains viable today as there
are no fewer competing interests today.
The electoral college system
is the best method of msuring
that every interest in every
part of the nation has influence. It encourages a candidate to seek support in all
sections of the country. He cannot depend on merely one section- be it Northeast, Midwest,
West or South- to elect him. It
matters not how many votes a
candidate receives in excess of
a plurality in any state. l~"ct,
the time, effort, money. ~d

org-anization spent on obtaining an overwhelmi ngly
superior vote is wasted. Tlhe
goal is to carry a state - get
more votes than the next candidate. He must divide his time
and resources about the nation
speaking to issues that are important to individual vote.rs
and groups within a state.
Attempts at reform of tlhe
electoral process have oom
numerous - well over 100.
None dealing with the electoral
college have ever been submitted to the people. Most pmposals have suggested selecting
the electors by district instead
of statewide or by giving eaeh
candidate a number of electors
equal to the percentage of the
popular vote that candidate
won in a particular state. Yt~t
changing the method of election has the potential of challJging the power of different
groups and interests and
changing who will be elected.
Both refonns would dilute th!e
influence of the most populotJIS
states where both parties are
competitive. One party statEs
would come out ahead. Minority groups within a state would
not be as influential because
the minority block of votes
would no longer swing the eleetoral votes of an entire statE!.
However, local and state parties would maintain an important role and federation would
not be destroyed.
The reform wh1ch has the
most likely chance of bein,g
enacted il:i the abolishment of
the electoral college in favor o•f
direct election. It is argued
that no chance would then e:x:ist that a runner-up candidate
would be selected by a fluk•e
C••mbination of electoral vote:..
This phenomenon has occurred
three times - 1824, 1876, and
1888. The president would ~~
the candidate who nationwidt~
received the most votes. Direct
elections proponents argue
that only a majority or at least
plurality president has the
mandate to govern.

What would be the effect of
such a change on the totality of
our political system and
whether this effect would
overall be for the good or the
bad is the bottom line in determining the practicability of a
change. As in other reforms,
the influence of the more
populous states would decrease
bqa ·se large blocks of votes
cJf/1. be tallied up by combing
several smaller states where a
candidate enjoyed strong sutr
port. The emphasis would shift
to running up a big vote total
awl)v from just carrying a

st4 '

About the effect such a
change will wreak on the party
system and federalism, there
can only be conjecture, but conjecture supported by research.
The electoral college has been
one of several factors that have
confined the number of major
parties to two. A third party
has simply had no chance of
becoming a serious contender
be<w.c1use to do so required winin~ states all over the country.
There have been numenms
third party efforts in 190 years,
but the only third party candidates to get any electoral
votes at all were sectionally
based. Two win under the electoral college system, a party
must have more than sectional
appeal. Without the college,
the futility of a third party effort no longer would be apparent. In fact. fourth and fifth
parties would be encouraged.
This is not idle speculation, but
is universally recognized by
proponents of direct elect10n.
Therefore, the proposals, including that of the American
Bar Association, recommend
that the presidential candidate
with 400AI of the nationwide
vote be declared the winner. If
no candidate receives the required percentage, a run-off
would be conducted. The
strength of an elected system is
that the winner be determined
with swiftness and surety
without a protracted period of
u. fi:tainty after the balloting.

The direct election plans to
date do not meet this criteria.
Close elections would become a
hellish mghtmare. Recounts
would be requested in every
state because the losing candidate would be fighti ng for
every possible vote. The
possibility of fraud would be
multiplied for the same
reason.
The further effect of the
direct election chan~e would be
a debilitation of federalism.
The division of powers between
national and state governments is the cornerstone of our
government and must not be
weakened. One commentator
has succinctly stated, "The present (electoral college system)
fortifies federalism by making
the statef\ the crucial political
units in the selection of the
President, both by giving coalitions of state and local party
leaders great influence in the
nomination process and by requiring statewide victories in
the election itself." The proposals have ramifications for
the future of local and state
parties vis-a-vis the nationaly
party, as well.
The electoral college is not
perfect, but care must be used
in reforming an election
system that has made our entire political system what it is
today. It may sound very
"democratic" to allow the
popular vote to elect the president, but there are other considerations to be weighed as
discussed above. The net effect
of any change msut be ~itive.
The electoral college system is
still v1able as the manner of
electing the president. Our
political system restmg on the
rights of competing interests, a
federal system of separatwn of
powers and two major parties
is a familiar and workable
system that few theorists
would like to see changed.
Direct election as it has been
propounded threatens to alter
these basics of our political and
governmental systems.

I
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On Resurrecting The Republic:

Re-Instating The Military Draft

by Joseph C. Casc:arelli

There is much talk today concerning the military draft.
From the point of view of a
citizen of a republic, I will say
candidly that I find none of the
arguments espoused publicly,
whether for or ag-ainst the
draft, to be satisfactory. What
follows below are my reasons
for maintaining the belief that
a military conscription should
be resurrected.
Recently I have been reading
Aristotle. His comments
relating to war, and especially
training for war, are more than
interesting: They are relevant
and instructive; above all, they
are words of prudent advice to
which a democracy, such as our
own, should take heed.
Artistotle divides life into
two parts or spheres of action,
namely, war and peace. He
describes war as both neces..".ary
and useful, by which he means
that war is a means to Peace.
Peace, for Aristotle, is not
simply the "absence of War";
Peace is more than this. Peat-e
is a good which provides men
with the conditions and occasion for practicing the virtues
of magnanimity of the
gentleman, of specul~'1 of
the philosopher, and • '•awabidingness of the citizen.
Peac-e, in other words, is a gocKl
in itself. And for preciS('ly this
reason, human life is natumlly
directed - indeed, oug..!i.to be
directed - towards ·~.aee,
thusly understood. According
to Aristotle, Peace - and not

War - is the norm and
therefore the guide for good
public morality.
(Aristotle, Politics§l333al2-14)
The difficulty arises when
the Persians in Aristotle's day
- or the Soviet Union todayseek to expand their borders.
These people - the Persians
and the Soviets - guide their
ways of life by the precepts, not
of Peace as we do, but of War.
Consequently, the Persian is
naturally despotic; and, unfortunately for all good men in
our day, the Soviets have done
the ancient Persians one better
- the Soviets are totalitarian,
that is, total, complete in their
tyranny.
The point that Aristotle
would call our attention to the
fact that while a republic like
ours may well be superior to a
tyr<:tnny like the Soviet Union
- superior in the arts and
sciences, especially technology
- which are the great fruits of
Peace - , nonetheless,
republican life is ever
precarious, constantly close to
the precipice so to speak, in as
much as War is, in democratic
societies, frequently excluded
entirely from the citizen's consciousness. Aristotle, who dearly loved Peace, would remind
us that WAR IS A
NECESSARY PART OF LIFE:
To forget , or worse to
deliberately ignore this fact of
Life is w endanger the Peace.
Therefore the rule is, War
must be deliber<:ttely calculated

into our formula for Peace especially since we are a
democracy.
For precisely this reason that
we do tend to deliber<:ttely ignore War as a necessary part
of Life, we should always enlist
men into the military. In fact,
it is my finn belief that the
greatest injury done to our
Country, when we dissolved
the draft in 1972-1973, was that
our policy gave credence to a
dangerous. untruth: Not to
have a dmft is tantamount to
teaching the public that War is
not a necessary part of Life.
Surely we wouldn't teach our
citizens that fanners shouldn't
grow their cro~ lest we allow
it to be inferred that eating is
not a necessary part of Life!
Democracies tend to perceive
all men to be more or less good
by nature; on the other hand,
democrci.Cies also tend to view
other men's ways of life as
"good for them, if not good for
us", without ever really
scrutinizing whether "their
way" might unavoidably
threaten "our way". For
precisely this reason that we
are inclined to close our eyes to
. , ways of evil men and
igning nations, the draft
should be re-instated. The draft
should exist at all times, and
especially in tim~ of P<•ace, in
order to remind us <"onst.antly
he neces.'iity of War, and
in order to pre;erve the
essings of our liherty we
must stand f.('ntim•l over them.

tl

And this is the basis of
Aristotle's teaching on the subject of training men for War.
"Training for war
should ...be pursured with
a viewfirst, to prevent men
from
becoming
themselves enslaved;
second, to put men in a
position to exercise
leadership, but a leadership directed to the interest of the led, and not
to the establishment of a
general system of
slavery;..."
(Politics, § 1333 a 21)
Liberty, or free government,
has always meant a governance
whereby the people discipline
themselves by the laws which
they impose upon themselves.
Liberty is where men rule and
are themselves ruled in turn.
And free governance succeeds
only where a people poosess
self-discipline and, with
respect to their governors,
deference.
A military experience for a
young man is elemental in
cultivating these virtues of selfdiscipline and deference.
Republican government stands
or falls upon this issue of
whether a people is capable of
ruling itself justly. But in
order to rule - or more
precisely, in order to "know
how to lead, directed towards
the interest of the led" -one
(Continued On Page 8)

Some Friendly Advice
For First Year Law Students
J:Jy James M. Martin
If one had a brother or sister
-someone close-and wished to
advise him or her of the best
way to get through the first
year in law school without
either flunking out or winding
up as a patient in a mental institution, one would make the
following observations. They
are offered by an amicus curae
and carry no warmnties, express or implied.

PROFESSORS
Law professors arc human,
too, and subject to the same
frailties, foibles, and follies of
us all. It is the wise freshman
who does not make firstimpression snap judgments
concerning a professor's
chara('ter of personality. These
oftt>n are instilled by mid laws
'>'.ho have tnheritR<l their own
prejudites from lhi rd year·
stude nt~. And ntn<' times out of
tt•n . if the intpt·es..-.;ion is
negaliw a nd you ask the
sourT<' of tiH' information what
sort of gr:ull• ht' or s he rnade

under that professor, you get a
flush-faced, sheepish answer
along the lines of, "Well ... not
all that good."
Point two about profs is that
the majority of them are closet,
would-be stand up comedians.
Some, in fact, are as accomplished in the delivery or
g<:tgs as they are erudite in the
law. But it would be a mistake
to think that they will have patience with competition.
Example: Student "A" concocts a humorous riposte to his
property profes..<;Ors's explanation of the black letter Jaw to
be gleaned from a c2se in which
the court refused to allow a
vendor of real property to retain earnest money a..'> liquidated damages after
repudiation by the purchaser.
By terms of the contract for
sale, vendor was bound to install a septic tank on the
premises before the deal was
closed. "Do you mea n," "A "
as ked, "we're supJ>Ol'('(l to put
in our note; that t his whole•
case turned on a S{•pt it· tank'/"
This got a hea rty la ugh from
t he class. But the prof~llr

ped," I don't care what you put
in your notes."

RUMORS
Rumors are the stuff of law
sC'hool, its quintessential
characteristic and the bane of
the believer's existence. The
wise freshman takes nothing
anyone says at face value. This
is one of the few things the
faculty tells you at orientation
which seems so well-settled as
to be without peradventure.
The rumor syndrome is most
pronounced during the torturous, seemingly interminable hiatus between taking
the last final and finding out
what sort of grade you've
made. (This period can last
from three to eight weeks and
mtght have been invented by
the Holy Inquistion.)
Example: Jerry Jerk accosts
you in a state of agitation and
asks," I lave you &>en your cont m d.<> gradt• yt.'t? They're up,
you kno\\ ." Al'l ually, they a re
not up..h•rk is jtllit :;aying t hat
for a prat'timl joke. Very funny.

There are far more pathetic
pitfalls you may stumble into
by putting eredence in such
flimflam; e.g., placing value
upon anothC'r's prejudit'c>
toward a certain prof, mentumed previously.
Example 2: Two studt>nts are
discussing their torts professor.
One, "A," not knowing whereof
he speaks, infonn.c; tht.> other,
"B," that Profes.<;Or "X" has
never tried a personal injury
suit. How does he know? "I met
this woman who worked as a
secretary at his firm when he
was in private practice, and
she told me, that's how." Such
slander may not go unpunished, however, as in the above·
reported case: Professor "X"
discussed in class a personal injury suit he'd handled, thus
hoisting "A" by his own petard.

GONZO
By nnw, the term " gonm" is
in public domain. But C'rl'dit
must be given to llunh•r K
ThomJNIO for t ru ly Pnrtching
the English voc~tbula ry in t his
n •sr>,_ed
Feel frt>e to a p4 fiaw the word for any

agit-prop activity in which you
participate, but please, make
certain that the activity be con
ducted in the spirit of the
French Dadaists of the 2()) or
the Dutch Provos of the 00>.
Gonzo is the alienated law stu·
dent's best method of expressing his madness, in a spirit of
play and with relative
anonymity. Last year's
Greatest Gonzo Award goes to
the zanies who thought up the
Law School "Preppie" contest.
(Incidentally, the winner,
hands down, was Tim Dooley,
a.k.a. "Sled Dog" and "Biuto.")
Presumably, the same culprits
are leading contenders for inspiring this year's Richard M.
Nixon Professional Responsibility Award.

GRADES
In addition to the admonition against losing your patient-e during the exam-toposting hiatus, you would do
well to remember that the very
lowe;t gmde you can make is a
!)!), and it will be given to you
automalieally if your actua l

(Continued On Page 8)
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Some Idea:

Bi-Lingual Education

by John Convery

Mandating bi-lingual and
cultural education in South
Texas grammar schools is a
great idea. Of course it will
have to be expanded just a little, like most government
social programs because it
doesn't relievP the burden of
cultural and language shotk
experienced by stud<'nts coming to Texas from anywhere
elf,('. It is reasonable to as..•;ume
that once th1s proJt'<'t is in eff<>d a ca.w will eom<' along
whel'l' a law stuch•nt, atl<•ncling
St. ~ary's from a fort•ign area
Ilk<> Philad<'lphia, Pennsylvania or Wa.-;hingt:on D.C..
will alle-ge ('<lw·at ional disadvantahl(~ as a c·onS('Qttl'm'<' of
his c·onlending with the
an•t'<lhl(' pmbiE;>ms as.-;o<'iated
w1th heing a first-y<•ar law studt>nt; all while overcoming the
handic:ap of a si ngl<' eulture
l'C1uc·ation foislt'<l upon him/her
by a system too blind to realize
that ~Hm.'<lay ht> would be in
TPxas. This [>('t-son eould rasily
be joined in d<'manding Texan
eultur<> by all of the stateH east
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of the Mississippi beginning
with New York.
How much would it cost to
have pictures of armadillos in
these schools so that students
are spared the embarrassment
of comparing them to the common rc:tt so prevalent in the
Northeast? Perhaps teachers
could be forred to wear rowboy
hats and b-1ots every se<·onu
Tuesday, indicating tostudcA
the acceptability of this · ~
pare! in some areas. Health
da.'l..'*'S might ernpha..o.;i~· that
kitchens do need to be clean;
but, in some area.<; the ~t of
the building may lo<Jk ~:a
denmed and still serve thP ~
food. Wouldn't this be a ::-;mall
measure to take to keep the;e
now disadvantaged studPnts
from being ostrc:tri7.e<l at lunchtime in Texas simple be<·ause
they were out looking for a nic-e
building instead of good food"
Real confusion could be
avoided by having eivirs
teaehers explain that states
with a "nation<ll beer" urc not
trying to fulfill nation-stalE> r<'-

quirements. Those teachers
eould also point out that the
building in question is the only
building within five miles of
San Antonio that does not say
"A LAMO."
As foreign students, these
people have a difficult time
eating in South Texas because
they can not readily identify
what they want from menus, or
idE•ntify what is safe to put in
thPir mouths. It would be
I'Piat1vely inexpensive to requlr<· sc·hoob to explain the
sampltng of a mrnu of Tt•xanstyle n~taurants. Also, tams
and tamalc•s and burritos
should bt• offer('() ocf'astionally
as part of the hot luneh program. 1l1is may pmve to be <l
c·ost -ben<'fi t to S(·hool district,
be<·auS(' once they t"(>alize how
inC'xpens1ve it is to make these
things, they will serve them
often and drop ev<>rything else.
The lingual deficiency might
be tlealt with by getting of
r('(·ords made of Texans talking
to each other and having the
(Continued on page 10)

Faculty Member
Judicial Candidate
by Richard Klitch, Jr.

As may now be known to
many, Mr. Pat Priest, graduate
of St. Mary's School of Law and
presently an Adjunct Professor
of Criminal Law and Procedure, is seeking the position
of District Judge for the 187th
District Court.
An examination of Mr.
Priests credentials, experience
and involvement within the
community's legal and law enforcement professions indicates
he is certainly well qualified.
Graduating from St. Mary's in
1969, Mr. Priest was lic::ensed to
practice before the Supreme
Court of Texas in 1968, The
Western District in 1970, The
United States Supreme Court
and the Fifth Circuit in 1972
and the Southern District in
1975. Additionally in 1975, Mr.
Priest became Board Certified
in Criminal Law by the Texas
Board of Legal Specialization.
Professinal associations and
activities which distinguish
Professor Priest include:
San Antonio Bar Association, membership since
196.8· Criminal Law and
PlA lure Committee,
19~ (Chairman-1975);
BASIC Committee;
Chairman - Prisoners
Welfare Subcommittee;
San Antonio Plan Commi~ 1976-77; Chairm~ San Antonio Plan
Committee, 1978-79;
Director, 1979-80.
Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Assoctation;
Chapter member, 1971;
Director since 1975;
Membership
CoChairman, 1973-75; Continuing Leg-c:tl Education
Committee, 1973-75; Law
Enforcement Committee,
1974-75; Liaison, St.

Mary's School of Law,
1975; Chairman, Briel
Bank Committee, 1976.
Texas Trial Lawyers
Association, member
since 1974.
San Antonio Trial
Lawyers Association,
Director since 1975.
State Bar of Texas,
member since 1968;
Member, Criminal Law
Section; Grievance Prosecuting Committee, lOth
Bar District, 1975-78.
National Association of
Defense
Crimin al
Lawyers,
member,
1973-75.
Professor Priest frequently
lectures for continuing legal
education seminars sponsored
by the State Bar of Texas
and the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Assoc•ation.
He is a frequent judge of Moot
Court and Mock Trial competition at St. Mary's and pericxlally reviews books of interest and
other legal publication of in(Continued on page 11)

PAT PRIEST

Dear Readet-s,

ln glandng oV('I' the flood of
letter-s I rec-eiv('<l after my last
column I nol('<l many of you
were c·oncernl'CI with interviewing and in fact asked similar
questions. Here is a sampl<•:
Dear Mrs. Palsgmf;
During my la....,t interview I
was aware that thP intet·viewer
never made E'y<• C'nntad with
me. How ran I avoid this in the
future?
Stgned
Deep Blue Eyes
Dear Deep,
First you must cM<•rrnine
who cauS(•d tlw problPm, you or
the int~rviewer. A handy way
to eliminat(• any doubt.-; you
might haw 1s to c·arry a smali
hand rnrrror with you.
.Just befon• thP tnh•n it•\\,
t<Lke a qutrk look at yout"l*•lf.
An inten·iP\Wr ma) awrt his

or her glanc-e if there is a piete
of spinach in your teeth, if your
blouse is unbuttoned, your fly
unzipped, or if you have a la~e
pimple on your chin. The mirror should eliminate such
distractions, all but the pimple,
that is. As for that, avoid
eating choeolate a week before
an important interview. If the
pimple appears anyway, put a
bandaid over it and trll the In·
!Rrviewer you had a wart
removed yesterday.
N .B.: Under no c1 r
cumstanres say you're wearing
the band-aid be<'_ause you rut
yourself shaving. This, in a
mal<>, indicates you're a little
nervous, in a female: extremely
nervous.
lf you've c·h<'('kP<I yout"l*•l f
over and nonP of t hP blamP is
yout-s!
1. try sitting right tx.~id ~P
intet-vtewer (instPacl of a.~

the table), and emphasizmg
your remarks with a friendly
slap on the baek or pat on the
thigh.
2. Bring a sample of a hobby
suc·h as C'rewel work, or flytying; the interviewer will
almost <·ertainly not be int..ereste<l in that, but want to
gel a ~oo<.l look at you to see if
you're for real.
Signed,
Mrs. Palsgrc:tf
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
Whenever I go on an interview. I don't get the JOb, but the
tnterviewt•r always asks me
out. ls this a form of sexual
ha t'llsstnf'n t '?
(~:n<'lo:-;(_ocl is a re~;um<> for additional information)
f:iigrwcl,

Don't know how to take
it.

Dear Don't,
In glancing over your
resume, I note that all you
have listed under Personal is
your measurements. Now
height is one thing, wei~ht
maybe, but the re;t (although
impressive) is best kept under
wrclps. In the same vein, a
small passport size photo
would be more appropriate
than an 8xl0 full length, color
glossy of yourself, particularly
in that outfit and pose.
As to your question about
sexual harrassmPnt, the
answer is a definite YES and
no interviewer should have to
put up with it. (All is not lc~t.
however, I sent a <'OPY of your
resume to "Where Will It All
End?" who wrou• last month
with a problem getting clat.<.os.)
You've got the answer I think.

- trs.

Dear Mrs. Palsgrc:tff
I have left my last 15 interviews with the feeling that I've
made no impression at all and
I'll never get a job. I am in the
top 5% of my class, was a winner of mock trial and moot
court for two years in a row,
have been published six times
in the law journal, am an officer of the S.B.A., the president of my fraternity and have
had three prestigious internships.
What am I doing wrong?
Signed,
Bright and Dull
Dear Dull,
You apparently have a problem cr<>ating a lasting impre;sion in a face to face meeting.
Here are some suggestions:
1. Show your assertivene;.-.;

Si~mcd,

Palsgraff

(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued From Pace 6)
grade is 41, or even if you fail
to take the final at all. Perha~
the most important thing to
bear in mind with regard to
grades is that moot of us, alas,
are of only avrage intelligence,
so it is in some cases utterly
futile to suffer a physical
and/or mental breakdown as
the result of trying to narrow
the difference between a 75 and
an 80. If you've given any
thought at all as to where
you'll be headed once you've
served your time in this
madhouse, ask yourself right
now where you'll try to find
your niche in the leg-c1l profession.
Basically, the career spectrum runs from small town
practice to the ladder~limbing
associate membership in some
R'cl!lrclntuan firm that takes up
fixe or six pages in the
biographical section of
Martindale-Hubbell and has
plush offiees on the 40th floor
of a buildinR in downtown
Houston. To those who aspire
to the former, more humble existence, the best advic·e would
be to go relatively easy on
yourself, not forsaking your
loved ones and other extracurricular interests (mainly drinking and sex) just to qualify fm·
an honors list, publication tn
the law journal, or an invitation to pk>d~ a l'<H'Ulle<l honor
fraternity. The;e may look im-

Draft

(Continued From Page 6)
must be taught, it doesn't come
automatically with maturity
or old age.
The point of Aristotle's
teaching on the training men
for war is that one must first
learn how to take orders before
one ean expect to ~ive orders.
Or, in politics, one must learn
how t,(, be governed before one
can attempt to ~>vern.
A military life- if aimed at
ac't·omplishing this end and not
a "!{eneral system or slavery"
- teaches a man that kind of
self-respect which compels him
to love Liberty. or selfgovernment, and hate tyr.mny
- whether of the kmd imposed
from without (Soviet imperialism) or the kind imposed
from withm (demagoguery.)
A proper military experience
supplie; a man with that kind
of 5elf-re:;pe!'t that compels him
to expect and demand manly
governance - that is, free and
equal treatment, with the addition of honour, by a government governing the real inteests of the governed, ...just
what the Declaration of Independence calls for.
It is nec·essary to remark,
here, that a military hfe is better able to teach a man leadership directed towards the interest of the led - better, I say,
than a life or experience in the

pressive on a resume, and
they'll certainly help to open
those doors on the 40th floor, but nobody Jn Seguin,
Floresville, or Muleshoe is going to give much of a damn
about them.
Those who aspire to the latter category are birds of a different feather and embrace an
entirely opposite working
philooophy. Placing THE LAW
above all else, no matter what,
the would-be 40th floor
associate would be wise to involve him- or herself in every
possible organizational activity
and stirve in every waking
(and, if possible. dreaming) moment toward but one goal: to
book each and every course.
These fellows take out
hospitalization plans and life
insurance policies, confine
their libations to one weekend
night. and inform their wives
or husbands, if they are married. that under no circumstances will they be
available during the next three
years to dry the dishes, change
baby's diapers, or take out the
garbage.
ATTENDANCE
Unless you are a genius. you
are strongly urged to attend
every class meeting. There are
good reasons for doing this,
having nothing to do with the
brilliance or et11dit' .• of the
lec·turer. First, you ~ think
that a friend can loan you his
class notes for the purpose of
xeroxinR them-unttl you
market place. It is im~'nt to
say this since there is a sizeable
number. especially among conservatives, who argue that a
young man better serves his
Country in the market place
than in the military. But the
very nature of the market
place, I think, does not bear
this out.
Life in the market place - as
Locke, Mandeville, Adam Smith
and the rest admit - is governed by the principle of g-ain.
That is, "enlightened selfinterest" is the ruling passion.
True, this passion serves to
build a strongly confident
character in a man, which is
certainly one mark to look for
in a leader. Nonetheless.
"unlightened self-interest"
cultivates a kind of leadership
that is more directed towards
the self (and to those few like
oneself), than towards the interest of the led, or even the
common good.
Three salient examples
should suffice to demonstrc1te
this sometimes misguided
leadership under the principle
of "enlightened self-interest".
It was under pressure from
American Capitalist leadership that FDR relented and
gave diplomatic recognition to
the Soviet Union in 1933. The
dire effPC't of this is that
Americans, then and even now,
tend to draw from our government's de jure recognition of
the Soviet Union an . renee
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memorize your hornbook. You
discover to your dismay that
would do well, too, to seek out
bad penmanship appears to be
the scuttlebutt as to which of
as much a prerequisite for getthe commercial outlines the
ting into law school as taking
professor is using as the basis
the LSAT. Second, even if you
of
his lecture notes this
can read his notes, you'll invariably find that he thinks semester. Don't, however, let
him see you cribbing form this
differently than you do, and
pony during class. This is a
his construction of the material
may be grossly at odds with serious g-affe and can result in
what you deem its importance. your humiliation by the professor, or worse.
Third, even if both of you atThere has been talk of late
tend on the day in question,
no doubt) that a bronze
(rumor,
there will invariably be some
plaque is to be mounted in the
important point which is fuzzy
law librc1ry in honor of the only
in your mind and whose
clarification may be had dur- student in the history of the
law school to make a grade
ing the Q & A which follows
recitation.
lower than 55. It was in conIn dire emergencies (say, a
tracts, of course. The student,
"A," had been told by a middeath in the family), a cut may
be justified. If such rare occalaw that Professor "Y" was so
sion arises, just make certain
arbitrc1ry in the grc1ding of contracts exams that "your grade
that you've read (or will read)
in the course will bear abthe material assigned for that
solutely no relationship to
day, and know it better than
what you've learned." Succumany other part of the casebook.
(This may necessitate the
bing to gloomy resignatiOn,
"A" studied little for the final
reading of hornbooks, annotaand was not surprised at all to
tions, and law review articles.
find that the questions on the
Do it!)
CONTRACTS
exams were minor masterpieces of obfuscation.
yes, Virginia, contrc1cts is a
most formidable and deathProfessor "Y's" grc1des were
dealing course of law study. It
the last to be posted. (There
is the law school equivalent of
was no rush, after all, since
hunting season was over.) It
that gory freshman composition "wipeout" course you took
was a Friday afternoon. "A"
as an undergraduate. If you're
read the score with incredulity:
a lucky sort, you've wound up ~e knew he'd done poorly, but
in a section taught by a pro- .._ot that poorly. Next to his S.S.
fessor who CAn "get it across"
number on the little slip of rul(most cannot). But if you've
ed paper were the unbelievable
wound up with the other kind,
numbers "26." The weekend

of moral sanction, or at least
legitimacy of the Soviet
Government: Inadvertently, we
thereby give our moral sanction to the Russian Revolution.
Out of this diplomatic
rec·ognition ~rew negotiations
for contracts with the Soviet
Union in which American
capitalist leadership would
construct, among many industrial complexes, the great
Kama River plant. This
automotive plant, which is the
largest in the world, would 30
years later supply armored
vehicles to Hanoi (which
ironically President Nixon was
forced to blockade!)
And lastly, there is the
misguided extension of
American credits, which even
now are helping to industrialiZE' the Urals and build
nuclear power plants which
may very well economically
enslave Western Europe by the
21st Century.
Therefore, however crucial
and fundamental an element in
our Amencan way of life it
may be, the truth is that life in
the market place is no replacement for a military life when it
comes to teaching men to lead
in the interests of the led. Life
in the market place aims
necessarily at the private good,
and only incidentally at the
common good.
(And it must be mentioned
that the common good encompasses more than the economic

~

of a country. Thus our
politicians do their fellow
citizens a great disfavor by emphasizing the economy at the
expense of drowning out public
attention to the moral and
political questions of a first
order, such as the one at issue
here.) .
Life in the military, unlike
life in the market place, aims
necessarily beyond the interest
of "selr' - by definition, it
must: For in the military, men
train with the knowledge that
they will be called to lay down
their lives for others, indeed
for men, women and children
they don't even know.
The primary reason for the
draft, then, in my opinion, is to
keep a democratic citizenry

October, 1980
was unalterably ruined. "A"
drowned his dejection and
humiliation with tidal waves of
Mexican boilermakers (tequila
with salt and lime, chased with
beer) before phoning the midlaw to confess his sins. Don't
worry, the mid-law reiterated,
"the lowest you could make is a
55."
Monday morning, "A's"
classmates were in stitches
with talk of "that poor sumbitch who took a 26 in contr..tcts." Girding his loins, "A"
marehed into the faculty office.
where he explained his predicament to a secretary and was
told to await clarification of
the figure. Some five or so
minutes passed before "A"
heard the booming, mock
heroic voice of Professor "Y"
from down the hallway, explaining aloud, "There must
have been a typographical error." The actual grade was a
62: He'd merely trc1nsposed the
numbers. (None of the grc1des.
however, are typed. "A'' briefly
entertained the notion of suing
the professor in tort for
damages attendant to a loot
weekend.)
COMPETITIONS
Don't. Not as a first-year student, at leart. unless your
grades are high. When you consider the fact that, as general
rule, you should be putting in
three or four hours studying
for every hour spent in class,
(Continued On Page 9)

constantly reminded of the fact
that War is a necessary, albeit
subordinate. part of Life subordinate to the goals of
Peace. Thus it is essential to
condemn any such talk, (if a
draft is re-instated), of giving
the individual an election to
opt for civilian-type duties. To
give a man the choice to
become a social-worker instead
of a soldier, I believe, defeats
the purpose of having a
military draft. And that purpose is to teach the public that
Library- free governmentis a precious but very
precarious thing; and, that it is
most precarious during times
of Peace, when our sensitivities
are most lulled asleep.
A.D. 1979-1980
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Law School Receives
Younger Series Donation
by Tony Blazi
It is a pleasure for me lo inform my friends at The Law
School that Ferd Meyer, Professor of Trial Advocacy, has
contributed his salary,
together with a donat10n for
his firm, Matthews, Nowlin.
MacFarlane & Barrett to purchase The Irving Younger
Series on Tnal Advocacy
- kage for St. Mary'::. School

of Law. Irving Younger is
renown in our profession for
his talent and expertise on the
art of trial advocacy. His series
is widely respected and considered by many to be the best
on the subject. I take this opportunity to thank Mr. Meyer
and the rest of Mathews,
Nowhn, MacFarlane & Barrett
on behalf of all of us who wish
to become successful trial advocates.

'·
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Amendment Alternative:
Separate Property K
A propo~Pd C'on::-1 itut ional
adnwndment to tlw Texa::- Community Protwrty Laws
rPpre~nt:-; "a q\H-st ion of the
prinicipal you wi~h to apply to
ownership of marital property," :say:s Professor AI Leopold.

"If you bt>lieve marrital property bl.'longs to the marital
<·ommunity, you'll vote no.
OtherwiSP, you'll. vote for the
amendmt•nt."

lf approved. the amendment
would offer the following options: (1) Persons about to
marry, and spouses, without
the intl•nt to deft·aud prel'Xt:--ttng <·reditot'l', may by written mstrument partition between them~lves all or part
of their property. (Sm<.-e 1943,
married couples have been able
to partition community property once it has assumed that

Advice

(Continued From Page 8)
the extra 20 hours spent in
preparatron for Freshman
Moot Court may wrec·k havoc
with your ability to keep up.
Firl't semester of the se<"ond
year is perfe<·tly early enough
to engc1gl' in sw·h aclvt•INII'ial
Plll'l'Uit:-;.
CLERKING
Do. As Profe;.-;or Blatk has
r(:l(·ently pointed out. very little

status.) (2) Spou~::- might exthange a c-ommunity inter('l-;t
in property owned or to be a<·quired for a mmmunity interest in other community property. (~) SpousP:-; <·ould agree
in writing that in<·ome or property arising from any
separatt> property is to be
separate property rather than
c-ommunity property. (4) A gift
from one spouse to another
would be presumed to include
all income or property arising
from sueh gift.
According to Professor
Leopold. the propelling forces
involved in the proposal of the
amendment are the tax problems underlying the taxation
of <"ommunity property and the
now eonstitutwnally forbidden
opt ion of a pre-marital ~1-ee
ment to divide the ownershipof marital property.
theoretical study will prepare
you for the practi<.-e of law, and
working as a clerk will supplement your legal education. The
only danger is that working a.<>
a derk (which you should also
postpoine until you're a , . law) puts you in the proxi
of practicing lawyer ' .
Familiarity may breed contempt, and you may quit these
parts and hie to a monastery.
or go back and finish your
~
master's in sociology.
In any case, good luck! ' - '

-Movie Review - - - - - - - - - - - -

Middle Age Crazy
by Tun L. Vision

Whi<'h type are you
Oldsmobile or Pot');<· he'? ln
"MiddlP A!l,e Crazy'', Btu<·e
Dern ':; <'haracter at tt>mpts a
metamorphosis: from an
Old:-mobile driver in love with
his wife. to a Porsdw-driving
free spirit, involved with a
Dallas Cowboy Cheerleader.
The movie is li).('ht and well
rlone. Bruc·e Dern plays the
lead as a materialistic· Texan
who l'eaehe; 10 and finds
him~lf surroundt>d (then suffo<'ah.'<l) by a lovmg wife and
family. Though eminently succ·es.<>ful in hi:- C'hosen field
(buildin!l, tHm staQds), I~
begins dr€'amtng of his son's
lH·year-oll Rirlf
d, itl'ld
other earthy dl>liKH .
The death of hts father makes
him the family elder, and on
his 40th btrthday, he sees his
last <'han<·e for an un<·omplitated. hedonistic experienee. He ultimately makes
the transition from Oldsmobile
and three-ptec·e suit to Porehe
and ('()Wboy hat, and dismvers
that....the gra&; is always
1/,I'E.'(lner... Hardly an original
theme. but a well-<lone film at-

tempt no net he less.
Ann-MargTet is often des<'rib
ed as a middle-aged sex kitten,
and in this movie she is east as
(you guessed it) as middle-aged
sex kitten who streams
"Bingo" as she reaches orgasm.
Ms. Margret performs capably
and without any major flaws.
Her eharacter initially seems
to be the antithesis of today's
modern woman-{'oncerned only
with pleasing her husband and
family. But her husband's
transformation muses her to
exp'ore her own freedom
through a one-night stand. The
end of the movie sees her a.o.; her
husband's equal.
"Middle/\~ Crazy" is a fine
vehic·le for both Derr1 and AnnMargret. Dern prove:-; he need
not play a psychopath every
time a eamera is turned (>n him
and manages to show a full
range of emotion from happiness to pathos. As for AnnMargret- a reserved "Bmvo"
(one really wonders how much
of her performance is really acting).
The bottom line: a good
movie, well worth the fare. We
give this movie a well-<leserved
three Leopolds.
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'Member Me Ma?
Abe, Ur Lovin' Son
Dear Ma.
This here law skoolin ain't at
all what Unkle Billy Joe cracked it up to be. It just don't seem
to make murh cents. Take my
C'ontacts class. I figgered it'd
teach me who to ast for what.
Well so far all I been told about
is some statue of frogs and
something about pie roll
evedense which I figgered was
somebody being done in with a
rollin pin. Don't know where

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

the frog statue is or who even
wood want one.
My con law class ain't taut
me nothin c.bout conning. This
week we been talking about the
do process. I figger next week
we'll git to the don't prcx.-ess.
Course the biggest disapointmints been my tart class.
Onliest tart they told of was a
gal called Miss Reprecentashun and somethin about a
jealus mistruss.
My prosperity class has been

disapointin two. I figge1-ed it'd
teach me how to rake in the
dough which is how cum I'm
here anyhow. I figger this here
skool is the onliest one getting
prosperus.
Guess I'll hang in til
Chrismus and see ifin thir.~
get bettur. Rite soon, send
money 'eas it don't last long
here.
Ur Iovin son,
Abe

e

Jack Paul Leon
by Richard Kutch, jr.

As Law Day passed so did
the end of Mr. Jack P. Leons
term as President of the St.
Mary's Law School Alumni
Association. Reflecting on his
year as President. Mr. Leon is
to be justifiably proud of the
Association, the active involvement of its members and its
many accomplishments. Particularly impressive was the
Association's hosting of a banquet at which Mr. Justice
Rehnquist, United States
Supreme Court, was the
distinguished guest.
Acceptance of the position of
President was yet another indication of the resolve and committment Mr. Leon feels for St.
Mary's Law &:hool. His private
practice is both prominent and
exceptionally active. Taking
time to serve for the benefit of

the 5ehool and its students
clearly demonstrates the
degree of leadership Mr. Leon
possesses.
Mr. Leon '!i leadership ability
was recognized early in life
when, while just 20 years old,
he was promoted to the rank of
First Sergeant in the United
States Army. Today almost 20
years of service is required
before one could expect to obtam that rank.
After 51'2 years of service Mr.
Leon began study at Texas A&I
which yielded a B.B.A. degree.
Thereafter he came to St.

Ma.
as a full time law student. While here, Mr. Leon was
active in the student senate,
was a winner of Moot Court
competition in his junior year
and belonged to Delta Theta
Phi. Graduation came in
January 1S59 with the bar exam following in March. Mr.
Leon distinguished himself by
receiving the highest grade of
all St. Mary's students taking
the bar exam at that time.
While waiting for the bar exam results, Mr. Leon worked as
an investigator for the District
Attorney's Office, became an
assistant DA and in October
1960, was promoted to Prosecutor for the 144th District
Court. As there were only two
such courts at that time, Mr.
Leon was responsible for prosecuting at least one half of all
the felony cases.
In October 1962 Mr. Leon

Dili~t preparation and
total 1JnJl~ion are the prominent characteristics of Mr.
Leons style. He works up his
own case, visits the scene,
presents himself during any investigation and oversees the
photography to be used. Further, Mr. Leon is a strong advocate of the use of
demonstrative evidence.
Regarding his preparation
for trial, Mr. Leon states that
before he announces he is
ready, he knows where he
wants to go and that the
evidence he has is capable of
taking him there.
"Trial work is extremely
physical requiring many hours
of not only court performance
but many more hours in review
of material after each day and
before the start of the next."
To prospective trial attorneys Mr. Leon strongly

entered private practice which

recommends strict attention to

consisted primarily of criminal
defense work. In 1971, the present firm of which he is now a
partner was formed. The firm,
Casseb, Leon, Rogers, Strong
and Pearl is heavily involved in
trial work with each partner
specializing in selected areas.
Mr. Leon divides his time
equally between civil and
criminal cases and states that
he is in trial at least 75% of the
time. His cases come primarily
on referral from other attorneys when there is no

the subjects of Evidence and
Procedure. Further, he feels
that it is imperative to be able
to speak in public and extemporaneously.
It is obvious that Mr. Leon
throughly enjoys the many
varied aspects of his profession
and that he is always willing to
give of himself to further its
cause.
Undoubtedly, Mr. Leon bas
brought great credit upon
himself, the Alumni Association and St. Mary's School of
Law.

ch~Jor ll <;~>ttiPment.
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Law Partners

The 1980 Fall Semester
began with an Orientation/Welcoming Party on
August 24, 1980, held for the
new members. The guest
speaker for that event was Professor Robert Hobbs.
On September 9th, Law Partners held its first general
meeting. Included on the agenda, was a bus tour of some of
San Antonio's lovely, most interesting, and famous sights.
President Linda Kendall and
Program Chairman Nelda
Young served as tour guides on
the double decker bus, and provided historical background,
and suggestions and information related to landmarks, important buildings, restaurants
and entertainment.
The sec.·ond general meeting
took place on October 8th, and
included a program on "Stress
Management" given by Dr. Ira
Collerain, Chief Psychologist at
San Antonio State School.
The next meeting
is
srheduled for November 11th,

ami the program for that evenmg was "Fashwns: Dress for
Success" presented by Martha
I<,alke, free-lance model. The
presentation had been geared
to a broad spectrum of people
and consisted of lecture and
fashion show demonstrating
latest fashions of name
designers. Information was
provided on do's and dont's,
and fashion coordinating.

Texas Fiesta on September
19th was a huge success. Law
Partners sponsors this gala
event annually, providing
musie, food, belly dancing, raffles, and in general, an evening
full of fun and frolic at the
Pe<"an Grove.
In between general meetings,
Law Partners provides small
group gatherings for those interested in bridge, parenting
skills, bunco, arts and crafts,
literary discussions, and the
such. If you are interested in
participating, call Lee Ann McChristian at 731·~)5:37.

Counsel To The Law Lorn
(Continued from Page 7)
by racing the interviewer for
the chair he/she sits i11 and
refusing to budge if .t,o·get
·
there first.
2. Break the ice by offering
the interviewer a chaw of
tobacco. This will also lend you
an air of earthiness one might
not pick up fron~-·our
academic accomplisr~ts.
(This is especially effective if
your intereviewer is a Texan)
3. Wear an Eve!· Knievel
T-Shirt to the lnt<>rview
4. At the end, prostrate
yourself on the floor, grovel a
little, and su~t you'd accept
a janitoring job. (A little
humility never hurts)
Mrs. P.

Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I have sweaty palms. During
my last interview my hand slid
right out of t~e interviewer's

when we shook hands.
Signed,
Slippery Fist
Dear Slippery,
I seldom do this, but I take
back the advice I gave last
year. I told one fellow to wear a
glove and explain that his hand
was maimed as he rescued
e1ght children from a burning
tenement. The guy got the job,
but he's stuck wearing the
glove now. Here's a better solution: The morning of the interview pour a bottle of Mitc·hum's Anti-Perspirant into a
saucer and dip your hand in it.
A !low to dry thoroughly
(fingersapart). This will notonly keep your palm tlry up to a
week. but it will smell nice,
too.

Signed,
Mrs. Pabgraf

Law Partner Keith Kendall tries to pass as a kiddie for a swing at
the "Loot" durin~ the Labor Day Law Partner Picnic. Third-year
student Kendall 1s the husband of Linda Kendall, President of
the organization.

Phi Delta Phi

Update: Tennis Tourney
Phi Delta Phi is completing
plans for its second annual tennis tournament and due to the
direction and diligence of
~lura Worsham and Mr. Bob
W t,lligan, the registration
response has been excellent.
The tournament will be held
on Saturday. October 18 and
Sunday October 19 at the St.
Mary's courts near the CED
A !ding. Entry blanks were
Waiiable and should have been
returned by October 15 with a

registration fee. ($6/per doubles
team, per event; $3/per single
entrant, per event). There are
divisins for everybody from the
experienced to what we have
traditionally referred to as
"flakes". The categories include
students, spouses. professors
and alumni. In the event of
rain, the tournament will be
held in the following weekend.
Take a study break, get in
shape and enjoy some beer,
BBQ and a trophy or two!

Bi-Lingual
Education
(Continued from page 7)

this were mandated thr court
would go along with it and 1f it
were, the court might do it and
come up with some other
method to accomplish tht• same
result. Texas has refu:-;{'(1 to
melt into the dominant culture
of the United States, hut Texas
can be frustrated in it's attempt to be different by being
copil'(l by the other fifty st<ttes.

class try to recognize as many
words as they can that are
english. Simple exer('ises like
saying Ia, Ia, Ia and having it
sound just a little like, lie, lie,
lie would condition ~t udenl-; to
the range of sounds pos:.;ible.
Ht.'Cent decisions of the US.
Supreme Court indicate that 1f

John Convery

Faculty Spotlight

Professor Douglas R. Haddock
by Ed Schweninger
This fall we proudly welcome
Douglas R. Haddock to the St.
Mary's law faculty. He is a full
time faculty member teaching
both Property and Professional
Responsibility. Fortunately for
St. Mary's Law School, Professor Haddock does not only
have an impressive background
of legal experience, but he also
is a conscientious teacher.
Professor Haddock is
originally from Idaho Falls,
Idaho, but he has just spent the
last 10 years living in Minnesota-better know down here
as "the great snow bank." He
received hi::, BA. Magna Cum

Laude, from the University of
Utah in 1967 (Political Science
and History). And after receiv·
ing his J.D., Order of the Coif,
from the University of Utah,
College of Law, in 1970, Professor Haddock clerked a year
for Justice W.F. Rogosheske of
the Supreme Court of Minnesota. Between 1970-1975, he
practiced with the law firm of
Briggs and Morgan. As a consequence of his interests in state
and local government, Professor Haddock specialized in
Municipal bonds at Briggs and
Morgan, and for 6 months between December 1972 and May
1973, he worked for the Rfh'Jr

of Statutes. This 6 months was
spent with a staff of 8 people
drafting nearly 4000 bills concerning local government
legislation.
His publications include
"Election Law Reform in
Utah," co-authored with S.H.
Pond and J.D. Williams,
"Occasional Papers on Politics
No. 2, Hinckley Institute of
Politics," University of Utah,
1967, and "The Legal Profession's Attempt to Discipline Its
Members: A Critique of the
Clark Report," 1970 Utah Law
Review 611.
Professor Haddock began
teaching in 1975 at Hamline

University School of Law in St.
Paul, Minnesota.

Teachmg, he admits, was a
dream
even
as
an
undergraduate, and he
especially enjoys teaching law.
Professor Haddock feels that
law ::!Chool is one of the most effective educational experiences
a person can put himself
through. He feels it is effective
primarily in developing
analytical problem-solving
skills. He rather reluctantly
admits, however, that law
school changes people. He
notices a generally more
critical and unfortunately
r. f' cynical attitude in law

school graduates. Professor
Haddock advices students to
try retaining the idealism that
they had when entering law
school. This is the very reason
he enjoys teaching first year
students. They're excited, nervous, and prepared.
Professor Haddock views his
own method of teaching as
relaxed but demanding. He enjoys class dialogue and aims for
a cross between the socratic
method and stimulating class
discussion. He uses the traditional essay exams. As a
teacher, Professor Haddock is
especially proud of the fact

_
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Chief Justice Nye
(Continued from page 3)

rently a~istin~ the Court of
Criminal Appt'als with their
case load. All of the jud~es have
had many yt>ars of experience
m wnting opinions.
Not only can a strong argument be made for giving the
Courts of Ctvil Appeals
criminal jurisdidion on acrount of the experienre and
knowledge of the justires, but
also because the structure of
the Courts of Civd Appe-als
lends iU>elf to th1s task. The
present Courts of Civil Appeals
have knowledgeable per::;(mnel
in appellate procedures, and
generally have the facilities to
handle the additional caseload.
I remember when the Corpus
Christi Court was originally
created in 196.'3. It was the first
time a new intermediate appellate eourt had been c·reated
since 1925. No one could
remember or tell us how to
start a new appellate court. We
struggled along for several
years before we bemme t>ffieient in handlinK appeal~. It
was a diffi<"ult task to tnlin our
personnel as wt'll as the judges,
ourselves. To r£-quire the <Tea-

Priest
(Continued from page 7)
ten-::;t to Attorneys for the
Texlli> Bar Journal.
Not limiting his time:-;olelyto
law. Mr. Priest is quite active
in community and youth affairs. The organizations with
which he has been as..,O<'iated
include:
Good Samaritan Center,
Board member. 1972-76
and from 1978 to the present; Treasurer, 1975;
President, 1978.
Camp Fire Girls. Inc.
(National) - Member, National Council, 1972-73;

Ron Bird
(Continued from page 3)

caseload. A third <·hoke was to
ereate an entire separate
niminal appeallate system.
The fit~t alternative wa.-.; immediately rejeded as intolerable. The St<tte of Texas
cannot eontmue to "make do'"
with a Court that i~ finding it
im·reasingly im()lll>..'iible to ~tay
ahead of the flow of appeals.
The second ehoiee available to
use was seen a~ unreasonable.
The third was out of the question. The creation of a new
court system would be overwhelmin~ly expensive and
time consuming.
Instead, we chose to work
with the exist1ng court
framework and make it more
resonsive to the State's needs.
The current Courts of Civil Appeals have 51 judges among the
14 courts located around Texas.

tion of a new, independent set
of Courts of Criminal Appeals
would be a formidable task indeed.
Additionally, strong poliey
arguments can be made for the
regional locations of the Courts
around our State. The people
have the opportunity to
witness firsthand the appellate
process. The impact of the decisions of the Court would be felt
immediately in the community. This has proven to be an excellent feature of the local intermediate appellate rourts.
I only have one reservation
in recommending to the Texas
voters the approval of this constitutional amendment, and
that would be whether the
legislature would take the proper steps to adequately equip
these courts with the tools
needed to do the job. At the
present time, the Corpus
Christi Court of Civil Appeals
is one of the busiest intermediate courts in the State.
In order to efficiently handle
the appeals filed in the Thirteenth District, it has been
ncressary to transfer large
numbers of cases to other
Courts around the State. The
legislature has not kept pac·e
with the growing needs of some
Asst. Chairman and A
Secretary, Zone 33, 1972-73; Chairman. Zone
Nominating Committee.
197:3-74; Board member
Alamo Council 1971-73;
President, 1973; Board
Advisor from 1974 to the A
present.
W
Little League Baseball,
Manger, 1964, 1972-73.
Alamo Area Council of
Governments, member,
1971-74;
Chairman
1973-74, Criminal Justice
Planning Committee.
Jail Chaplaincy Board,
member since 1975;
Chairman Community
Relation Committee,
They were created in 1891 to
help the Supreme Court with
serious overcrowding of it8
t.locket, and have been able h·
keep pace with civil appeals in
the State.
If S.J.R. 36 is approved by
the voters, these 51 judges will
be able to hear both ci\'il and
criminal appeals. Proponents
of the amendment point out
that it will mean a savings for
the taxpayers, as compared
with other propo::;als for revam·
ping the court system, since no
new courtrooms, office space,
equipment or personnel will be
needed.
There is an increasing
amount of support for courts
which are given jurisdiction in
both civil and criminal matters. The courts in England
operate in this manner, as do
the federal courts of this country and an overwhelming
number of courts in other
states. This structure has
received the endorsement.
the American Bar Associat.

of the rapidly expanding civil
ap)wal dockets. (i.e.. the San
Antonio, Austin and Corpus
Chirsti Courts. for instance). To
make this new constitutional
amendment work, the
legislature must be prepared to
give all courts of appeals the
equipment and the personnel necessary to handle the increased caseload that the proposal would genemte. It would
do little good to transfer the
load from the rourt of criminal
appeals to the rourts of appeals
with little or nothing more.
It is true that alternative
solutions have been proposed.
One would be the rreation of a
new tier of courts for criminal
appeals which would be known
as the Intermediate Courts of
Criminal Appeals. This idea
has been rejected and should be
rejected in the future. It would
be extremely expensive to set
up an entire new tier of courts
with new quarters, new personnel, and all of the equipment
necessary to opemte an inexperienced system. A second
proposal would call for an in<Tease in the size of the court of
Cnminal Appeals from nine
judg£>s to possibly twenty-five
to thirty-five judges. Such a
proposal
has
obvious
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drawbacks: the first and
foremost would be the
logistical problems inherent in
the adjudication of appeals by
thirty judges. A third alternative would be to leave the
system as it now exists. This
strikes at the heart of the old
adage, "Justiee delayed is
Justice denied."
In summary, there is only
one viable alternative - that
embodied in the constitutional
amendment establishmg the
new "C<>urts of Appeals." From

every perspective, the proposal
that gives Courts of Civil Appeals criminal jurisdiction is
by far the best solution for the
efficeint administration of
justice in this State. I have no
doubt that the Courts of Civil
Appeals will enthusiastically
meet this new challenge that
will help produce an appelate
system second to none in the
United States.
PAUL W. NYE
Associate Justice

Banking Amendment
(Continued From Page 1)

A state Jaw has already been
passed, subject to approval of

the constitutional amendment,
which limits unmanned tellers
to five funetions: chec·k
cashing, deposits, loan
payments by the customer to
the bank, transfer between a
customer's accounts within the
same bank, and balanre information for the customer.
The law makes eertain that
the ('Ustomer will have com
plete control of his or her bank
ing activities in using an un-

manned teller. Funds could not
be transferred from one person's account to another and
there are strong consumer protertions and security features
built into the process.
Banks of all sizes are supporting the amendment as an important convenience to the
customer. Banks within a county or city have the right to
share in the installation and
use of any unmanned tellt'r on
a non-discriminatory basis. In
addition, banks may share
machines with credit unions or
c.;avings and loans.

Professor Haddock <Continued fro m page to>

e

1975; President 1978.
Lastly, Mr Priest is a
member of St. Stephens
EpiS<'opal Churrh where he has
been ~nwr Warden for four
years, Vestryman for six years
and Chancellor and Choir
member since 1970. Moreover
he served on the Executive
Board for the Diocese of West
Texas from 1976 through 1979.
St. Mary's University is
proud indeed that persons such
as the c·aliber of Mr. Priest,
continue, through involvement,
tommittment and resolve, to
bring great nedit upon
themselves. the University, the
mmmunity and the legal profession

that
WaS voted a.~ the
Outstanding Faculty Member
at Hamline l' mversity School
of Law for 1979-19~0.
When asked what he miR3es
most living here as opposed to
Minn~ . Profe;..•;or Haddock
admimisses the lakes and
the lush greener)·. He says,
however. he had to laugh at the
Minnesota fears of the "Texas
Desert." He has spent many
happy years in the western
part of the United States, and
since living here for the past
few months, Professor Haddock has seen the special JeaU·
ty of our own Hill Country
area. Of course, he says,

neither he nor his Wife w!ll
miss the cold.
Certainly we feel Professor
Haddock will learn a lot more
about the unique qualities of
the San Antonio area. But we
at St. Mar)'s ~hould feel very
lurky to have him here to teach
us. Profes:;or Haddock ran for
and nearly won a seat in the
Minnesota Legislature in 1978,
and he jokingly exclaimed that
it was probably fortunate for
the people in Minnesota that
he didn't win. After getting to
know Professor Haddock I'm
sure that e·1eryone here at St.
Mary's will agree-we are the
fortunate ones.

and the judges of Texas approved it at a recent meeting.
This is not to say that the
proposed amendment has
unanimous support across the
State. Those who are opposed
to it maintain that an appeals
~ystem involving more than
one ('ourt is more complex,
more c·ostly Ul the appellant,
and ('an further delay adjudication . It is abo feared that the
addition of a large number of
<·t·iminal cases to the civil
ea!>eload of the present Courts
of Civil Appeals may only serve
to create a new overload in
those eourts.
Additionally, some opponents believe that it is impossible for a judge to develop
expertise in all areas of the
law, preferring the current
system which allows them to
specialize in either criminal or
civil matters. However, the appellate judges of 48 other states
and the federal courts hear
both civil and criminal cases. A
requirement that Judges

specialize is seen by many as
unnecessary. They argue that,
if judges should handle only
criminal or civil matters, an
equally strong case could be
made that they should be required to specialize in family
law. tax law or any of the other
areas of the law.
Proponents also point to the
fact that many of the members
of the Court of Crimtnal Appeals have. in the past. served
on the benches of lower courts
in which they heard civil ;u;
well as criminal cases.
Likewise, many of the Ctv!l
Appeals Courts judges have
had experience in both areas.
A review of the proposed
amendment, while revealing
that there may be potential
shortcomings, also makes it
clear that any dmwbacks are
outweighed by the benefits it
will provide to the system of
justice in this State.
We can no longer rely on a
single court with nine judges to
heary criminal appeal in

the State. The delays which
have taken place between the
time a case is appealed and its
final adjudication have not
been the fault of the Court, its
jud~ or its staff. It is the
system that is at fault. With
the easeload distributed among
the 51 Civil Appeals C<>urt
judges, we will be able to rut
the time for appeal dr.u;tically,
()l>~ibly to as a little as six
months. This means that those
who are innocente will be
rleared muC'h sooner of any
charges ag-c1inst them, whtle
the guilty will begin serving
their sentences promptly. The
state of Texas will, for the first
time in recent years, be able to
provide truly speedy justice in
criminal matters.
I believe S.J.R. 36 offers the
simplest, quickest and least expensive solution to the problem
which exists. Any alternatives
would place an unnecessary
and heavy burden on the taxpayers of the State.
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What is Debbie Venezia looking at?

She's talking to him about it.
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She didn't like what she heard.

Neither did he.

Don't Miss the Boat: Join Now!
DIAMOSDBACK
PHOTO SESSION

LAW STUDENT DIVISION MEMBERSHIP FORM
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STREET _________________________________
CITY

STATE

LAW SCHOOL

ZIP_

CITY _ _ _ _ __
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The 1980·81
DIAMONDBACK
yearbook will hold
photo-sessions during
the week of November
10-14. Appointments
must be made between
October 27 - November
10. Office hours are

1-5; ext. 3401.

Dr. Harold Gill Reuschlein leads the 1979 Red Mass Procession of Students and Faculty to the
altar of San Antonio's San Fernando Cathedral. For twenty-eight years the Red Mass has

BIRTHDATE(mund~)eart'-------------------

C
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represented the commitment of St. Mary's School of Law and of the Texas Judiciary to Truth and
Justice. Related story, page one.

$6.50 annual membership fee enclosed
Check if you want Texas Lawyers Weekly Digest

Return to: Membership Department, State Bar of Texas. P.O. Box 12487.
Austin. TX 78711.

JOIN TODAY!
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In-Depth Report On The Recent FBI Sting Operation

Exclusive: The Brilab Story
by Sara Dysart
BRILAB - The first FBI
sting investigation where every
single defendant tried was acQUitted. Information contained
herein was acquired during an
exclusive interview with
Robert B. Hirschhorn, a third
year student at St. Mary's
School of Law who assisted
Gerry Goldstein throughout
the Brilab proceedings and sat
second chair at the trial. Conversations specifically referred
to were recorded by the FBI
during the actual meetings of
the parties.
THE PARTIES INVOLVED
Joseph Hauser, a twiceconvicted swindler and con artist, whose ingenuity and activttv within the· insurance
bust~ess allowed him to buy
and control numerous com-

panies from which he pilfered
millions of dollars, faced a ten
count indictment in Phoenix,
Arizona in early 1979. At this
time Hauser "cut a deal" with
the government whereby he
agreed to help the government
make cases against union officials who received bribes and
kickbacks in exchange for a
very good pre-sentencing
report by the FBI. In addition,
Hauser was placed under the
Witness Protection Program
through which he received
$25,000.00 in fees plus
$11,200.00 for his house
payments, $10,000.00 for
relocating his family, and
$1,500.00 for every month in
jail. Hauser's role in Brilab is
staged upon this deal and the
motivation to "make cases" in
order to receive more favorable
treatment by the government.
L.G. Moore is a Houston

Record Number
Clerkships Captured
by Steven Cennamo
Seven St. Mary's law
students have n.'n'ived appointments as clerks for the state's
highest courts - a record
number for any Texas law
school.
Eaeh year students from
Texas law schools and various
out-of-state schools apply for
judicial clerkships with the
Supreme Court and the Court
of Criminal Appeal::;. St.
~!.try's received one-thtrd of
the Supreme C'ourt positions
and almost one· half of the
Court of Criminal Appeals
positions for the H)81.82 tem1.
Patrick Tobin, Su7..anne
Langford, and Edmund McCarthy rereived 1m ita lions to
de1-k for the Supreme Court of

Texas. Wen dell Hall, Mary
Brennan, Terry Hunter, and
Lawrence Kurth r·eceived appointments to clerk for Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals.
Ed McCarthy and Mary
Brennan cited exposure to the
jud1cial process, their interest
in litigation and appellate
work, and refinement of legal
research and writing skills as
reasons for accepting a jud1cial
derkship.
Sa1d Brennan, "This is the
ultimate. It's the real thing.
We will be writing what the
law will be."
"We are honored and proud
that these students were
selected from the hundreds of
applieants for the;e prestigwus
positions," said Dean .James N.
CastlebeJTy.

labor leader and a very powerful union executive. He has a
number of political contact<:
within Texas and other states.
He is known to be an opJ)Or·
tunist and in his dealings with
labor leaders he is noted for his
frankness. Moore's role in
Brilab unfolds when he is approached by Joseph Hauser,
holding himself out as an agent
for the Prudential Insurance
Company, and is questioned
about the possibility of obtaining the insurance contract for
the employees of the State of
Texas.
Randal "Buck" Wood and

Donald W. Ray are two Austin
attorneys who went to U.T.
Law School with Gerry Goldstein. After graduating in 1968
Wood and Ray worked for the
State of Texas for ten years.
While in law school Wood
received a Ford Foundation
Grant to study the legislature.
Upon graduation he worked in
the Secretary of State Roy Barrera, where part of his job was
to deal with how elections are
run and campaign contributions reported. Next Wood
worked in the Comptroller Office under Bob Bullock. He left
the bureaueracy when he was

named Executive Director of
Common Cause. Common
Cause is a "people's lobby"
organized to promote legislation conducive to social reform.
The time was the mid-1970's,
Price Daniel, J r. was Speaker
of the House, and a great deal
of reform legislation was written and drafted due to the efforts of Buck Wood and Common Cause. Specifically, the
Penal Code was changed in
1974, along with the 1975
amendment to the bribery
statute, $36.01, which excludes
(Continued on Page 3)

Good News And Bads News Department

Third Day Of State Bar Testing
By Larry Kurth
and Richard Klitch
In a rj?cent address, Chief
Justice Greenhill of the Texas
Supreme Court pointed to the
multiple procedural errors
committed by newly admitted
attroneys, the increasing body
of procedural law and the
absence of both procedure and
evidence curriculums as a requirement in most Texas law
schools. Chief Justic-e
Greenhill's remarks, echoed by
both practioneers and jurists
has precipitated a reevaluation of the purpose and
subject matter of state bar
testing by the Board of Law
Exammers.
Mrs. Marilyn Cook, Diredor
of the Texas Bar, Character
and Fitness Divbion, tn an interview with the Witan,
discussed the position of the
State Board of Law Examint>rs.
She states that the :3rd day of
te~ttng is under senous consideration but much has yet to
be done before it becomes a
reality. Details must b<• C'oor-

dinated between the Supreme
Court, the Bar and the Schools
of Law. Particularly, schools
must be given an opportunity
to adjust their cuniculum$ and
students given the opportuiiity
to take the required coUI"reS

before the change becomes a
reality. All this requires time.
When the above has been accomplished, Mrs. Cook states
that plenty of notice to can(Continued On Page 5)

r------------------------

Law Journal

Article Writers Named
St. Mary's L<m .Journal is
pll•ased to announ<"P selection
of the following student works
for publiration in \'olumes '12.'
:-.,,J:o>. 3 and I. to be i~ued in
pnnt in Spnng W~l:
Volume 12:3
Casenotes:
John Cayce
Community
Property
Division of
Property on Divorce Spouse May Not Be

Divested of Separate Personalty in Divoree Decree.
Campbell v. Campbell, 2:3
Tex. Sup. Ct. .J. :l91 (.June 4.
19~0).

Scott J. Duncan -Torts - Indemnity - Doctrine of
Common Law Indemnity
Held Inconsistent with
Comparative Negligence
and Contribution S~te
and Therefore Abol. tl

111 1\k•gligenre Cases. B & B
Auto Supply, Sand Pit &
Tnwking Co. v Central
Freight Line::;, Im·.. 60:3
S.\\'.2d 81-1 (Tex. 1980)
Tricia McEntee· - Tort.-; Stl'lct. Liability - State of
the Art Evidence Is Ad.missible in Texas to Rebut
Evidence of Feasible "Gee, lfaduating in December is eo much fan," banta IMIItWy
Mercy Kutcher at the recent WLA Bloody Mary party. Meanwhile,
(Continued On Page 5)
bac~ earth, Tico Gutierrez glumly agrees.
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Last year the 'Ia\\ sd10ol budget was 1.2 million dollar~. This year
that budget will he 2.2 million dollars-an increase of s:3'1o. THE
WITAN ha:-: ](•arned through Dean James Castleberry that a comprehl•nsive thn:t>-year dev£>lopment plan will channel those increased funds into at least th<' following areas:
(I) STAFF IM HK\SES. Staff positions in the law library and in
support of the Ia\\' fa<"ult) have been upgraded and inrreased m
number.
(2) FACl LTY COMPENSATION. The average compensation for
full-time and adjunc·t farulty will equal that currently being paid at
other approved Jaw schools in this geographical area. Additionally,
the full-time law fa(·ulty should increase by seven members by fall
1981.
(3) RESEAHCH ASSISTANTS. Full-time faculty members may
·now employ a student re;:;earch assistant for up to 20 hours per week.
(1)ADVO\ACY EDUCATION. The trial advocacy program.
through the addition of adjunct professors, has been expanded so

that every third-year student rnay have an opportunity to enroll in
tht> c·our:;e.
(5) NEW LTBHARY. A new law library with a proposed :-;helf
:-;pace for :250,000 bound \'Oiumes. facilities for microfilm. microfidH•,
and C"Omputerized equipment and with a seating capacity of 65'~o of
the law Htudent body Roon nears construction stages.
The dean attibutes the progress made in the endea\'ors to instigate
the "thr<>e-year plan" to the support he's recei\'ed from students,
fatuity, the ABA Inspection Team, the ABA Accreditation Committe<>, and the University Administration and Board of Trustees. Certainly one person <:ould not hav•e accompli5hed what's been done thus
far in the effort to continue the Jaw school's growth.
Still, in the matter of seeing to the continuing exC'ellence of St.
Mary's Law School rurriculum and operation, THE WITAN again
extends its support of Dean Castleberry's tenac-ious personal efforts
in maintaining our standards.
MCM

Re-instituting the Draft: Winning· the Peace
By JOSEPH CASCARELLI
"Wumrn shuul<l b(• draft(>(! mtu the military, too!"
Such talk is Roing around a" if both the statement and the practical consequen<t>s of
~i\lnjln>ality to su<·h an opinion wen> perfe<>tly harmless. To be sure. there must exi~t
<:ountless numbl'r uf reasons to explain why such an opinion is commonly thuujlht to
lx> harmlt>s.'<. Yet tlw truth i~ that the proposition of conscriptinll wmm.>n should})('
thuujlht through w1th mot'L' senousness than we ordinarily would give to unc~mvl'n·
tional prop.~RitJOns. Why tlw seriousneS!<? Bec-.tuse nothing le~ than "winnin!( the
peare aftRr winnmg tlw war" is at stake here.
Writing on the subje<"t of war-and in opposition to those Christ-less and Cros.-;Less Chl'islians of today who plead the cause of pacificism-Au~ustine of Hippo had
the followi njl to say·
"... war ... would have ... existence, if human nature had, in the exerc1~ of fn'<'
will. <:ontmued stt>adfast in the uprightness in which it was created.
(City of God. Bk. XXI, C'h. 15)
What Sl. Augustint• i~ tl'lling us is that War is a ne<·ces.o;ary fact of Ltfe: So long as
evtl-<ll'8tgnmg mrn livP alon~·sicle men of R<xxl-will. there wtll alway~ lx> War. In
short, thPI'l' ts suc·h a thtng a~ the just war. Furthermore. in time; of just \\~1r we ;111:•
admomshNI. h\' St Au~ustmP, to ac~tUiE"~•:e in its nl!(.-e.>sit)': • ·
'
"Fur bt>ttt.'r 1t I>< to <'fllth>nd wtth \ 1c-..s than without confli<:t to bt> :;ubdul"<l b) thPrn.
Better. I say. is Will with the hope of everlasting pe-al\' ... (better) to rndure the hM
shneo;...., nf rnnfl1rt, ratht>r than, by uur non-re:;istance. vield ourselves to the dommwn
of Vln,"
(Ibid)
Or. tn tilt' \\nrcb of tht> I>eclaratinn uf Independence: ··we must. therefore, arquie;re
in the m.'<'t"l'...,ity.• .. and hold them. as we hold the re;t of mankind, enem1es tn war. in
pea<'l.' frwnds."
And "'' we say that it ,_. rijlht to fight just wars; indeed we say, JXtraphrasinl(
AugushnP. that 1t IS a duty to fight just war. irrespective of its jusltre or injustH·e.
And that i~ that 1l ism the very nature of war that angry JX!Ssions be unleashed.
It 1s a hombl£' truth ab(mt war that wars at·e incapable of bein!{ won by anntl'S who
lark angry m<•n. Then• is much truth in the old saying that "Anller 1s the pa~ion of
justic'<'" Mt'n who don'ljlet angry about anything are useless m times of war. S1Jrh
kind~ of mrn msuallv turn their baek on justice. Only spirited men can n>aC'\ to Injust ire. Angf'l' is a m~n's response to outrage committed against hunself and h1s c-ountry. Anwr pmmpts a man ltl courageous and heroic deeds on the battlefield. Ani(PI' is
thereforl' net'l'"!'ary in timt•s of war.
But. as W(•'vf' said, this raised a grave problem: The longer any war IS fought tlw
more ready II' th€' t€'ndt•nc-y for this noble passion of anger to de!(eneratl! into has<'r.
and even vile pa~sions ..JustiN' and honour ~ive to way to "rape, pt!lajle and plundt>r"
1n wars that an• not quic·kly won.
Bt·ratl"" we art> b;~simlb a ~aw-mrlined people. we should lnok to the quu·k rll'feat
of our enem) P\ery t unt• \\t' fil<'ht a war .. The rea;;oil why we do thi~ 1s ht>t·au'" \H~
know 11e ....,. unlt•aslung 111'<'<""-.:try but rw•tentially dangerou~ pa,.~lons. Our !'tll'lt'l)
takes 1L' bt•anng frnrn tlw lllt!('t!IJL'- nf lll'<H'e, not the maxim:; uf \1",11' But lht•longer
the fil(htm..: ur.lgs ton ahuurd, the lllOIC QU!t'kly noble angrr chan~t'>' IntO bcstlahl\ on
thP b;1t tlefit•lcl, and tlll'n thP 'uJit>m-e finds IL' \\~.Iy bark to the home-front m the fom1
uf \ aol,.nt dt•nltlnstmtions lJQth for and agamst the war.
Tlw IJ•IIII 1s th16. In nrcler ttl \\In \\<ll'l' nation- are forced. by neces.-.1l\, tu n.~k tlu•
unleastn!( uf pa~tons wh1ch are (X•lentmlly ugl) and dan~'t'ruu~. The uuoal pr•~
bh 111 we ttt.lt' IS tu111111g tlu gt•ntlt>' 1\ ili:m mto a rrark-f1ghting soldlt.'r, and tl en t111
nang the "'J!dll r back ar.to the t'l\ 1lt:1n :ti('.Im The goal m war and the goab 111 liCare
arl' dr.unaltmlb <hffPrt•nt ,md e,i[·h have their nwn just demand~ on ~ll't~ Yet a
balan"'l'<ah\ t\s nt~-;.>:.;sarr. To draft women into the military. thPrefun·.l~ tnnh,rurP
tlus truth tllld io rcmovt> the only c~1unter-balance nature has afforded c1\'llizat111n It
1s the woman who sUC'f'!€.~1 in msing the t<<Jldier bark into the mam~trea111 of c'l\ 11ian
hfl'.

WITAN: Onginally WITENAGEMOT; A counsel of wi:;e men;
an adv1sor took old kmgs nf England; a member of the Nat lon;~ll'nunc·i I 111 Old England.
r::dtt•Jr·in t'h1 ..r
1\lanagllll( Editor
l'ulitu~tl Colummst
Feature Culumrnst
~Ill ff Cartmlllst
Farulty Ad' I"'Jr

M. C{)lleen ~1cHugh
.Jeffery A. Babt·cx·k
Erwm S. I\IC'Gt'{'
Ric·hard H Klitc·h, Jr.

l\lu·hael Blac-k
Dr Hamiel Gill Reu,rhlein

1\o doubt all the other arguments against dmfting women have some validity. But
none uf th~ ar~ments really addre'SS this fundamental rt"latinn~hip of war and
peare. Problrms of "sex in the trencht~s" or of a woman alll.'lledly not bl>inll able to
mrry her flllr share uf fighting, do not .seem to be the critical1ssue on whi<-h <·un~ril>
tion of women- and with this the faU! of civil life- should lx> dN·idl'd. Instead, this
delic·ate relationship betwt'{'n war and peace seems much more de<·1~1ve_.
Now, 11 l<~ke:; a Promethean t>ffort to gear up a commen·ial, peate-indined Sll('Jt'ty
for war; 1l ~tkes even more energy to return that society which has l'l'(>ently endured
angrr, !\otTow, per-sonal sacrifice anq death of loved ones. back into a nation uf
magnanimity and good-will. This we 5<1.y: Either draft nn ly men or draft only women;
but do nut th·aft both. One of them mus1t llO to the battlefront arme<l to the teeth with
angrr; tlw other must remain at the homefront and stand sentinel ove1· our way of
life, our habJts of moderation, decency and lo(()(XI-will.
Onr of thPm must be the guardian of the norm - which is peare; the othf't' must lx>
the tn~truml'nt of ex1genc·y -war. Onoe of them mm;t remain at home 111 cll·der lobe
tht• portal throul(h wh1ch the angry soljJier in an u~ly war r-.tn JXI:>.'i ha<·k tntn c'IVIIian,
an• I c'l\ tltzr.d lift>.
TJu, IS wav wl' ha1e h"ithtwnall~· !<a irl that mPn ,1~ nt"tffi"<tl') fur the w1nning of
\\ar~ but that \\omen an> net-es.."<<l')' for the wmmnlo( of the peact•. In truth, 1t IS
\\oman·, glu11 that sht• bl> the presen·er of civilized life.

Reprinted by permission. the Manchester Union U>ader, 1980. All
Rights Reserved.
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tx>litical contribution~ that are
properly rep01ted in accordance with the law, $36.02. The
campaign reporting statute
within chapter 14 of the Election Code was also changed at
this time. As executive director
of Common Cause, Buck Wood
assisted in the drafting of the
reporting statutes for political
contributions. This position
was significant when Brilab
focused upon Wood and the
distinction between a political
contribution and a bribe.
Enterin~ private practice
in1978 as partners in their O\\'Tl
firm, Buck Wood and Don Ray
were identified by L.G. Moore
to be indi\'iduals who know
how Texas government is run
- "who know where all the
wires are." With this
background, Wood's and Ray's
roles in Brilab began when
L.G. Moore set up a meeting
with Wood, Ray, Hauser and
two FBI agents put•porting to
be agents from Prudential Insurance Company.
Billy Clayton. as Speaker of
the House, is the third most influential politician in Texas.
Having served in the Texas
~islature for · twenty years
and the only person ever bl be
,:JOtEd Speaker for three tenns.
·-Clayton is a fiscal conservative
who is interested in saving
money for the State of Texas.
From West Texas, a
geographical area completely
void of unions, Clayton's
association with union officials
has been characterized as that
of neutrality. He has attempted to avoid their wrath, should
he run for governor, while
mai ntai ni ng
sufficient
distance to satisfy his own
voting constituency. Clayton's
role in Brilab is based UIX>n
Hauser's realization that L.G
Moore knew Clayton. Clayton
could be influential in obtaining the state employee insurance contract and, if set up
in tetms of bribery and such
was made, there would be no
limit to the generosity of the
federal government Summarizing Hauser's mot1ve to
receive a light sentence, Gerry
Goldstein stated "if Hauser
could 'nail a big fish he would
receive a bij;t kiss'."
Bob Johnson. one of six
members of the Insurance
Board of Trustees, serves as the
appointee of Billy Clayton. A
function of this board is to
determine which company offers the best insurance
coverage for the state
employees. Johnson's role in
Brilab is essential to Hauser's
plan for "making a case"
against Clayton. While
Hauser's intention was to give
Clayton money and in exchange Clayton would influence Johnson to accept
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Prudential's
insurance
package, the facts reveal that
in reality no such influence
was necessary. During this
time Johnson was dissatistiea
with the current coverage and
wanted to make a change.
Specifically, he believed the
premiums were too high for the
retirees, the benefits were not
as good as the current carrier
represented they would be, and
a more open and competitive
bidding process should be made
available. Consequently, it was
not necessary to influence
J<,hhson to be acceptable to a
new tx>licy package offering
better terms. Reinforcing this
position is the fact that notwithstanding Brilab, the insurance coverage for state
employees was changed in
March. 1980, due to the inadequate coverage available when
the events leading to Brilab
were staged.
The two FBI agents
represented themselves to be
Prudential agents working
with Joe Hauser. While both
were law school graduates only
one had passed a state bar exam. In .light of this leg-al
background, i~dividuals at the
trial were shocked to learn that
neither agent had · read ·the
Texas bribery statute.
October 2, 1979, a meeting is_
arranged by Moore at the law
officies of Ray, Wood &
Henderson with Moore, Wood,
Ray, Hauser, and the two FBI
~nts to discuss the insurance
coverage provided for the
employees of the State of
Texas. At this meeting Wood
and Ray explained how the insurance coverage in Texas
works. A statement by Wood
at this time was to the effect
that "Texas Bureaucrats are as
honest as the day is long".
Atypically, Hauser was very
reserved at this meeting and
did not mention bribes or
k1ckbaeks as he has done at
previously recorded meetings
with labor leaders when attempting to make a case
Hauser did suggest the insurance coverage Prudential
was offering could save the
state a lot of money betause
they were from the home office
and no middlemen were involved. Wood's response td this'was
that Clayton would like
anything which would save the
state money.
October 5, 1979, Buck Wood
and Don Ray learned of Bob
Johnson's dissatisfaction with
the current insurance coverage
in Texas. This realization made
the coverage being proposed by
the Prudential agents more attractive.
October 18, 1979, a second
meeting took place with
Hauser, Moore, the two FBI
agents. Wood. and Ray. Wood
and Ray again talked about the
a·dinsurance program •

dressed Bob .Johnson's dime of Moore':;, but he could'
dissatisfaction with the cur- not gracefully refuse it without
rent coverage. Moore stated
discrediting Moore in front of
that Hauser and company
Hauser.
wanted to give Clayton a
Hauser reached into a brief
political contr·ibul ion. Significase
containing
the
cant is the fact that Moore conmicrophone recording the consistently referred to the exversation and took out
change of money as a political
$5,000.00 ca.c:;h. Hauser handed
contribution when speaking
the money to Moore who handwith Wood and Ray.
ed it to Clayton. Clayton gave
Wood and Ray's res{X)nse to
the money to his adMoore was that Hauser should
ministrative assistant, Rusty
talk to Clayton about the inKelly, who placed it in a
surance program, get a comdrawer, locked the drawer, and
mitment. pro or con. and,
retained the only key. At trial
"then. if everything looks right
Kelly testified that Clayton did
and feels good" make the
not touch the money after it
political contribution. Wood
was placed in the drawer until
also stated that if Hauser did
it was turned over to the FBI.
not have a good feeling after
Notew01thy, is the fact that
meeting with Clayton that he
the bills were not marked,
should not worry because he
therefore, the FBI could not
would have another oppottuniprove the bills were not the
ty to meet with Clayton. At
original bills and the defense
trial the government referred
could not prove they were the
to this meeting as a "coaching original bills, other than by
session on how to bribe the
Kelly's testimony.
Speaker of the House".
After the $5,000.00 was
October 19, 1979, L.G. Moore
securely put away, Hauser told
and three other labor leaders
Clayton that his commission
had a previously scheduled
was $1,200,000.00 and that he
meeting with Billy Clayton.
would
give
Clayton
Aware of Hauser's desire to
$600,000.00. Clayton stated
meet Clayton, Moore arranged
political contributions had to
to introduce Hauser to Clayton
be 'reported.. ~user suggestea
after the meeting. Clayton and
that Clayton should not have to
Hauser spoke in general tenns.
report the money and he
Ha Ut;er gave Clayton a' .. should do what he wanted with
business car~ indicating he was
it. Clayton repijed that if it is
a Prudential agent, and stated
to be used as a political conthat he wanted to make a run
tribution then it must be
at the insurance coverage in· reported. Moore told Clayton if
Texas and he could save the
he reported the money he
state money. Clayton told
should let Moore know how. [f
Hauser to return with more
Clayton reported it as a confacts.
tribution from Moore then
THE STING
Moore would have problems
November 8. 1979, was the
with the IRS if he did not
day of the alleged bribery.
report the amount. This was
Hauser and Moore met Clayton
the last meeting which took
at his office. Hauser gave
place between Clayton. Hauser,
Clayton a letter stating that
and Moore.
Prudential Insurance ComFollowing this meeting
pany could save the state one
Hauser and Moore J'eported to
million dollars. Clayton's
the FBI agents that they had
response was "anytime you can
met with Clayton, gave
save the state a million dollars,
Clayton $5.000.00 cash and proby God. I'll go to bat for you."
mised
an
additional
Hauser stated that he could
$600,000.00. In exchange,
save this amount because he
Clayton was going to help them
was from the home office and
with Bob Johnson. At this time
he wanted Clayton to talk to
Moore called Wood and Ray,
Bob Johnson . The government
told them they had just met
alleged the bribe was consumwith Clayton, and advised
mated when Clayton agreed to
them to <:orne over to find out
talk with Bob Johnson about
about the meeting. While
the program.
waiting for Wood and Ray to
Hauser then mentioned he
arrive Hauser stated to the FBI
wanted to make a political conagents "Wood and Ray are on
tribution. Clayton side-stepped
their way over, is there
the ISSue, telling Hauser that
anythmg else we need to
he (Clayton) would look into
discuss before they get here?"
this insurance matter since it
This statement was one of
involved a possible savings of
many used by the defense to
one million dollars. Shortly
show the jury that Wood and
thereafter Hauser again menRay had no knowledge of the
tioned a political contribution
alleged bribe.
and Clayton reacted negativeWhen Wood and Ray arrivly. L.G. Moore then asked
ed, Moore told them they had
Clayton whether he, L.G.
given Clayton a nice politic·al
Moore, could make the concontribution. Hauser told them
tribution. At trial Clayton's
Clayton would not report the
defense was he did not want a
money. Wood replied Clayton

~
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would. The .:'5,000.00 cash or
the $600,000.00 promise were
not specifically mentioned.
THE FOLLOW THROUGH
By this time Hauser was out
of the picture. In a sealed plea
bargain agreement, he pleaded
guilty to three of the charges in
the ten count indictment. His
sentence was given in midNovember. The story used to
explain Hauser's disappearance was an indictment
for giving two Super Bowl
tickets and a room at a hotel to
a labor official. As a result,
Wood and Ray were exclusively dealing with the two FBI
agents and Moore.
November 28, 1979, Wood
met with one orthe FBI agents
and told him he could not come
down from Prudential's home
office and expect to get the contract on sheer {X)Wer. Wood
stated Prudential could get the
..:ontract by coming in with the
1owest .bid, especially since
Johnson wanted a change.
November 30, 1979, an FBI
agent called Ray to inform him
the package was not as good as
promised by Hauser but better
than the present coverage. To
compensate for this difference,
the agent said they would "give
you boys some m9J1ey to grease
50me palms." Ray replied "let's
not worry about .that now, just
get us a program with -some
specifi~." The agents continued to stall, failing to
deliver a package and costs
although Wood and Ray asked
for more details and specific infonnation on at least forty
separate occasions. Notwithstanding a desire to repre-sent Prudential on other matters, Wood and Ray continued
asking for the promised program because they had
represented to others that
Prudential was their client and
it would provide a good insurance program for the state
employees.
.January 7, 1980, the FBI
realized Wood and Ray were
not told they would spl·it commissions. Moore called Wood
and told him if Prudential gets
the state contract Wood and
Ray were to receive one million
dollars. Wood's response was
"B- S-" and that all he
wanted was the $2,000.00 monthry retainer which he had
been promised and had not
received.
January 11, 1980, Moore told
the FBI agents "this isn't a normal deal, this one is
legitimate". In other words, the
deal would go through without
a bribe because Bob Johnson
was for it.
THE STORY BREAKS
February 8, 1980, the case
broke prematurely due to a
rumor that the Wall Street
,Journa·l was about to release
(Continued On Page 4)
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A Must For Prospective Tax Attornjeys

Law School Ta:x ation Courses

BRILAB

(Continued From Page 3)
an article about Hauser, an
FBI informant, who was going
around the country making
cases for the government. On
this day a FBI agent not
previously in the case went to
Wood's office and asked
whether he represented Moore
and Prudential. After Wood
acknowledged Moore and
Prudential as his clients, the
agent asked whether he knew
that Clayton had received a
$5,000.00 bribe. Wood responded neg.:~.tively, knowing only
about a political contribution.
The agent then asked whether
he knew his clients .had met
with Clayton. Instead of invoking the attorney-client
privilege, Wood stated he did
not know when, in fact, he did
know about the meetings.
A TRUE BILL ISSUES
Originally a six count indictment was brought against four
defendants, Bill Clayton, L.G.
Moore, Buck Wood, and Don
Ray. Counts one and two were
based upon fraud by wire,
count three was conspiracy to
commit fraud by wire, count
four was conspiracy, count 5
was violation of the Hobbs Act,
and count six was violation of
the Travel Act. The court
severed Moore from this case to
be tried on these and other
charges at a separate trial.

By Stephen 1\f. Soble
In a !most a II fields of
business and c·ommercial Ia\\.
many aspect." of taxation law
play an important role. Property law, real e~tall' develo(lment
and finan cing, businesb
organization. e:-.tate planning.
wills. ed., all giw rise to tax
issues whieh tlw attorney must
be able to reeognit:e in order to
effeetively deal with all of his
d ien t's needs. Fa i Iu re to
recognize these tax i~-;ues may
resu It in gra H ' fi n:uwial los...,
to the <'lient. thus giving rise UJ
a mal praC'twe suit against the
attorney. Ability to recognize
these tax issu~s. howe\·er. dur·s
not require that the attorney
hare an L.Dl. in taxation. All
that is needed is a working
knowledge, v.1lkh may be obtained through study in
business and t~tx C'ourses offered in law schools.
To aid in undet"Btanding
these busine:-;s and tax cou1-se;,
a general bal'kground in
business, l'spec·ially accounting, is a helpful ingredient.
Suc·h a baekground gives the
student a good understanding
and familiarit) with the man)
business and a<'l'ounting tenns
and eoncepts uSed in tax caseb.
This
undergraduate
ba<·kground to enables the studt'nt to gain a good grasp of tax
law.
St. Mary's University School
of Law offers several tax
courses that can adequately

prepare the student for a practil'e in businC'S.'-' and c·ommer·
cia! law having tax In<'Idents
involved. The fit'l;t and basic
c·ou1·se. Federal ln<·onw Tax, i~;
a required one for St'C'ond yt>al'
studc'nt...;. It is an on·n·iew
c·ou1-:-;e dealing pnmarily with
the taxation of indi\idual andl
business taxpayers. In Federal
lnl'ome Tax, the ~tudPnt lpm·ns
about eoncepts of inl'onw, in..
dueling what constitutPs in··
c·onw, when it i~ Ivalit:(•rl , when
it i:c. 'reeogmzed, and \\hen it ib
taxable. I\ ext, tlw student is in··
trodueed to tlw c·mwcpt of ex..
pense, and leams su<'h ideas as,
ordinary and neC'e:-.sary
bu:-.iness expense, personal
cll'clUC'tions (medi<'al. mtcre::;t,
taxes, casualty loss, etc.),
depre('tiation, amortization,
and depletion, just to name a
few. With these c·onc·ppts in
mind, the student is able to
understand, among other
thin)..'S, the tax benefit rule, annual ac·eounting c·on<·l•pt:-.. and
assignment of inmme doctrine.
Tlw last part of the coUtoge
f1x·uses on a major area of tax
law, c·apital gains and los..ses.
Eledive tax <·our::;l's at St.
Mat·y's are Federal Estate and
Gift Tax. Taxation of Business
Entitie::; (Corpmate Tax), Partnership Tax. and Tax Proc·t>uures. Fedeml .&<\tate and
Gift Tax furnishes the student
with many of the tools needed
to plan for desired lax results
through the· use of gifts and

AN APPEAL TO THE
SUPREME COURT
The Brilab trial included one
of a few instanees in American
Jurisprudence where an appeal
was taken before the United
States Supreme Court before a
jury was selected. The issue
focused upon a judicial construction of a federal immunity statute, 18 U.S.C. S6001. As
written, the statute is a prosecutorial devite used by the
government to get an individual defendant to testify at
the trial of another. As long as
the defendant doesn't prejudice
himself, his testimony will not
be used against him at his tnal
and the government may agree
to bring a lesser charge against
him. There is no express immunity privilege available to
the defense. The circuits are
split as to whether the judge
may grant this Immunity for a
defense witness.
Judge Robert O'Conor, Jr.
granted this immunity to L.G.
Moore so he could testify for
the defendants. In response,
the government went to the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
with a Writ of Mandamus
stating the statute was
available only to the prosecution, therefore, the judge has
ac-ted beyond his authority.
The government filed the writ
on Friday at 5 p.m. The defense
£1led a response to the wrf rh

1.:30 a.m. Sunday morning and
by rnid-afternuon Sunday the
Fifth Cir<'uit's rulmg aC'cepting
the government'::; po:-.ition and
the writ was i:-;:.,ued.
One Monday. the defense attorneys went to Washington,
D.C. to file a stay of the Write
of Mandamus pending application for cert. On their way a
copy of the stay was given to
the Solicitor's General Office,
where the reaction was that
they would not even need to
respond. Thursday morning
Justice Powell ordered the
Solicitor General to write a
response. Friday the stay was
denied, and L.G. Moore was
forced to decide between invoking his fifth amendment right
not to incriminate himself or
step forward and exonerate
three innocent men. As the
trial progressed it became obvious that L.G . Moore's
testimoney was not needed.
PRE-TRIAL
Approximately seventy-five
pre-trial motions were filed by
the defense attorneys. The
most critical was the motion to
dismiss. After much deliberation, Judge O'Conor denied the
motion and the trial commenced two weeks later.
THE TRIAL
THE
GOVERNMENT
PRESENTS
ITS CASE
During its opening statement

-

tru:-.t:-.. Selecting :-.pt-cifi<' property for gifts, making gifts to
ehildn•n without losing total
control over the gift, ron:-;equcni'PS of retaining power
on~r gifts and trusts by the
donor or gTantor·nf,surh gift or
trust, and U:-ing lifl' insurance
a~ tax planning, devi<"<'S are but
a ft>w of the important issues
addressed by this <'OUJ'S<'.

Taxation of Business Ent Itit's
deals with the tax <·onst'quem·ps of forming, op<'rat ing,
and liquidating the corporate
bu::;iness entity. The eorpoi·ate
form of busine:;s has many advantages and clisad\'antages to
the t<lxpay<'r. so any lawyt'r
wishing to aid his client should
(Continued On Page 7)

Law Student Division
Offers Many Benefits
To better serve the needs of
law students, the Ul\\ Student
Division of the State Bar of
Texa::; formed Texas State Bar
Law Student Division
(T.S.B./L.S.D.). This Division is
headed by a Board of Directors
consisting of one member fmm
eat•h accredited law srhool
within the State and is the
governing body of the Division.
Membership in this newly
formed division will be
available to students <'UIT('ntly
enrolled in accredited law
schcx>ls within the Slate of
Texas. Dues will be .• 6.50 annually.
Law students joining the
newly formed Law Student
Division of the State Bar of
Texas will reap many of the
same benefits as attorney
member1:; and \\ill initiate their
Lawyet"B Weekly Digest, rent-

a-<'ar dis<·ounts, insurance, eertifi('ateli of membership, free
attcnclann· at t-eitain State
Bar continuing legal eduC'ation
al't i" Illl's.
Benefits offered include the
Texas Bar Journal, Texas
courses (not including Practice
Skills Courses and Ad\'anced
Cout~). and a discount on
CLE materials. In addition,
membetb will be able to attend
the annual convention at a
reduced rate.
Law students interested in
joining the Law Student Divsion may find appli<'alion
form::; attached to po::;tei"B in
the Law Library and Clas.-.;
Room Ruildin~ Lobhy, on tlw
table next to the card catalog
in the Law Library or contact
Larry Kurth, Treasurer of thfl
Law Student Division of the
)tate Ba1· of Texas.

the government set out two
points which proved to be
detrimental to its case. One,
the tapes are all the ev1dence
necessary to prove its case, and
two. Wood and Ray knew
about the future promise of
$600,000.00 to Clayton and the
$5,000.00 cash payments.
"The tapes speak for
themselves" was probably the
single most damaging statement the government made.
When presenting the tapes the
government was forced to play
a great deal of verbage which
simply confused the jurors. The
excess of one hundred hours of
tapes contained numerous
statements which exonerated
the defendants. In addition, the
"bad language" appearing in
most of the conversations was
primarily that of Hauser,
Moore, and the FBI agents, and
not the defendants.
Wood and Ray's knowledge
of the $600,000.00 promise and
the $5,000.00 cash payment
simply could not be proved by
the government. Without this
knowledge the government
could not prove Wood and Ray
were parties to a conspiracy.
Since Johnson wanted to
change the insurance coverage
there was no intent or need for
a bribe.
The government called three
wita :es who greatly damaged ' "d case. Rusty Kelly,

Clayton's administrative a..,c;is·
tant and an unindicted coconspirator, testified that
Clayton was an honest man, he
did not intend to accept the
money, he did not touch the
money after it was placed in
the drawer, and he didn't
believe Hauser 's and Moore's
story about "big bucks to
come". Bob ,Johnson testified as
to his dissatisfaction w1th the
current insurance coverage
and his encouragement of
Wood and Ray to be involved
in order to get more competitive bidding. When asked
the cl'itical question a::; to
whether Billy Clayton would
become a party to such misconduct his response was a re;ounding "no". When asked
whether Wood and Ray would
become involved he spoke of
the impeccable reputation of
both.
The single most damaging
testimony with respect to the
law came from Chip Holt currently holding some po::;ition in
the election division of the
Secretary of State Office once
held by Buek Wood. Holt
testified that the election code
is not vtolated when you take
money, do not report it, and do
not use it. If you do not intend
to accept the money as a
political contribution, you have
(Continued On Page 7)
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"Santini" and Sinatra
by Tun L. Vision

"Hi, my name is Ruben Pena and this Is my friend Vodka. Together
we can do just about anything.''

Dear Mrs. Palsgraf.
All this semt-ster I've been in
the library but whenever 1 ask
the librarian for a Re}!orter
they stare at me and o.;ay
"Which one - Lois Lane or
Jimmy Olson? I can't understand it - I'm disappointed the law school catalogue made
out the libmry to be so ntl"e.
Signed,
Guess you can't judge
a book by its <·over
Dear Book.
All isn't lost. Pack up your
books - you're in the wrong
library. For reasons known only to people in High Places in
This University, the library on
the cover of the Law School
Catalogue is the undergrad one
. ·. On second thought. Book, if
you've been there alJ semester
!:lnd only figure this out,
you'll be better off staying
here.
Signed
Mrs. Palsgraf
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I am a freshman • and I
notice that my rlassmates and
myself are all getting anxious
about exams. This weekend I
stayed up till 3 a.m. each night
and watched horror movies and
eating cheese flavored poJX'OI'n.
Is this normal?
Stgned
Wondering If I'm O.K.
Dear Wondering,
You're O.K. and right on
schedule too! A typical exam
anxiety schedule goes roughly
like this:
Phase 1 - 6 weeks before
finals:
Co mpulsive
Avoidance s; movies are
popular as is escapism of any
kind - e.g. frequent trips to

the grocery store. sudden t·mvin~ for pizza acroos town. an
unyielding desire to learn to
play backgammon, to paint
one's toenails or to resting
one's tenni~ nwket.
Phase 2 - 5 weeks before exams: Des ire for Order
Becomes Obsessive - You
~tart cleaning your house; going through pteces of outlines;
alphabetizing your cans,
cleaning bathrooms, reorganizing your filing system. washing
eut·tains, mowing the yard.
Phase 3 - 4 weeks before
exams: self-seheduling and
pamlyzing pamnoia set in. One
hour you draw up a precise
sehE>dule of how much time you
will spend per subject pet· week
(ot day - or how). As soon as
this is complete, a classmate
will appear before you and you
will notice that she is studying
contracts but you are scheduled for property. Paranoia sets
in and you ran do nothing.
Phase 4 - 3 weeks before exams: Serious studying, feelings of total incompetence
and binge eating. Necessary
items for binge eating (it's handy to stock up on these during
phase 1) Cheetos - (far and
away the most popular item) 2)
Bubble gum 3)french fries 4)
coke 5) milky ways 6) donuts 7)
M&M's.
Phase 5 - 2 weeks before exams: Catatonic State. You
will become withdrawn, have
an inclination to want to sit in
corners and rock (with an
outline in one hand.) This
period is also characterized by
its swing between pani<' and
euphoria - 'Til never understand Future Interests" -vs· "By
Cardozo. That's a Fee Simple
subject to partial defe· · ce if
I ever saw one'"

The Great Santini may well
be the sleeper lut of thi!:' movie
season. The famtliar th(>me coming of age - is touf'hingly
and intelligently treated.
Perhaps be<'ause of the mat uration of two ('haradet"l', father
and son. Robert Duvall plays
Bull Mee<'ham, a rough-and
ready ~Iarine fighter pilot tt'lllporarily without a fon•1g11
adversary (the :-;etting i~ the
eal'iy 6()'s). Mi<-hael O'K~o't'fe is
the teenage son, trying to make
some sense out of growing up
i~·spite of h1s father. While the
two main ('haracters parry and
thrust in tlwir own seemin~ly
unreasonable endeavor to ronvmee each other that they really <·are. Blythe Danner, as the
wife and mother, rreates her
own quiet portrait of a sensitiVE~ woman eaught between
the two dominant males of her
life during a time long gone -

Plu.L-.;e 7 - One week bf>fore
exams: Students freque>ntly
sneak to news stands, get
newspapers and read want ads,
lrving to figure what they'll do
next l>emester Work at
McDonald's sounds great. They
also compose speeches to explain to spouses, parents why
they have flunked out. Some
people begin eating health food
at this stage.
Phase 8 - Resignation to
one's fate sets in the day
befot·e exams. Intense sweating
also sets in, sometimes accompanied by dry-mouth or
nausea.
Phase 9 - Two weeks later,
your last exam is over and you

WRITERS
(Continued From Pl!gc 1)
Design Alternative.
Boatland of Houston, Inc.
v. Bailey, 23 Tex. Sup. Ct.
J. 566 (Aug. 2, 1980).
Laura Worsham - Securities
Regulation - Fraud Scienter
Must
Be
Established for SEC To Ol:r
tain Injunctive Relief for

BAR EXAM DAY
(Continued From Page 1)
dtdates will be received.
After, a plan is promulgated
by the Board of Law Examiners, Mrs. Cook stated, the
next .step will be to provide
adequate notice to students
and bar applicants of the impending revisions. She assured
the Witan that students would
not be caught off-guard by a
sudden change in testing emphasis nor would a snap decision leave
without

different \' iew
The First Deadly
Sin is movie-making: of the
wo1-st ilk. Tho~e who read the

Lawrence S<llldet-s' best~eller of
tlw ~ame name will probably
llt-' anticipating suspen~ and
story-telling of tht• first
ed1elon. You ean forgt>t that
right off! PNhaps the Fir~~t of
any Dmdly Sins is paying to
se(' this film. Frank Sinatra
has a mellow :-;tage and s<•re<'n
presence but is thoroughlr
unhPlie\'abll' as a harcll'tll'u
Nt•w York 1·op days awa~· fmm
rt>ttn•ment wht'se wife 1s d.\ing
of <'H IWer. Tlw t-hctnces of su('h a
character li\ ing in an artist's
loft and walking around in
London Fog rainmab and .. IOU
suits arc about as good as the
Rattlers' chant·<.>s of going to
the Cotton Howl (do the) e\·en
/uu·1· a football team'?). See
what I nwan - writing a
·n•view of a bad movie is easier
and a whole lot more fun .. So
let\ give thts mo\'ie TWO
GOOBERS. It has a big hype,
but in the Pnd all it docs it
steal your money.

know they can't flunk everyone
AND you have made it throu~h
a semester (116) of Law S<-hool.
(You are alive!) Pat yourself on
th(' back. And remember that
time honored axiom: "You
know what they call you when

you graduate from Law &·hool
With a 70 average""
Answer: A LAWYER!
Signed Mrl'. Palsgraf
·To second and third year
students, it has gotten muc-h
better for you hasn't it?

lwfore NOW and "The Move-'
ment" wfwn being a wife and
mother lttetally meant
clt'\·oting your life to your fa mil} and homE:". lt is often more
diffit·ult to write a re\iew of a
movie you really enjoypd than
otw you didn't. Part of this.
n•luet.ance conw:-> from a de:-;ire
not to alienate any prosp(•dive
\ i<'wet-s. Anot her part is a
failure to put into words that
indescribahll' ft't'ling whit-h you
o<·<·asionally run up agalllst a
work of quality. Qualit) i:-> an
evasive attribute. but it was in
evidt-nce here The seript, the
eharacter devplopment, tlw <tc't ing. all m(>asmed up to a
superior ex(X'rience. What else
can I say - except to gtn• this
movie the ultimate - FOUR
LEOPOLD's - !!!!
In

a

alto~ether.

Visiting Professor Announced
Professor Holland w1ll be
visiting in the spring semester
and will teach two sections of
Commercial Paper. Profest:;or
Holland has been the Comments Editor of the Tulsa Law
Review, a Legal Assistant to
the Oklahoma Supreme Court,
a Graduate Teaching Assistant
at the University of Illinois
Colle~:re of Law and received an

LL.M. degree from the Umversity of Illinois in the Commercial Law area. ·
Professo;· "fiolland is on sal:r
battcal leave th1s year. He is
completing a casebook and
materials on the UCC this
academic year. Last academic
year he also served as Arting
Dean at the University of
Tulsa, College of Law.

Violations of Section 17(a)
of the Securities Act of
1933, and Section lO(b) and
Rule 10b-5 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1931.
Comments:
Sara Greenwood Hogan
FTC Rulemaking: The
Standard for Disqualification of a Biased Commissioner.
Volume 12:4 (Symposium

Issue: Real Estate Finance)
Pat Rant - Ramifications
the Uniform Land Mortgage Transaction Act
with
Non-Judicial
Foreclosures in Texas.
Susan Shank - Disclosure Requirements in Real Estate
Transactions Under Truthin-Lending.
Scott Worthen - Texas
Variable Rate Mortgages

the necessary time to review
courses tested on the third day.
Her best estimate is that the
program wtll be implemented,
"within one or two years."
Although not definite as to the
final decision, of the board
Mrs. Cook felt that the thtrd
day would not be added on
either the Februa1y or July
1981 Bar Examinations.
Although this year's graduates
should expect no change, the
possibility exists that
December 1981 graduates may
the

Currently, bar exam ap.
plwantc; can expect to be tested
on Texas law in the areas of
A~ncy, Civil Procedure. Commer<·ial Paper, Community
Property, Corporations.
Federal Procedure, Ethics.
Partnership, Oil and Gas.
Cnminal Proeedure, Trusl"
and Wills. The multi-state ex
amin encompasses: Contracts.
Sales, Sec·ured TransaC'tions.
Ev1denc:e, Torts, Real Property, Future Interests, Cnminal
LawfProcedure, and Constttu-

hp6
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Corporate Politics, Mental Midgets And The American Electorate

Landslide Without A Mandate
by Erwin McGee

So muc·h for the "raw faith in
the American electorate,"
Ronald Reagan, the moral majority and corporate political
action committees just won a
total sweep. !<'or the first time
in decades, the Republican Party controls a majority of the
Cnited State!' Senate (e.g.
Strom Thurmond replaces Ted
Kennedy on Senate Judiciary
Committee). Sl·t yenerally
"Democratic· Politi<'s in 1980,"
WITAN, Oct. 1979) (discusses
the ramific·ations of the Ted
Kennedy bid and enhanced
chances of losing a Senate majority therefore). Further, conservatives control the House of
Representati~es. Cf. "Leftovers
Part I," WITAN (Nov. 1978)
(diseub~es political party

dynamic, White House versus
Congress).
Commentators have indicated.that the victory was a
landslide without a mandate.
True. but who needs a mandate
when all the powerful support
positions were also won by the
Reag-an philosophy'? It's fairly
dear that the <'ountry, in no
real sense. .insisted upon
Reagan's voodoo economic
package which was ill-defined.
Se<' "Choice on Nov. Fourth,"
WITAN (Oct. 1980), or that the
U.S. should rekindl<> dose ties
with Taiwan or retake the
Canal. but such is not to say
that the victory does not signal
a push for the B-1 bomber,
billion dollar boat, cruise
missile, stepped up development of Trident subs and other
Penktgon toys that everyone
wants to have evidently but no
one ever wants used in any

purposefu I capacity. See
yenemlly "Quadrennial Jingo
Drums," WITAN (Nov. 1979)
(discusses the Defense being
number one "issue" as a
Presidential campaign constant and shallow banter which
such an issue entertains). Further, there might be some
peripheral mandates such as
anti-ERA, anti-abortion, proprayer in schools, and the like.
RE-gardless of whatever
"mandate" may exist, such is
irrelevant when the entire
c·ountry \!'(Jtes philosophi<'ally
consistent to give the l'i>J1servations priorities fertile rerep:
tion. In effect, mandate is unnc<·t-s...;ary when the power is
there. Now with con~rvative
majority of the House of
Representatives, Republican
majority in the Senate and
Ronnie in Casa Blanca, no
nossing aisles is needed to

fulfill a mandate. Everyone
may skty seated and vot<> their
convi<'tion. As a result, the continued viability of a two party
system and renewed substan<'e
in party participation may
result (milking advantage out
of dmster, here).
Although Falwell's moral
majority (mental midgets) will
probably be but a footnote in
all of this, such is not true with
respect to Terry Dolan and the
sophisticated "target and hit"
corporate political action rommittee financing. See
"Leftovers. Part II, WITAN at
12 (Feb. 1979) (dis<'ussing
potential of PAC influence in
the 80s). When one man, armed
by the Fotune 500, can target
seven or eight races and beat
incumbents in all of them a
new and vic·ious animal is introdu<"ed to the Ameri<'an
politi<'al zoo. Major Ameril'an

corporatiuns speak in rich
tones through one man who
can probably get more done
with a telephone than any
other individual in the history
of American lobbying; inc·oming requests from Fortune 500.
outgoing calls to the United
States Congress. Subsidy here,
tax break there - that kind of
thing, no S<·utiny, never makes
the papers. so it goes.
The only bright spots in
November ·1 results is how Bill
Clements figured in the
Reagan Texas campaign and
his Washinton flight already
being planned and, the fact
that Clements judicial appointments were all rejected - Will
Garwood (C.L. Ray); Prado
(Priest); and Simms (Spec·tor).
All four of Cl<>ment's appointed
Harris County (Houston)
District judges were defeated
abo.

The Reagan Maadate: Cause And Effect
by Robert N. Jones. Jr.

t
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J immy Carter, himself, said.
it: Americans were faced with
the clearest choice for Presi-.
dent of the United St.ates in recent memory. Americans made
this choice Tuesday, November
4, and with such forcefulness
that the overused term
"mandate" is quire appropriate. The 1980 presidential election resulted in much
more than the election of a
president. The Reagan victory
through the coat-tail effect has
changed the composition of
Congress and the face of electoral politics in Texas as well.
This alticle will attempt to explain the future impact of the
Reagan landslide, but first attention should be directed to
that landslide itself.
President Carter's pollster.
Pat Cadell, summtd it. up pretty well with the word
"frustration." Since the time
when our ancestors journeyed
to this continent, what has
made the American people and
the American experience different is the word ''confidence"
- the confidence to leave one's
home for a new land in a new
world; the confidence to toil,
and sweat, and build in that
foreign land until it no longer
was foreign: the confidence to
fight for one's liberty against
the preeminent power of the
day; the confidence to roll
civilization we:~tward across a
continent withou\ massive
assistance of the federal
government; the confidence to

fight two . world wars and
this notion as the
'leader of the Free World. In
the 'past ten years, under both
Republican and Democratic
Chief Executives, this confidence has given way to
frustration. Jimmy Carter
reinforced the feeling of
frustration throughout his administration. Americans who
had fought on the fields of
Flanders and at Omaha Beach
recoiled from the idea that the
United States had to accept a
diminished role m internationa! affairs; housewives and
businessmen alike recoiled
from the idea that Americans
had to accept double digit inflation; those of lower inromes
and those just starting out
recoiled from the idea that
Americans had to accept int.erest rates so high that the
dream of owning one's own
home is unattainable; every
American recoiled from the
idea that this nation had toaccept desecration of a U.S. embassy and the captivity of 52
~t.ablish

American citizens. According
to election day polling.
with President
Carter's handling of inflation
and foreign policy were the
most significant factors in his
defeat. Americans want to
have confidence, want W.again
have a lifestyle where work
will pay off in attaining more
than just enough to cover inflation, want to be the rc:{prcted
world power the United States
onC'e was. Reagan offered this;
Carter didn't even try, preferring to scare the American
disati~>faction

public into believing that no

Perhaps one of the more i'n-

matter how bad he was Reagan

~resting questions of J anuary,

was worse. Ev!i!ty element ex-· • ·1981' will be whether Independent Senator Harzy Flood Byrd
cept blacks deserted the old
Virginia caucuses with the
of
coalition of Franklin Delano
Republicans
and gets to keep
Roosevelt. l t is dead.
his current committee .security.
Preliminary statistics show
The impact of the .H.eagan
Carter carried only about
landslide was felt in Texas
three-fourths of the Hispanics.
State House and Senate races
Normally the Democratic
and local races, too, so as to
nominee carries almost ninealter the face 9f Texas politics.
tenths. Many Jewish voters
Conservative Democrats rerefused to pick Carter, and he
mam as the dominant force in
lost the Catholic vote which usthe
Legislature.
ed to be solidly in the
In
the coming 18 months, the
Democratic column. Conimpact of the 1980 election will
secutive Democrats by the
be observed as to the whole
millions deserted Carter in the
chara<'ter of the Federal
South to deliver a more "Solid
Government. After the inSouth" to Reag-an than Carter
augut·ation
of Franklin
received four Juears ago.
Roosevelt
in
1933,
this country
The massive crossover of
witnes-"«1
a
massive
amount of
Democrats to Reagan· is the
new
legislation
in
the
first One
single largest factor in the
Hundred Days. Reagan may
Republican takeover of the
very well have the means with
U.S. Senate. The change
the newly directed Congre:;s to
portends a conservative shift in
similarly push conservative
the Congress as with few exceplegislation through this Contions the
Republican
gress in his first three months.
newcomers ousted liberal
As any student of Amerir.an
Democrats.
Prominent
Government
knows. the Conwarhorses of the Left surh· as
gress and especially the Senate
George 1\ic:Govern, Bird Bayh,
is controlled by the committee
Wanen Magnuson, and Frank
Church were replaced with con- system. Legislation mu~t have
servative Republirans. Inthe barking of the committee
terestingly, two conservative chairman in order to be
South Democrats, Robert enacted. The change in committee chairmen in the new
Morgan of North Carolina and
Herman Talmadge of Georgia Senate will be dramatir.
fell to equally, if not more con- Perha~ the most dramatic is
servative Republicans: victuns the passing of the g-avel from
Edward Kennedy to Strom
of the Reagan lal_l~slide and
not a philosophical fight. All Thurmond as Chairman of the
Committee.
told, 53 Senators will be Judiciary
Republicans, 46 Democrats, Although Republicans failed to
and one is Independent. win a m:liority of House sea~.

~~

f ru!

221 of the 435 are held by
known ideo logic~! conservatives, be they Democrcl.ts or
Republica ns. Moreover,
members looking to reelection
in 1982 will vote more conservatively even though moderate
or libeml in the hopes of
cashing in on the conservative
trend. Probably, a slower, yet,
nonethless, thorough change
starting in the bureaucracy
will be evident in the new administration, Reagan fully
knows that conservatives have
been given a chance and they
must deliver results by the
Congressional elections of 1982.
This writer expects action to
begin by that time on the
following: a diminution in the
scope of the Windfall Profits
Tax, a tax cut for the average
American, a reduction in the
bureaucracy's numbers by a
freeze on hiring, elimination of
the Department of Energy, production of a B-1 bomber, an increase in pay and benefits for
military personnel, control of
inflation by control of government spending, and negotiation of a Salt III treaty. With
the new Congre:;s, the chances
for passage of a significant portion of the President~lect's
program IS very good.
Carter believed that style instead of substantive changes
could restore confidence. He
was wrong. In fact, the nation's
economic and international
problems worsened. Ronald
Reagan will act. Things will
change. Confidence of which
the American people are so
desirous will be restored.
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Exclusive Brilab Feature
(Continued From Page 4)

no duty to repolt it In the
same re~pecl. however. you
may not u~e the money in any
matter. You cannot use it for
collateral or plac(' it in an intere:st bearing an:ount. but if
you put it in <1 h:ked drawer.
intend to retum it to the
donor, and do not report it, you
have committed no erime.
An interesting note is Chip's
testimony began late one afternoon and continued the next
morning. The trial record
reflects the government spent
two and one half hours after
the first day attempting to get
Holt to chang£-' hs testimony.
The most surprising move
made by the defense was the
decision not to eross-examine
Hauser who was called to the
stand by the government to lay
the predicate for the playing of
the tapes. Gerry Goldstein's
statement that the defense did
not have enou~h investig-ators
to check out all of Hauser's lies
may be the best explanation for
this defen:sive strategy.
There can be no question that
Hauser was an excellent
witness for the government.
When cross-exam'ined by
defense attorneys regarding
preliminary matters, he performed very well. There are
two real5<ms fot this: (1) Hau~er
had previous experience testifying in criminal trials - his
own; and (2) the government. in
preparing Hauser, put himthrough
mock
crossexaminations which were
video-taped to allow the
government and Hauser to
review the sessions making
suggestions on how Hauser's
performance could be impro,. .
ed.
THE DEFENSE PRESENTS
ITS CASE
The motion for Judgment of
Acquittal at the close of the
government's case was denied
based upon t:.S. v. Glasser.
This case hold:; the evidem:e
must be taken in light most
favorable to tlw government,
which is va~tly different from
the "beyond rPa~onable doubt"
standard n•qu in·d for eon nr·
tion.
The defen~e mnsi::,ted of
three aspel'ts. (l) Earh defendant took the :;Land and set out
what his role in the sel'les of
events was. (2) Through lhe
assistance of Sam t;uiberson,
the indi,·idual who de, eloped a
complex cros..o.;-index system for
Race ho1-w Haym'l'> in the last
Cullen Da,·is trial. the defense
was ablP to p1n point any con·
versation on any date. This was
a "life saver" in that the one
hundred plus hours of tape;
and three thousand pages of
transcript. no longer undul)

or

burdensome, be<·anw a defensive tool. In addition, a
sophisticated machine was usPel which allowed the defense to
gt>t to any word on the tapes
within a few ::;t>l'onds. Through
this device the defen~· was able
to effetti,·ely u~ the tapes in a
light favorablt to the the defendants without confusing the
jurors. (3) A series of character
witnesses testified to the honesty and \'eracity of·eaeh deferi.'
dant. Basically, individuals
sueh as Lt. Governor Bill Hobby. State Comptroller Bob
Bullock, U.S. Attorney for the
Eastern District. of Texas John
Hanna. and former Governor
and Speaker of the House Price
Daniel, Jr., convinced the jury
that the defendant's words
under oath were worthy of
believing. This was important,
especially since there is a Fifth
Circuit patterned jury charge
which states character alone
may be enough for the jury to
have a reasonable doubt as to
whether the defendants would
be involved in such activities.
THE VERDICT
On Wednesday, October 22,
1980, after delil5erating a total
of eight hours, the jury returned on the first formal vote a
verdict of NOT GUILTY as to
all defendants on all counts.
Tills trial was so emotionally
charged that after the verdict
was read and the judge and
jury left the coUitroom, the
gallery, filled to capacity, stood
up and cheered all the defendants. Several minutes later,
the jurors returned to the courtroom, where there was abundance of emotion demonstrated
by hugging, kissing, and
streams of tears.
THE .JURY
The jury consisted of seven
females and five males. They
were attentive, intelligent. and
their religious dE>signation
made them appear fairly
religious. Tlw; l'oncerned
defense coun~l lx."<:ause of the
language in the tapes.
Although little of the foul
language was attributable to
the defendants. nH~ rt>ly hearing
the words l'ould have been
highly offen~iH~ to tlw jury.
After the tri,tl one jui'Or
:-.tated they sppnt most of their
time when delihel'ating, attempting to fine "something"
some eviden('e. 'l11e general
theme from a number of the
jurors was they were angry
with the government for the
manner in which iL conducted
its investigation.
REPRESENTATION
The verdict rendered is probably the best mdil'ator of the
quality of defense repre:sentation. Roy Minton and Charles

CORRECTION
tlw artide written

la~l month\ i~:-;ut>
THE \\'!TAN.
l'a~<"art•lli. "Ht·puhlit· - Rt>-lnstaliOJ~ tht•

h~ .JoS(>ph C.
Military llraft." was anmrredly
rredated wath publu~tllon in the Mam·ht·~tt·r Unum Lt'adt•r Thas mun.
·tory
on pa)!t' 2 by Cll>l(m'l'lli was the ~tol') wharh was pre\ anu~l} pnntt'<

In

Burton from Austin and Craig
Washington from llouston
represented- Billy Cla~ton. Edward Mallett from llouston
repre!'ent Don Ra}. Gerry
(;o)d~tein from San Antonio
repr<·~nted Buck Wood.
Wa~hington was brilliant in
his <"I'O~s-examination of Rusty
Kelly. Minton and Burton
wNc an effective combination.
Although Minton presented
the majority of the l'<tse, tt was
dt>ar that Burton had spent a
great deal of time learning all
the applicable fads and relevant law. The gist of their
defensive was that Clayton was
being victimized as a result of
his honesty, integrity. political
ambition, and his open-door
poliey.
Edward ~1allett humanized
all the defendants for the jury.
He made the jury realize Ray
was honest and hard working
and in his closing argument he
challenged the go\'ernment to
show the jury that Don Ra)
had committed any erime.
During closing argument
Gerry Goldstein had portions
of the transcription plal'ed ort. •
Law Students "Thanksgiving" Day.
poster boards and effectively· r·-------------~------=--=---=--used this tool to explain to the
theory work::, and how the l<tX
jury there simply was no
items ran be allo('ated t.J <>adl
rea~m to bribe anyone. At the
(Continued From Page 4)
partner in the most de~irablt•
end of his closing argument
be familiar with these tax ndway from a tax tilandpoint.
Goldstein's voice broke an'd his
vantage.o; and disadvantages.
Generally, an attorney work
eyes swelled with tears as he
Additionally, the ('0Ul'l'e exing Ill any area involving tax
told the jury that Buck Wood
plains the use of Sub<'hapter
issues will have at least soml'
was a classmate and a fnend
"S" mporHtions. The:;e ('Orporacontat·t \\-ith the Internal
who had committed no wrong.
tions give the taxpayer the adRevenue ~rvi('e. Since the In- The effect of these words was
vantages of both the <'ol'J><ll"ate
ternal Re\'enue Sen·ice has
demonstrated by the tears seen
and partnership forms of enmany c:omplex procedur~ in
in the eyes of some of the
titities.
their dealings with tax matPat·tnership Tax is an ex
let'S, the attorney should be
jurors.
tremely
important
course,
familiar
with those procedures.
THE EPILOGUE
es1:i€eially for thooe wishing to Tax Pro<'edures illustrate; the
Buck Wood and Don Ray are
prad iee in the property
particular methods whiC'h mu~t
back in Austin conttnuing the
de\elopment area. Almost
be followed in working with
fifteen month start in private
every real estate transadion
the Internal Re,·enue Seni1·e.
practice they had established
utilizl.'d the partnership as the
With the knowledge offered
when first approarhed by
vehid<' for canying out the
by the above cou1-ses, the stu·
Moore and liauser. AIthough
dent desiring a pradwe in
transaction in order to reap the
before the verdict was rendered
benefit:- of partnership tax
busines..., and <'ommercial fields
their practice had l'Ollle to a
l~·('ause
an
entity
whi1·h
i:-.
c·an
certainly recognize all of
law.
standstill, toda) ewryone in
intended as a partner~hip and
the tax is..'iUPs in\'olvecl ~o a:- to
Au~tin knows Wood and Hay
re('ognizl•<l as one for lo<·al law
prmide and plan for them. For
are "as honest as the day is
purpo~<'d may not be a part 11l'l'·
the student wishing to engag<'
long''. Billy Clayton ~Ucl'es..<>fu 1~hip for tax purpo~f'S, tlw
exdusively tn a tax pradi1·<•.
1.\ f:tlWl the mandate of his <:on('OUI'~l' hl'gins with till' WI',\' itn·
hoWP\'E'l', lht'~l' l'OUrSl'S aJotll'
stitli<'Tll'Y in hts bid for repor~tnl di:-•·us.-.iun of defining a
may not prow totally ~uffi ·
('lel'lton to the Hou..;e of
parllll'l':'hip and distingu~:shing C'ient. Toda~, \\ ith all of tlw
){ppre::;entatives. H~:> a:-oplrait from other entitit·:-. ~wh as
c·ontpJt..x and dt\erst> hu~ml'~"
tion to be governor stand~ the
till'
<'ol'pllration
and
a~sodaand
l'Ollllll!'l'l'tal transa1 t I on~
tl·~t of the American judieial
tion. An attomey, not knowing affedmg all taxpayers, on
~tandard of "innon•nl until
this \'ilal distinction is bound
L.L.M. in tax is almost a must
proven guilty."
to lt>:ul his dient into diffor a tax practitioner. In fact.
The Brilab sting inve~tiga
fi<'ulties by Sf'tting up a purmost of the tax lawyer:tion extended thmughout a
ported partnership, only to
a~o<'iah.·d \\ ith the larg<'r. \\ell
calendar year. rulmi.nating in a
find out the entity is a fad a
known firms have L.L.M.'s in
trial which lasted thirty-seven
<'orporatwn or a..c;.<><><'iatton pro- tax. Usually, the tax departdays. The many and vaned
ductng just the opposite tax
ments of tlwse firm~ do their
events reflect the complexity
consequences intended. In
own recruittng and hiring of
whtch characterizes many
rec·ogmzing and planning for
new tax attol'nfl.\;s from th1~
criminal trials. Both the
the
con~uences
of
partner~;hip
student...;
attending tax ~<'hools
Rovernment and tlw defense
tax law, it mu:st be kept in
sueh a.." Ne\\ York L'ni\·e1~ity,
were forced to unra\'!'l the inmind that partne1~hips, in and
South'ern ~fethodist Uniwrsitegml ~teps in order for the
of thernst'l\'P~. are not tax Jl<l)·
ty, University of ~fiami, ete.
jury to determin(' a just and
fair result. Reassuring is the
ing entities, but mther an• <'onAfter eompleting an L.L.M. in
duits through which flow all
tax, one <'all be a&<;ured that he
stmplil'ity of the result." - a
jur} of their peers found Billy
the tax <·onsequen<'~ to tlw In· will be p1·epared to handle
Clayton, Buck Wood, and Don ~·idual partners. Partnership almrn;t any tax problem im•
<ie&Tibes how this ('onduit aginable.
Ray had violated no Ia \\ .

Soble On Tax
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When Dean James N. Castleberry, Jr. talks, law studentslisten...intently.

Professor Colin Kaufman Was Wrong, Though

''I Knew Who Shot J.R.''
by Colin Kaufman
There is no problem defending .J.R. Ewing's assa1lant.
Obviously he was shot in selfdefense. J.R. is inherently a
clear and present danger to
everyone around him. Anyone
who knows him reaSonably
well knows that he is an imminent threat to the personal
security of everyone he knows.
He would have had .Jock in jail
by now if he weren't afraid
.Jock would remove him from
control of Ewing Oi l. He would
have had Miss Ellie in an old
folks home if he didn't think
she would take the ranch away
from him. My unkown client
was just trying to keep him
from making his next inevitable attack.
Also. my client (whoever he.
or she may be) will undoubtedly be entitled to an instruction
that prevention of a felony is
justification for the ::;hooting of
J.R. .J.R. has committed lots of
felonies. violations of the Mann
Act. blackmail. bribery, etc.
When my chtnt ::;aw him sit-

ting at his desk, there was no
possible doubt he was thinking
up some other felony to commit - because when J.R. sits
and thinks, the never thinks of
anything else! In fact, the jury
will have no difficulty seeing
this defense, even if the judge
tells them that J.R. had to have
gone beyond his Locus Penitent ial - because J.R. doesn't
have a Locus Penitential! That
particular locus was removed
when he had a conscience - ectomy at the age of ten (but that
is another story). When the
reason for the rule ceases, the
rule also ceased (ipso facto). 12
St. Mary's L.J.IOX.
Furthermore, J.R. Ewing's
assailant is entitled to acquittal under the Zenger principle,
12, St. Mary!s L.J. 93, note 59
(1980). Justice will always be
served by rewarding honesty,
decency and community
humanity, at 103. Anyone who
thinks so much of the good of
society (ld at 96, Rule :1) as to
be willing to risk J.R. Ewing's

diabolical re,·enges, just to protect us all from his evil,
deserves all the help from the
rest of us (that especial means
you, ladies and gentlemen of
the jury) he or she can get. Let
us not forget in judging
whether my client is deserving
of conviction here, that people
don't have to be perfect. Id at
100. Nobody could be expected
to resist the overwhelming
temptation to pull the trigger
that would be felt by every redblooded (not to mention whiteand-blue-blooded) American
who happened to see J .R. there
and knew of h is Darth
Vaderesque personality. When
wrongful conduct occurs, there
is no crime unless the defendant could have prevented its
occurrence m some means. Id
at 96. Rule 4. Here the crime
was actually .J.R.'s, who inflamed my innocent and
hapless client to the point no
same person could have avoided doing exal'tly as he or she
did.

•
The Annual Women's Law Association Bloody Mary Party provided members with
an opportunity to demonstrate the ultimate in hob-knobbing technique on Professor
Robert Hobbs. Students learned that, yes; "Gentleman Bob" is a Capricorn.
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Mock Trial Competition

Sciano, O'Connell Win State
By M. Colleen McHugh

Client Counseling Regionalists Colleen McHugh and Arnie Petry
(standing, left and right) join judges Gerald Marshall, Charles B.
Jackson and Sidney Powell (left to right) after the final round of
intra-school competition.

LRB Briefs Bring
Big Bucks
Time, for any attorney, is one
of his most precious commodities; however, for the solo
practicioner or small partnership, time and research
facilities always seem to be in
short supply.
A solution to this chronic
problem exists here at St.
Mary's University Law School.
The solution is the seven-yearold Legal Research Board. The
LRB, as it is known, has researched hundreds of legal projects
for attorneys not only in San
Antonio, but from all over
Texas and several from out of
state.
Current chairman of the
seven-member board is senior
law student Wendell Hall.
"The LRB has strived to produce comprehensive and accurate legal memorandums,
trial briefs, and even appellate
briefs," Hall says, "I believe the
Board has established a reputation for excellence with the attorneys we have served. I think
this is backed up by the
number of attorneys who keep
coming back to use our services."
The researching and writing
of trial and appellate briefs are
new features offered by the
LRB, Hall explains.
"We have several staff
members.who have clerked for
law firms and in the process
have been involved in the
preparation of appellate briefs.
Added to this group are the

staff writers whose moot cottft
experience also involves the
preparation of appellate
briefs," Hall says.
Serving with Hall on the
LRB's governing body are
Mary Brennan, writing director, Michelle Frawley, writing
director, Duane Hamar,
writing director, Melinda
Ramsey, business manager,
Peter Thaddeus, client relations director, and Mary
Vance, writing director.
The LRB takes only written
requests for research projects
that include a clear statement
of facts and issues. When the
request is received, Ha~. as
chairman, assigns a writing
director who then selects a
staff member to serve as the
writer and a staff member to
act as a back-up. The writer
does the bulk of the research
and writing, while the back-up
double checks the technical
aspects of the memo. The
writing director takes over the
project after the writer and
back-up have completed the1r
tasks, according to Hall. Professor Aloysius Leopold acts as
faculty advisor to the LRB, a
function he has performed
since its inception.
The LRB takes on projects
for any one of three time
periods at respective rates. A
21-day memo, that is 21 days
ffom the receipt of the request
(Continued en Page 3)

Dan Sciano a nd ·Keith
O'Connell took the TinsmanRouser Award and a $500 prize
from that firm in winning the
State Mock Trial Competition
February 21. O'Connell also
won Best Speaker Honors after
·facing Colleen McHugh and
Frank Giunta in the final
round.
THE ADVOCACY PROGRAM
AT ST. MARY'S:
AN OVERVIEW
The oldest competition at St.
Mary's, the spring's Norvell
Moot Court Com petit ion
honors the late justice of the
Texas Supreme Court and
Fourth Court of Civil Appeals,
Justice James Norvell. Justice
Norvell once taught the Appellate Advocacy course now
taught by Professor Orville C.
Walker.
Two other moot court competitions, Walker National
Moot Court in the fall and
Freshman Moot Court in the
spring, provide students opportunities to sharpen their skills.
The regional team members
emerge from the school competition named to honor Professor Orville C. Walker. As in
the Norvell Competition,
students advance by exhibiting
both brief-writing and oral
talents. The New York City
Bar Association selects the National Moot Court Competition
topic.
The last competition of the
academic year, the Freshman
Moot Court Competition, offers
first-year law students their
first opportunity to test oral
argument skills. A federal Constitutional topic forms the
basic issues for the appellate
brief-required writing for St.
Mary's Legal Methods
course-as well as for the oral
competition. The issue addressed usually parallels first-year
course subject matter. Mid-law

and senior law students serve
as Supreme Court justices to
the freshmen who present their
cases to a mock Supreme Court.
Trial lawyers-to-be sharpen
their skills in National Mock
Trail Competition (the fall
semester).
National Mock Trial Competition alternates, as do the
other competitions, between
civil and criminal problems.
Second and third year students
participate in either senior or
novice divisions, the latter
open only to competitors who
have never competed in mock
trial. From these ranks come
two teams who argue the
federal problem at the regional
level of competition.
The San Antonio law firm of
Tinsman & Houser, Inc.,
presents a five-hundred dollar
prize to the winners of the
State Mock Trail Competition.
The Board of Advocates State
Mock Trial Competition director and assistants compose the
problem for the meet. This year
Judge Robert R. Murray, The
Fourth Court Of Civil Appeals,
presided over the three-judge
panel at the final round of the
Competition.
The National Client Counsel-

ing Competition presents competitors with an exposure to
the initial client interview.
Given only a skeleton preview
of the problem the "client" brings into the interview, the
competitor-counselor exhibits
his technique in dealing with
the law, analyzing the problem
and handling the client. Again,
winners advance to regional
competitio!}.
Last year the Board of Advocates invited more than
three hundred San Antonio
lawyers and jurists to judge the
seven Board-sponsored competitions. The members of the
San Antonio Bar continue to
aid the Board in preparing
com petition winne rs for
regional and state meets. Head
of the U.S. Attorney's Office,
Fifth Circuit, Appellate Section, LeRoy Morgan Jahn, and
W. Ray Jahn, trial attorney
with the U.S. Attorney's Office,
drill both moot court and mock
trial advanced teams. Additionally, faculty member. Professor Bob Galligan coaches the
National Mock Trial Moot Court
and Client Counseling Teams.
In addition to the Boardsponsored competitions and
(Continued on Page 6)
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Witan Seeks Editor
THE WITAN is accepting
applications for the position
of
Editor-in-Chief,
1981-1982. Qualifications
are as follows:
(1) Staff Member, The
Witan, for at least one
semester preceeding application;
(2) Prior experience in the
Communications Field.
Deposit applications in
the Witan box, SBA office,
by March 25, 1981.

Winners of the 1980 National Mock Trial competition are, seated,
Lisa Vance and John McChristian. Losing to Vance and McChristian were, standing, Dennis McCabe (left) and Joe Engle. Both
teams advanced to regional competition and lost in elimination
rounds. .....

•
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Witan Survives . • . WithYour Support
At least once every year the Editor of The Witan feels the need to
comment on its viability. Unfortunately, the history of The Witan
reveals periods of non-publication and non-interest, both on the part
of its staff and of the law student body. This semester, limited funds,
a malady that afflicted almost every student organization, curtailed
publication to only five issues. Still, the newspaper refuses to die.
This editorial addresses some of the reasons for The Witan's survival
and its need for support.
Who can deny the need of a Law Student Body to e~press opinions
on the state-of-the-legal Profession, current legal theories, legal
education - whatever affects our lives, and some things that don't.
The Witan provides a forum. There have been articles in this year's
newspapers, Tom Black's article on the third-year of Law School and

Joe Cascarelli articles on reinstituting the draft, that received acclaim. Others, perhaps, could have gone unprinted. Michael Black's
cartoons, Jeff Babcock's additions to the graphic design enriched the
newspaper's appearance. The part The Witan played in relaying
developments in last semester's accreditation confrontation
evidences the need for a channel between administration and student body.
It's time for those of us who have nurtured The Witan to let go.
We've prescribed lofty goals for "St. Mary's Current Legal Publication." Now it's your turn. The Witan names a new Editor-in-Chief
next month (see page 1, this issue); the Staff will be formed shortly
thereafter. Take the time to make your contribution.
M. Colleen McHugh

"VOUtL 1\EEP Tlll8 QUIET, VOlT '1QJ,
L(l()IH)t.E!' OlE CAN'T AFFORD
10 GM" ~ A ca.NlE.TrT/VE
EDGE.

-

LET IT BE KNOWN TO ALL WOMEN (AND MEN)
PRESENT THAT THE W.L.A. HEREBY CHALLENGES
THE LAW SCHOOL FACULTY TO ONE GAME OF SOFTBALL
ON THE FIFI'EENTH DAY OF MARCH, NINETEEN HUNDRED
EIGHTY ONE AT TWO O'CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON.
THE FACULTY BITES THE DUST
There once was a group of old men
Who thought there were nearing the end
They nailed all their classes
Those "snakes in the grasses"
·Not knowing what this would portend.

So dusting off their bats and balls
And hobbling out of the halls
They cried "Here we come
We're ready for fun!"
Valiantly answering the call.

So it.came to pass in the spring
They attempted a tortuous fling
They girded their loins
Their forces to join
For the contest the morrow would bring.

Alas, there was much too much rust
They were void of competitive lust
The tables were turned
The masters had learned
What it's like to be biting the dust.

!

.

WITAN: Originally WITENAGE.\tUT; A counsel of w1se men;
an adv1sor took old kings of England, a member of the Na·
tiona! Counril in Old En2land.
Editor-in-Chief . . . . . .
.•. M. Colleen McHugh
Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Again?
What's it like to bite the dust
Ye women know it, ye must.
For each and every spring
Another loss doth bring.
But yet ye come-what crust.
For competitive fever there's no need
Even if our bodies have gone to seed.
Your grunting efforts will expire
Causing ye only to perspire.
For the end is foresworn and decreed.
Like lemmings ye come marching
Forgetful of last year's torching.
Blinded by instinctual hopes,
Fated for a case of loser's mopes.
So driven are ye by motive overarching.
To lose, to fail before surpassing cunning
That negates the gain of all your running.
Too bad, it is a shame
Don't cry, you're not to blame.
We'll win again, it is our lot.
For we're the faculty, and you are not.

!

.
.
The WITAN 1:> pubh~h('<) monthly except Mar. June, July and
December by studl.'nts uf St. Mary's Univer.;ity School of
Law. The views expressed herein are thu;e of the individual
writers and do not neaJSllarily reflect those of THE WITAN,
its editors, the administrators or faculty, unletill otherwise
stated. "The Editor-m.Chief is responsible for the views expressed in unsigned articles.
Articles in THE WIT AN may be reproduced and quoted provided that credit IS extended to the publiration and author of
the article sou~. and that notice is gi~e to the publication.
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Battle Line• Being Drawn

REDISTRICTING, DRUGS ARE MAJOR LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
by Rob Jones
On January 13, the 67th
Texas Legislative convened in
regular session. On this day excitement swells inside the
Capitol old timers as well as
visiting constituents and
tourists. For the next 140 days,
news in this state will be
dominated by the compromise,
failures, successes, harangues
and merriment which is the
Texas Legislature.
A brief background may be

helpful to those unaccustomed
to the ways of the solons. The
Texas Constitution allows the
Legislature to meet for only
140 days in odd numbered
years. On June 1, the time
limit expires, and if the important business is not transacted,
the Governor may call a special
session or sessions each of only
30 days duration. Committees
of Senators and Representatives remain active and will
have been working on legislation for the better part of a

year. This is one reason why
our Legislature has never felt
the need to become a full-time
body similar to the U.S. Congress. Of course, the principle
reason is the Texas citizenry's
traditional commitment to a
limited government.
· Lurking behind every move
in this Legislature will be the
issue of redistricting. No matter how important other issues
are, the attention of
Legislators will never stray far
from the ~uired redrawing of

district boundaries which
always is addressed in the first
session of each decade. In past
times, such sessions have been
the scene of extermination of
many an enemy of a powerful
"leader" in the House or
Senate. However, Texas is still
laboring under compliance
with the Voting Rights Act and
all changes in district lines
must be approved by the U.S.
Justice Department. Less
"artistic license," therefore,
will be allowed than has been

seen before. Legislative leaders
including House Speaker Bill
Clayton have discussed some of
their pronouncements as to
what will occur. Rural conservative Democrats and their
Republican allies control the
Legislature, and the House in
particular. More than half of
the committees in the House
are chaired by such rural conservative Democrats and an additional seven committees have
Republican chairman. The
(Continued on Page 6)

Fallout from Teresa Brown Affair

TEXAS NEEDS ''SHIELD'' LAW, LOCAL ATTY SAYS
By Joan Cheever
It might be called "The Fight
That Never Was."
And San Antonio could have
been center stage for a bitter
constitutional battle concerning the First Amendment's
freedom of the pre~ and the
shielding of confidential
sources, and the Fifth Amendment's guaranteed right to a
fair trial.
The object of controversy was
a Jan. 7 ''duces tecum" sub
poena issued by the District
Attorney's office to .Jan .Jarboe,
the San Antonio Light's
managing editor, for all notes,
records, tapes and photos concerning an Oct. 11th exclusive
interview with the city's most
celebrated madam. Tere::;a
Brown, shortly after a vice
:;quad rc1id of her home at 315
Northtrail, on the city's North

Side.
Newspaper management
quickly conferred with local
libel attorneys and a First
amendment specialist in the
Hearst Corp's New York office,
while Jarboe vowed to "sit in
jail for however long it takes"
to preserve and protect her
sources.
After swift negotiations, and
some strong editorial pressure,
District Attorney Bill White
agreed to withdraw the subpoena.
Although the constitutional
confrontation may have been
quashed for now, it's only a
temporary postponement. The
need for a shield law to protect
those confidential conversations between news!l('rson and
source is needed now morE>
than ever. says Larry ~facon, a
trial attorney and partner in
the San Antonio firm of Cox-

Smith. The firm represents
K~WI.rTV on libel issues.
"The only ones who have absolute protection are lawyers
and their clients," Macon said.
"And that's quite understandable considering the primary
occupation of those in the
legislature making thesE> Jaws."
He noted that a concentrated
lobbying effort might enable
newspersons to enjoy such an
absolute priviledge, as well.
A state shield law does not
necessarily afford protection
against disclo:;ure, but at least
the judge is aware that there is
an intent by lawmakers to protect newspersons, Macon said.
The attorney noted that New
York Times investigative
reporter ~lyron Farber was
jailed and the newspaper
heavily fined, despite a New
.Jersey shield law. Farber had
written a series of articles

claiming an unidentified
"Doctor X" had caused the
death of several patients by
poisoning, The articles led to
an indictment and eventually,
at the,defendant's request, the
trial 'court demanded the
disclo.•mre of Farber's sources
and prOduction of his interview
notes and other information.
He refused and was jailed. The
New .Jer:>ey Supreme Court
upheld the conviction on the
ground that the First Amendment did not protect Farber
against disclosure and his
statutory rights, namely the
shield law, had to yield to the
defendant's sixth amendment
right "to have compulsory proces.o.; for obtaining witnesses in
his favor."
Mat-on, a 3()-year-old UT law
school graduate, said he was
conrerned that the conservative mood in the country and

NEWS YOU CAN USE
by Richard KUtch
From the Dean look out!...
Castleberry and Co. are taking
some big strides for our
benefit. Some accomplishments
are these: Professors salaries up
and funds approved for hiring
7 more profs. this year; staff
positions for library and law
school have been upgraded and
increased; Board of Trustees
has approved separate promotion tenure policy for the faculty; funds for faculty research
up 500%; Trial Ad program expanded so all 3rd years have
chance to take course; construction plans for new library are
moving ahead rapidly.
Faculty - Two new professors
are on board. They are Professors Tom Bolland and Ray
Weed. Welcome to both.
SBA - Quite visible and vocal
this semester. Under direction
of Tim Dooley and with the

support of his concerned board,
SBA is tackling some potentially explosive issues. Two of
which are grading and financial aid. Predict end result will
be no change in grading but
possibly some inroads towards
making financial aid more
responsive to our needs. More
on financial aid later,
(reassuring to know they really
do care.)
Honor Court - one opinion
issued last semester. Paul
Scott reports work has begun
on revision of our 1972 Honor
Code.
Fraternaties - 3 weeks and 3
parties-what a start. PAD
was the pacesetter with a packed house at Fatso's. Delta
Theta Phi followed thru the
next Friday at Lynday's with a
huge attendance. Phi Delta Phi
completed the circuit with a
trip to Great Jubilation ... will
be a tri-frat party this
semester. Rush week is
predicted to be early March

,

..

and all the fraternities are
busy planning for the occasion.
First years join but only after
talking with members of each
before selecting .
Financial Aid - Sore subject
to some. 84 2nd yrs. complained of F.A. problems, only 15
tendered requested statements
of such problems. Pitital, b/c
SBA and the Administration
are really behind us on this
one. Looks like people would
rather complain than act.
What a shame.
Placement - As previously
reported, St. Mary's cleaned up
last semester with judical appointments...Speaks well of the
individuals as well as the
school...145 out of 147 passed
the last bar... Wonder how
many got jobs?... Speaking of
which, all 1st yrs. should make
it a point to titop in the Placement Office and get acquainted
with Pat Turner.
Other Honors - Our Moot

the ill health of the Supreme
court's more liberal judges,
may have an adverse effect on
the possibility of upholding
such protection for newspersons.
As of 1979, 26 states had
enacted shield laws, eleven protecting only journalists'
sources and another fiftE*'n
protecting undisclosed information obtained in the course
of a journalist's professional
activities as well as his sources.
"Lawyers and reporters have
always had a distrust and disdain for one another," ~aeon
said. "Both the professions are
at opposite poles. While one
pn>fession is usually cloaked in
se(-recy and confidentiality the other one can't wait to
talk. They're in the business of
public expression."

LRB
(Continued From Page 1)

C<>urt Team won 1st place in
state competition. The Journal
received 1st prize for Best Law
Review Article. Add this to the
number of judicial clerkship
appointments and you have all
the fixings for a great school of
la:w. Congratulations to all.
Other Activities- St. Thomas
Moore
Society
reactivited . . . See Pam Baschab
for details. Client Counseling
produced McHugh and Petry
as the top team. Congratulations.
Update - Some called them
sleepers but Mock Trial Judges
Chief Justice Robert R. Murray, Hubert W. Green and
James Branton called the
WINNERS as Dan Seiano and
Keith O'Connel won the competition. They defeated Colleen McHugh and Frank
.Giunta in a match that
displayed fine performances by
both teams.

~

until the memo is placed in the
mail, is billed at a base fee of
$55.00 plus $6.00 per page. A
14-day memo would an at·
torney $60.00 base fee plus
$7.00 per typed page. The
shortest time period is ten days
for which $100.00 is charged as
an initial fee plus $10.00 per
page.
Appellate briefs are researched only on a 21-day basis only, with the fee varying between appellant and appellee
briefs. Trial briefs will be
prepared for 14-day and 21-day
time periods. The 14-day trial
brief is researched for $150.00
plus $10.00 per page, while the
21-d.ay briefs is taken on for
$100.00 plus $10.00 per page.
The LRB can be reached at
(512) 4~3409 or by writing:
Legal Research Board, St.
Mary's University School of
Law, One Camino Santa
Maria, San Antonio, Texas
78284.
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Scopes' Res Judicata?

Monkey Shines In California
by James M. Martin

We're sitting in a noisy
hothouse of a courtroom in
Dayton, Tennessee on a July
afternoon in 1925. The defense
counsel, a disheveled, curmudgeonly gentleman named
Clarence Darrow, the Patron
Saint of the Lost Cause, has
just suffered the humiliation of
being told, by the court, that
none of his expert witnesses is
qualified to testify-that is, as
either an expert or even a
layman.
Ensconced acr~ the aisle
from Darrow is a rotund,
amiable orator, the Honorable
William Jenmngs Bryan, who
sports a smug, almost holierthan-thou, Man-of-the-People
demeanor etched upon his
every (considerable) square
inch. It is terribly obvious to
the national press corp, drawn
in droves to this "Trial of the
Century," that it is Bryan, not
Darrow, who represents the
status quo here in Dayton.
After all, the local state's attorney, feeling not quij;e "up to
the occasion," has hired Bryan
as "special prosecutor'' for this
very special case. The charge?
Violation of the state antiblasphemy statute. The possible sentence? Many years in
state penal confinement.
Within days, the defendant,
John T. Scopes, will be convicted of the crime of teaching

Darwinian evolution to the unwashed innocents of the
Dayton school system. Ironically, the case will never reach the
U.S. Supreme Court. The Nine
Old Men will never pronounce
judgment of the constitutionality of Tennessee's
blasphemy statute, thus
depriving students of constitutional law of a landmark decision on the order of McCulloch
v. Maryland or Brown v.
Board of Education. Within
months, John Scopes's conviction will be quietly set aside on
what non-lawyers call "a
technicality." To this day,
many wonder if that is not just
a euphemistic way of saying
that some of Tennessee's learned jurists dectded to step in
and save that sovereign state of
a good deal of historial embarrassment.
FLASHFORWARD:
We're sttting in a relatively
quiet. air-conditioned courtroom in Sacramento, California on a March afternoon in
1981. Plaintiffs counsel has
just put on the stand a 13-yearold student named Kasey
Segraves, who fidgets
awkwardly, flushed with embarrassment, and tells the
court: "I believe that God
created man as a man and put
him on the earth."
DEPUTY ATT'Y GEN.
ROBERT TYLER: Did your
teacher tell you that evolution

Cosby Returns

Former Grad Joins Profs
by Ed Schweninger
·That very small, motherly
looking woman that's been
dashing around.. the law center
this fall is our latest addition
to the St. Mary's Law Faculty
- Professor Mary Anne
Crosby. But don't let size or
looks fool you. Professor
Crosby is a tiger. Her intellectual hunger has led to a diversity of interests. And although
she may not growl too angrily
in class, Professor Crosby will
be sharpening her claws and
teeth at exam time.
Professor Crosby is originally from Houston but has lived
most of her life here in.San Antonio. As an undergraduate
student she started college in
Washington D.C. at the
Catholic University of
Amerim. She then mme back
to San Antonio to finish a major in Biology and a minor in
Chemistry at Inearnate Word
College. After this, the study of
law naturally followed.
Professor Crosby gntduated
Magna Cum Laude from St.
Mary's Law School in 1965. She

then practiced with the law
firm Lang Cross Ladon and Otr
penheimer for a year and a
half, specializing in Tax Law
primarily at the corporate
level.
When her second child was
born, Professor Crosby decided
to postpone the practice of law
for about 5 years while raising
her family. She is very proud of
her family. and all talk of her
legal accomplishments ceases
when she starts talking about
her 3 sons. "But when pressed
back on the subject of her leg-al
background, her enthusiasm
shifts to her teaching experiences.
Although this is Professsor
CrQsby's first smester of
teaching at law school, she is
not new to the teaching staff of
St. Mary's University. She
started teaching in 1977 at the
undergraduate level. and has
taught both at San Antonio
College and St. Mary's. She
taught Juvenile Law and
Business Law. Professor
Crosby is e.'lpecially inte~ted
in Juvenile Law because in this
area of law she feels rehabilitatin!l really work~. and this

r

makes it a rewarding field of
study.
Professor Crosby has also
been involved teaching during
many semesters under an
AACOG grant. This grant was
established under the Old
Americans Act, and it was set
up to finance the training of
peer counselors to help senior
citizens with legal problems.
This semester at St. Mary's
Law School, Professor Crosby
is teaching Business Organizations and Juvenile Law.
Bemuse this is her first
semester of teaching at the
graduate level, she expects a lot
of serious interest from her
students.
She
enjoys
stimulating discussions and
lots of involvement from
students in her classes. Professor Crosby warns. however,
to study thoroughly for her exams.
Well. we at St. Mary's Law
School are very happy to have
Professor Crosby with us.
Students here are serious and
expect a lot from profes..;;ors
also. So we'll be waiting to
meet this tiger at exam time
with plenty of ammunition.

was absolutely true?
SEGRAVES: Yes.
Kasey's father takes the
stand. Kelley Segraves has
referred t6 the purpose of the
family's suit against the State
of California as an attempt to
fight the takeover of America
by atheism, which seige is said
to have been going on for "at
least two decades." Segraves
has proclaimed his cause of action "The Trial of the Century." And he has predicted
that the outcome "will affect
the way science is taught in
every state in the country."
KELLEY SEGRAVES:
"What the children are taught
at home, in church, and in Sunday school is different than
what they are taught in school.
This makes a conflict. They
have to take something they do
not believe and parrot it back
in order to answer a question,
as if the question was correct
and that was the only answer.
That forces them to challenge
authority, not only the authority of our belief system at home,
but the authority of the
schools.··
Segraves is a 37-year-old
publisher of religious books.
His quarrel with the Board of
Education began in 1979 when
he brought suit in behalf of his
three children, who were
enrolled in the public schools of
San Diego, California. his goal
is to force the state to promulgate as one of ~o or more
established
scientific
"theories" of evolution the
black letter Biblical version of
the origin of Man as found in
the Book of Genesis.
Now that the trial is winding
up, The Big Question is: Was
Segraves' fight a replay of The
State v. Scopes?
Already, the indicators are
that the answer to that question is yes. And then again. no.
First of all, the Hoopla Potential Factor (HPF) was there,
and it was large. Scoring high
on the HPF, the Segraves case
boasted the following plus
elements: (1) major newspapers
flocked to the California
capital in desperate hopes that
this really will be the "Trial of
the Century"; (2) given the conservative swing in Amerimn
polibcal thought, the Segraves
case seems a trial balloon-no
pun intended-for a plethora of
fundamentalist or rightwing
judicial battles designed, no
doubt, to force the Burger
Court into putting its money
where its mouth is; (3)
Seagrans v. California was
more interesting than J. R.
Ewing v. The Other Networks.
On the other hand, consider
that: (1) major newspapers will
jump on anything to sell
newspapers (especially in San
Antonio) could and if we
already had a "Trial of the

'

Century" in 1925, we could
hardly have another one in
1981; (2) Ronald Reagan, the
Fundamentalist Hero is not
quite so naive as to contend
that Darwinism and Genesis
are mutually exclusive; (3) J. R.
Ewing is going to win anyway.
It must be said that the HPF
was considerably incrased by
the witness lineup, which included astronomer Carl Sagan,
who would no doubt, take the
stand and mentio\1 not once
but innumerable times. "my
PBS series- and now bestselling book-Cosmos," and Arthur Kornberg, who would
counter subtle innuendo about
the International JewishCommunist Conspiracy with
assurances that "I did win the
Nobel Pri1.e, you know." Deputy Atty-Gen. Tyler told the
press that ''I'm not going to
prove that evolution is a fact,
just that there are no sicentific
alternative.<;."' ~ir. Tyler is obviously unaware that even the
origin of the universe is subject
to myriad scientific interpretations and theories. Unfortunately, nobody is going to
"win" this case.
Richard Turner, on the other
hand, plaintiffs attorney, did
not tout his strengths viz-a-viz
expert witnesses. But rest
assured, he ruled out: (1) Anita
Bryant (divorced; not even
Adam and Eve did that), (2) the
Rev. Jerry fallwell (too busy
fighting it out with Penthouse
magazine, and (3) William F.
Buckley (just because you're
conservatice doesn't mean
you're intolerant of Darwinism). One might dare suggest that Turner could have
called Billy Graham, but then
he was part of that other
Republican president's entourage; Joe Palooka, but then
he was TKO'd by Ali in the
Nineth; or the Ghost of
Christmas Past.
Plaintiffs attorney Turner.
it mtght be pointed out-much
to
the
chagrin
of
Reaganites-once served as a
governor's assistant legal aide
to the President. If you think
that's strange, consider John
Anderson's erstwhile sponsorship of a bill (in the U.S. congress!) acknowledging Jesus
Christ as Savior. Turner told
the press, "We are not asking
for equal time or any time. We
are just saying, 'Don't tell my
client's kids ... that their
religious beliefs are wrong.' "
Obviously, Turner at least has
a good publicist's orientation:
he talks about "equal time."
California. alas, cannot be
blamed for oddball fundamentalism this time around.
Legislation in favor of education in "creationism'' (the
gospel according to Genesis)
have been debated in some 15
(Continue on Page 6)
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Flash Meets People
By Tun L. Vision
Escapism is defined as
"habitual diversion of the mind
to purely imaginative activity
or entertainment as an escape
from reality or routine,
"Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 389 (1975). Whatever
may be your situation,
escapism can today be found in
some very amusing films currently being shown in San Antonio.
Escapism, fantasy, and
adventure can all be found in
Flash Gordon, a modern combination of Star Trek, The
Wizard of Oz. Star Wars and
Robin Hood. Flash is quarterback for the New York Jets
when he is thrust into a position to save Earth from Ming,
the evil emperor. He almost
dies about fourteen times, but
whenever it seems like all hope
is gone, there is Flash, "the

"Oh, well, I didn't really want to pledge Phi Delta Phi..."

savior of the universe" as pu(
by the music of Queen.
Why do we need escapism?
Perhaps we don't, but in the
stressful situation of World
War II, milliOns of Americans
sought refuge in the theatre.
Last semester's finals rivaled
that experience for many. In
any event, if you would like to
forget your troubles and do
so without risking your health,
Flash Gordon is the answer for
all movie lovers.
Now if you like to keep your
imagination busy or want to
forget Secured Transactions,
then go see Popeye. Sure it's
stupid and the characters comical, but sometimes you may
want to take some time and
find out for yourself how on
earth Robin Williams can successfully pull off that spinachloving sailor (who, by the way,
didn't like spinach either).
For those who really enjoy

actors and their efforts over
the plot, Popeye will tantalize
your desires. The actors do an
almost impossible job of portraying characters with whom
we have all become familiar,
and do so very well. But
Popeye is not about some sailor
who is in love with Olive Oyl
(sister of Castor Oil), but it is
about human prejudices and
stereoty~. There's good vs.
bad, the little guy vs. the bully,
and love vs. hate. Popeye is also
about relationships, and if one
tries. one can see Wimpys,
Blutos and Popeyes in our daily situations.
So if you confuse interlocking directorates with trustees
in bankruptcy or just want a
good time, then escape to the
movies where you may
rediscover heroes and villians
that are a safe distance from
the reality of the classroom.

PALSGRAF ON GRADES
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I am a first year student and
this grade business is really
freaking me out. Do you have
any advice?
Signed,
Don't know if I'll pass

Dear Don't,
No doubt you've encountered
already a few of the do's and
don'ts of receiving grades. To
restate a few:
Do practice facial exercises
over the Christmas holidays.
Control of facial muscles is
paramount in your first confrontation with the "wailing
wall." If only so many as three
or four of your classmates fail
to keep poker-faced as they
locate their social security
numbers, the whole class's
numbers can easily be cracked.
A reliable source claims
several years ago a first year
student who was also a CPA
lurked around the corner from
the grade board with a little
spiral notebook and by the
time the third set of grades was
posted for this section, he had
successufully indentified all
but three class members &
ranked them accordingly.
Don't, whatever happens,
give in to over manifistations
of enthusiasm or distress over a
grade while at the grade board.
Sometimes an over-eager overachiever lets out a whoop or
two before carefully scanning
the grades and 9n suffer the
humiliation of trymg to publicly recant his or her claim to the
book in one course or another.
When it turns out the first
glance caught only his second
highest grade and didn't catch

the one that was higher by a
point.
Do keep in mind, while
either elated or in despair over
your grades, the Biblical words
"And the first shall be last..."
The even-handed malice of law
professors grading has seldom
left even the brightest
unblighted by the end of three
years.
And finally keep in mind the
truest words Shirley Butts
ever spoke (and probably the
least confusing): "Anything
over a 70 is gravy!''
Signed,
Mrs. Palsgraf

Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I am going through rush
right now and don't know
which fraternity to choose. Can
you help?
,
Signed,
Not an Iota
Dear Not,
Sorry I can't. It's all Greek to
me.
Signed,
Mrs. Palsgraf
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I am in my third year and am
terribly bored with all my
classes, desperate to find a job,
running out of money, and
scared about taking the Bar
Exam. Was it all a lie when
they told me it's "all downhill
from here"?
Signed,
Am I Over the Hill?
Dear Over,
It may not have been a lie
depending on what "they" told
you way at the bottom of the
hill, a quaqmire or a pot of
gold, or both. To solve your im-

-.

mediate problem, of present
boredom in class, poverty and
unemployment, why don't you
try doing something inconspicuous like making potholders under the table during
class. You can probably sell
those at a local gift shop, to
neighbors or relatives. They
ought to bring in enough to at
least buy your last set of blue
books.
As to getting a job-I understand the placement office is
working on a new file of
"Alternative jobs for the
unlicensed lawyer" including
such selections as water - carrier for the San Antonio Charros, Avon Lady/Gentleman, used Pinto salesperson, or a
model for the latest local Benzoyl peroxide commercial.
And finally with regard to
the bar exam. Keep in mind
that unlike Schlitz beer you
and the bar don't only go
around once. You're entitled to
two more rounds if at first you
don't succeed. And remember
those Bar Examiners can't help
but know you are from one of
the eight best law schools in
Texas and will treat your accordingly.
Signed,
Mrs. Palsgraf

Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
You sound like such a
wonderful person and are so
generous to give up the time to
help us through these troubled
times as Law Students, with
your insight and wisdom.
What can we as law students
do to thank you?
Signed,
Ever so grateful.

Dear Ever,
You are too kind. Despite
these many years with little
thankS for this job (yourself not
withstanding) I have recently
discovered my work has not
been in vain. I have been told
by confidential sources that
President Reagan has created a
new cabinet position which I
will co-chair with Anita
Bryant. We will be secretaries
of the department of Law
Students, Women, children
and domestic animals, which
will replace H.E.W. as soon as

the President can get rid of
that one. It may be time for me
to be moving on - - without
H.E.W. St. Mary's may go
down the tubes and besides all
of you may be drafted anyway
so you won't be around to catch
my pearls of wisdom next year
in all likelihood. My decision of
course is not final and I will
stick with you for the rest of
this year, so keep those cards
and letters coming.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Palgraf

You Know It's 2nd Semester When. .•

Paper Chase, Round 2
You know it's second
semester for 1st Year's when ...
Some crazed 1st Year is making conversation with the
"Wailing Wall."
You can't find an empty seat
in the snack bar between
classes.
Khakis and blue jeans
replace 1st semester's Fall
Fashion Line-Up from Frost
Bros.
People start putting their
names, phone numbers and addresses m their "Cans" m
case they're lost or stolen.
They start enforcing the
absence policy.
Your lips stop quivering,
knees cease knocking and you
even enjoy having center stage
and your 75 plus classmate's
undivided attention for recitation.
Petrified and paranoid 1st
year's are pulling out the new
67 failing policy and reviewing
it over and over and over again.
After a trip to the "Wailing
Wal), a Texas Instrument's

calculator is the hottest item
on campus.
When someone recites the
wrong brief in Joe Anderson's
Con Law class, even HE doesn't
notice.
Professors begin walking to
the parldng lot in groups.
All 1st year's can finally get
a front row parking space.
You're unprepared and you
think an innocent "You want
ME to recite?" will get you off
the hook.
The three-hole punch and
canned briefs provide an interesting combination and do
wonders for class recitation.
The hottest game on campus,
thanks to the innovative and
bored law students at the
University of Iowa, is
"gunner's bingo" played by an
elitist group of the class
turkeys.
Books and briefcases feel
liRhter.
Mike B., among others, still
doesn't know what the Witan
is!!!!
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Mexican-American Law Students
bJ Alberto M. Avila

The beginning of the
scholastic year also required
the election of new officers for
MALSA. The results were as
follows: Alberto M. Avila,
President; George R. Gonzales,
Vice-President; and Alfredo Z.
Padilla, Secretary-Treasurer.
Accordingly, the new administration felt that celebration was in order. MALSA's
first Law School party met
with overwhelming success, as
a multitude of eager law
students descended upon St.
Mary's "Brass Lamp" and proceeded to unwind in a congenial pre-weekend atmosphere. Special thanks were
extended to First-year Bill
Dudley for graciously providing musical entertainment
for the event.
Another sponsored activity
was illustrative of the
organization's eommitment to
offer assistance to any interested First-Year student.
Nearing the end of tht! Fall '80
semester, MALSA posted
several "First-Year First-Aid"
stations which contained lists
of Second and Third-Year
students who were willing to
provide "non-committal
counseling" re: the One-L's
first encounter with law-school
exams. The project proved to be
a successful attempt at empathy as well as a comforting
relief to numerous distraught
freshmen.
Oher MALSA-s~nsored activities includes: - participation in the nation-wide Latina
law-student survey sponsored
by the Latino Law Student
As~ociation of Boston College;
its presentation of a

Thanksgiving "gift of appreciation" to each member of the
Law School CusWdial staff:
and its recent disbursement of
"Book Awards" to outstanding
MALSA members.
MALSA also had the unique
honor to congratulate two
recently-appointed federal
judges who are the only
Hispanic, as well as the only
St. Mary's Law School
graduates, to'be appointed to a
federal District Court bench.
Congratulations, on behalf of
MALSA and St. Mary's Law
School, were extended to the
Hon. Hipolito Garcia, and to
the Hon. Filimon Vela.
Some of the planned activities for the rest of the
scholastic year include: participation in a nation-wide
symposium on "Minorities and
the Law" sponsored by the
Chicano Law Students Association of the University of Texas
at Austin; participation in
Law Day activities and the
Alumni's Oyster Bake; and the
sponsoring of another "Law
School" party tentatively
scheduled for mid-semester.
Recently, MAL.."A was approached by a representative of
the newly-formed Civil Rights
Litigation Center. and was requested to provide information
to any law student who is interested in participating in a
funded program designed to
provide legal experience, in a
paralegal and research capacity', with a concentration on
civil rights law. Seveml positions are currently available
and more information can be
obtained from Alberto M.
Avila at 436-5479.

District Judge Presides

Alumni Elect Judge Haberman
By Joan Cheever
The new president of the St.
Mary's Law Alumni Association doesn't see class rolls
decreasing in the next few
years as the need for a legal
education is "more important
now than it ever was."
"More law students will be
involved in some sort of
business, not everyone will be
practicing," Judge Carol
Haberman predicts. "There is a
need for legal training and
background in law, either the
business man has it, or he'll
have someone on staff that
does.''
Haberman, 45th District
Court Judge and the first
woman district judge in Bexar
County, remembers Evidence
as her favorite class while at
St. Mary's, and recalls Judge
Archie Brown's lectures in
criminal law as "extremely in-

interesting."
The '57 grad and one of two
women in her class, served on
the San Antonio City Council
for three years and practiced
law for more than 15 years
prior to her judgeship.
Former Gov. Dolph Briscoe
appointed Haberman to the
post she now holds in 1977
after she served as a county
court at law judge in 1975.
As a young lawyer, Haberman recalls being very interested in family law which
prompted her to attend the
Worden School of Social Service at Our Lady of the Lake
College.
"I just wanted to take a few
classes but I got so interested
and enthusiastic I went all the
way," Haberman said. She
noted that in order to maintain
a practice and pursue her
master's degree at OLLU, she
did a lot of wills an-state
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M.A.L.S.A.: More Than Meets The Eye
MALSA is an acronym that
lately has been appearing with
more frequency at St. Mary's
law-school activities. The
Mexican-American Law Student Association (MALSA) is,
to state the obvious, an association of law students. What is
not obvious is that the
organization's membership is
not solely comprise,A of
"hyphenated Americans." As
the membership roster reveals,
the organization contains a
divergence of ethnic representation. But, why does the
organization's title seem to indicate otherwise? MALSA's
stated purpose for existence is
to recognize and encourage
minority participation in the
legal profession. It's members,
minority and otherwise, realize
that the minority law student
is no )e;s, or no more, a Jaw stu·
dent because of his or her
minority status. However. they
also reahr.t.• that the minority
law student often must face a
barrage of unfounded skepticism and criticism that is based on stP.reotypical attitudes
toward minorities in general.
Accordingly, MALSA's activities are conducted With
these realizations in mind.
In an "interesting alliance",
MALSA and the Women's Law
Association (WLA) co sponsored the "All Law School
Party" at the beginning of the
80-81 scholal:itie year. After a
successful outcome the two
organizations pledged to maintain open ('C)tnmunications and
to further that "spirit of
equality" which is of obvious
interest to both.

'

planning to fit her class
schedule.
.
And·· .&teppitig into the
presidential shoes of the alumni association isn't the only activity on Habennan's "active"
resume. She is the past president of the Council of International Relations, a member of
the board of directors of the
Alamo Area Council of Boy
Scouts, a former state president of the 9,000-member Texas
Business and Professional
Women's Clubs and was
selected as its "Outstanding
Woman of the Year " for Texas
in 1975.
Additional civic affiliations
include the Texas Bar Association, the Estate Planning
Council, Council of Presidents,
American Association of
University Women, the San
Antonio Beautify Association,
Delta Rho Delta, Freedom's
Foundation and the Catholic
Daughters of America.

(Contiaaed frua Pap 3)

senate has a similar subject. As any lawyer or stubreakdown. Although the so- dent of the law can easily
called experts have for years realize, such a law bas serious
been predicting that these potential defects in that almost
rural conservatives will loee anything can become a device
control after the 1981 redistric- for the use of illicit drugs.
ting, two factors mitigate However, several st.afts of atagainst this. Firstly, excluding torneys both in private pracHouston which has grown tice and in government have
phenominally, most of the state examined the proposed draft to
has grown at about the same eliminate any potential Conrate. Secondly, as Clayton put stitutional problems. An intent
it, "The rural Texan must to use the instrument or device
outsmart our city associates." in conjunction with illegal
The rural conservative will not drugs is required. The wiretap
sit back and let themselves be bill closely follows the federal
redistricted out of exsistence. statute and limits the surTheir numbers will be smaller veillance to drug cases. Discusin the 1980's, but their in- sions on the use of oral confesfluence no less dramatic. The sions have been continuing for
slack for the most part will be years and will not be reported
taken up by just as conser- here. But those familiar with
vative suburban Republicans. criminal law will remember
As this writer has touched on that the bills passage will give
in a previous article, the Texas law enforcement ofLeglislature will be the only ficials the same advantages as
political arena of significance in some other jurisdictions.
remaining for conservative The smart money around the
Democrats in the state. A capital. however, is that these
state-wide office will be very prices of legislation wil prodifficult for a conservative bably not be enacted into law.
Democrat to obtain.
The proposal that juries be inMuch action during the ses- structed as to parole laws has a
sion will also be seen address- much better change of passage.
Regardless of the specific
ing Gov. Bill Clements AntiCrime Package and War on legislation that is finally passDrugs Package. They include ed, this session will be
some highly controversial highlighted by spirited battles
legislation including a dr:ug between law and order conserparaphanalia bill and bills on vatives and civil libermrian
Wiretapping. oral confessions, liberals. Any student of politics
and instructions to the jury as will be eagerly following the
to parole laws. The jury actions of the Legislature.
paraphernalia legislation There won't be a dull moment.
tracks the Model Act on the Lawmakers - welcome back!

MONKEY SHINES
(Continue from Page 4)
states, and such course of study
has been approved in three,
where it's taught in bi~ogy
classes. Four states have
selected texts which treat
biblical creation as a literal
event. And even the State of
Texas has approved of the
teaching of Genesis as one of
several possible theories of
evolution.
The final irony is provided by
Kelly Segraves's own publica-

tions, copyrighted by his
Creation-Sicence Research
Center. His books do not mention "God," but refer to "the
designer of life," and refer to
an instantaneous, void-toexistence creation of life as a
scientific theory. Some scientist have been arguing that for
decades. It's called the Big
Bang Theory.
As Santayana said, "Those
who do not learn from history
are eondemned to repeat it."

ADVOCATES
(Continued from Page 1)
Professor Walker's Appellate
Advocacy course, students gain
advocacy experience in the
Trial Advocacy course taught
by Judge Archie Brown,
retired Commissioner of the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals, Professor Robert Galligan
and selected adjunct professors. Courtroom decorum,
techniques of direct and crossexamination, the art of the
closing argument-each phase
of the course offers the law student an edge of experience in
- -eparing for his first court-

room appearance.
Board of Advocates members
and competition finalists
receive academic credit for
their efforts in support of the
advocacy program. The continued growth of the program
through additional competitions, law school administration funding and advocacy
seminars lies in the near
future. The Board of Advocates
was founded at St. Mary's less
than a decade ago. Now it administers a program capable of
producing the finest advocates
in the state.
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ABA Study Shows

Female Faculty Face Frustation
WASHINGTON,
D.C.-While women appear to
be making great strides
towards integration into law
school faculties, a number of
barriers must be removed if
they are to become full
members of the law school community.
That is the conclusion of a
report released recently by the
American Bar Association's
Section of Individual Rights
and Responsibilities. The study

entitled "The Integration of
Women Into Law Faculties"
was funded by the National Institute of Education and New
York Law School. Project
members spent a year gathering information from the faculty, administration and
students of selected schools.
The attitude of students
towards women faculty
members is one serious problem facing women law professors. Dr. Elizabeth Ashburn,

director of the project, said,
"Women tend to be viewed as
less competent than their male
counterparts." Ashburn
pointed out that the students
seem more likely to challenge
women professors. This, she
said, put additional performance pressures on those
teachers and often had a
"snowball" effect.
For example, Ashburn said,
"We foupd women spent on the
average five hours more a week

in class preparation and five
hours less per week on research
and writing despite similar
teaching loads." This becomes
important, 'she said, when we
recognize the increasing importance of publishing to the advancement of a law faculty
member.
The study also found that
presently most of the women
are junior faculty members.
According to Ashburn, "We

don't know the attrition rate of
women- how many are leaving
teaching as a result of this performance pressure. But we do
know that the integration of
women in law school faculties
is not a foregone conclusion."
Copies of the study are
available from the ABA's Section of Individual Rights and
Responsibilities, 1800 M
Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036, (202) 331-2279.

C.L.A. Meets

The P.A.D. & How To Use It

The Criminal law association
"luncheon programs" and
general meetings expose
students to diverse legal
seminars this seminar.
In addition to the once-amonth general meetings which
will feature such persons as
federal District Judge Sessions,
there will be luncheons at
which Gordon Armstrong, the
chief prosecuter of the Barnett
murder case, will talk about
the aspects of the Barnett
murder and Judge Sam
Houston Clinton of the Texas
Court of Criminal appeals will
be speaking on the competence
of counsel problem and in particular, the Duffy case on
March 5, 1981.
The Criminal Law Association encourages its members to
attend its programs. Attendance at the first luncheon was
approximately 70 and those
present were treated to Gerry
Goldstein talking about search
and seizure and primarily the
defense of drug cases and his
expenences.
-Riek Alley

By Jim Kuboviak

1980 WLA Team: Will 1981 Rookies turn the faculty tide?

WITANHouse Ad

:

In periodical jargon, a "house ad'' is one designed to tout the
periodical itself, as for example, to tell you what will be in a
I
coming issue.
I
This is a different sort of house ad. It's not designed to extoll
I
the virtues of an already-EStablished publication, but to ask
I
you, the reader, what you like about The Witan, what you
I
don't like and what you'd like to see more of:
I
Before you answer-and we hope you'll take the time to fill
I
out the coupon at right and drop it in the Witan box at the
I
SBA office-perhaps you'd like to know where we're headed.
Here are a few features the Editorial Board is contemplating:
1. The Witan Puzzle: A regular feature requiring some mental gymnastics, allowing you to match your wits with legal
scholars and win prizes by so doing. (See our back cover, this
issue.)
2. ''The Bar Sinister," a regular column highlighting an off- ·
the-wall but actual case, tried in a real court of law, where the
legal issues take a back seat to the very bizarre nature of the
case itself. For example, a jealous mistress was sued recently
by her lover's wife when the mistress sent the couple a postpartum advertisement for a combination crib-and-casket. (No
joke, it actually happened!)
3. A regularly-appearing cartoon delineating actual law stu·
dent and professor conversations overhead during classes, in
the halls, or at off~mpus functions, designed to point up the
basic absurdity of being a law student.
These and more in coming issues of The Witan.
If you are interested in writing,photographing, or cartooning
for The Witan, let the staff know. Your talents are needed and
will help keep the paper alive.
..

PAD is an international professional law fraternity-the
world's largest-with 154
chapters chartered at accredited law school throughout
the United States, Puerto Rico
and Canada.

It is important to not the participation in Phi Alpha Delta
does not end with one's graduation from law school, for we
hae alumm chapters chartered
in 75 North American cities
and metropolitan areas.

We are a professional service
organization whose purpose is
to serve the law student, the
law school and the legal profession.
Our a1ms include bringing
law students together with
practicing attorneys, thus providing students with practical
information and legal skills
generally untouched in the
aeademic curriculum, as well
as providing valuable attorney
contacts.
PAD was the first previously
all-male law fraternity to admit women (1970) and; in 1972,
was the first to accomplish a
merger with a major women's
law fraternity, bringing more
than 5,000 women attorneys into our ranks.

PAD is the on!y law fraternity with a full-time employee
serving as International Placement Director to help chapters
and individual members with
their replacement needs. PAD
was the first law fraternity to
offer such services as insurance
programs, a buying service and
a major rental car discount to
its members.
PAD offers you not a mere
"social" experience, but the
chance to expand your legal
horizons and professional contacts through the practical and
professional programs which
your chapter develops at the
law school level.
For information, contact Jim
Kuboviak, Justice, Garner
Chapter.

The Witan Survey
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1.

2.

I read the Witan:
(a) All of the time _ _ (b) Sometimes _ _ (c) Never__
If you answered (c) above, please tell us why:

3.

My favorite feature(s) in the Witan are:
(a) News _ _ (b) Editorials _ _ (c) Cartoons _ _
(d) In-depth reports _ _ (e) Professor profiles _ _
(f) Humorous features _ _ (g) Mrs. Palsgraf _ _
(h) Film reviews _ _ (i) Clubs and Associations _ _
G) Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

I would like to see more: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5.

I think The Witan is:
(a) Soporific _ _ (b) Stuffy _ _ (c) Fun to read _ _
(d) Boring _ _ (e) Too "legal" _ _ (f) Sophomoric _ _
(g) Enlightening _ _ (h) O t h e r : - - - - - - - -- - - - - Comments: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6.
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8.

RULES

Identify the above snippets from famous trials. Note
that some fragments are from opinions, some are from
testimony at the trial, and others are from indictments,
oral arguments, or pre-trial work product. In the space
provided to the right, print the STYLE of the case. (If the
case went through several trials or appeals, or if its final
outcome was sub nom, any style will be counted correct.)
2. Law students at St. Mary's only are allowed to participate. No faculty or alumni are eligible, nor are Witan
staffers permitted to enter.
3. Bring your entrance blank to the Witan box in .the
SBA office. No entries will be accepted after the deadline
date, April 1.
4. In case of ties, a drawing will be held to decide the
wmner.
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'The govern~nt of the United stateS. then.

t\)ollgh limited in its powers. is supreme; 1).1\d
ita \aW». when made in pu~nce of ilie cona\tution . fu\"'111 the auprernP law of 1)\e land.
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2. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
7. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9.
.
10.
NAME:
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ __
PHONE NO.
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''Good God! Look at that! I thought the test was bard, but not that bard. It's not that I can't
learn the law, it's just that be can't teach it. And he would have to post his grades on a Friday.
Now, the whole weekend is ruined!"

Sciano, O'Connell Win Mock Trial
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